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Summary of Technical Sessions /?.5---/ 

Great progress has been made in the analysis of interplan- 
etary dust particles (IDPs) over the past few years, demon- 
strated by short presentations made at meetings of the Mete- 
oritical Society, Lunar and Planetary Science Conferences, 
and electron microscopy conclaves. However, dust workers 
wanted a more focused showcase for recent IDP results, and 
opportunity for consoIidation of past work and the forging of 
new research collaborations. The recent availability of larger 
IDPs from the Large Area Collectors, and consequent particle 
analysis consortia, had made the necessity of a dedicated 
workshop even more acute. To satisfy this need, this first 
workshop dedicated to the analysis of IDPs was organized by 
D. Brownlee (University of Washington), J. Bradley (MVA 
Associates), G. Flynn (SUNY Plattsburgh), A. Nier (Univer- 
sity of Minnesota), F. Rietmeijer (University of New Mexico), 
and M. Zolensky (NASA Johnson Space Center). From the 
start the principle goal of the workshop was to provide a 
forum for free and relatively uninterrupted discussion. To 
provide for the maximum degree of participant interplay and 
productive discussion, the workshop was designed around a 
few review talks, each of which was intended to review past 
results in a specific branch of IDP research and suggest future 
potentially fruitful directions. Following each of these pre- 
sentations, workshop participants were free to discuss any 
aspects of the specific subject, and introduce and discuss their 
own results and ideas. Contributed presentations were made 
in the form of posters, although these results were folded into 
the discussions at appropriate times. 

For each discussion, one workshop participant served as a 
summarizer. These summaries, and recordings of the talks 
and discussions, are now being used to facilitate production 
of a workshop proceedings volume, which will be published 
by the American Institute of Physics. Not all of the ideas 
presented at the workshop are adequately covered by the 
abstracts in the present volume. Accordingly, here we present 
a brief summary of the major points raised at the workshop. 

INTRODUCTION 

This is well covered by Brownlee's abstract, and most of 
the points he raised were addressed at greater length by 
subsequent presentations and discussions. In particular, 
Brownlee made the points that DPs are probably the only 
samples now available of outer-belt asteroids and comets, 
including Kuiper belt objects. IDPs could have turned out to 
be merely additional fragments of H6 chondrites, but (fortu- 
nately for us) detailed work over the past two decades has 
shown them to be compositionally and mineralogically dis- 
tinct from meteorites. These important distinctions incIude 
greater porosity, aggregate structure, higher voIatile content, 

and unique mineralogy. Great progress has been made in the 
development of new analytical techniques, permitting mea- 
surements to be made of bulk compositions (including trace 
elements by four different and complementary techniques, 
noble gases, and some organic compounds), infrared spectra 
@oth transmittance and reflectance), isotopes, and physical 
properties. Important problems remain, including the estab- 
lishment of a useful classification scheme, resolving differ- 
ences in terminology (e.g., tar balls vs. granular units, etc.), 
elucidation of the relationships between different types of 
IDPs (chondritic vs. refractory vs. basaltic; hydrous vs. anhy- 
drous). Finally, future collection technologies were discussed, 
including replacement of silicone oil in stratospheric collec- 
tion, and the role of dust collection in space. 

OBSERVATION AND MODELING OF DUST IN 
THE SOLAR SYSTEM 

S. Dermott presented the results of analysis of IRAS and 
COBE data, which indicate that main-belt asteroids are the 
source of approximately 40% of the dust providing zodiacal 
light. The remainder must be provided by near-Earth aster- 
oids, comets, and interstellar sources. In particular, it seems 
to be useful to make detailed dynamical calculations of the 
evolution of grains from near-Earth asteroids. Apparently, 
dust grains derived from some asteroid families are distin- 
guishable From one another, in inclination space. Differences 
in orbital elements for asteroidal grains from different fami- 
lies also cause different encounter velocities at Earth, and 
hence differential atmospheric entry heating levels that vary 
temporally. A. Jackson and H. Zook also presented results of 
calculations of which indicate that cometary and asteroidal 
particles can be distinguished, if their velocities and trajecto- 
ries are measured in space. This is a critical requirement for 
proposed dust colIection efforts in low Earth orbit. Zook 
presented data fkom the Ulysses spacecraft cosmic dust ex- 
periment indicating the presence of streams of interstellar 
dust focused by interaction with Jupiter. 

M. Hanner reviewed the available spectroscopic informa- 
tion on comets, of which there is all too little. The main point 
of this presentation was that the comets observed to date 
appear to differ significantly from one another in mineralogy. 
While it is possible that these differences are due to differen- 
tial aging of comets, it is  also likely that there is considerable 
inherent intercornet heterogeneity. Recent measurements of 
the reflectance spectra of chondritic IDPs by Bradley reveal 
some features found in some comets, including features pos- 
sibly due to noncrystalline phases. Definite ties between 
specific comets and IDPs have yet to be demonstrated by 
spectroscopic work, although this is clearly a promising line 
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ofresearch. Still unknown isthe relationshipbetweencometary 
dust and interstellar grains, and whether hydrated materials 
are found on comets. This latter point is currently very con- 
tentious. 

MINERALOGY AND PETROGRAPHY OF IDPS 

Bradley summarized what has been learned concerning 
the mineralogy of chondritic IDPs. A fascinating aspect of 
IDP petrography is the frequent occurrence of he-grained 
aggregates, which can have bulk chondritic composition at 
the ferntogram scale. These objects are still the subject of 
nomenclaturial disagreement: Bradley has called them "tar 
bails," while Rietmeijer has used the term "granular units." 
Bradley has now identified three flavors of aggregates, which 
he calls unequilibrated, equilibrated, and reduced aggregates 
(UAs, EAs, and RAs), depending upon the mineral assem- 
blage. (Rietmeijer presented an alternate classification scheme 
in much the same vein; see Classification, below.) Are these 

. aggregates the products of nebularaccretion, with subsequent 
processing in the cases of the EAs? Keller has suggested that 
some of these aggregates could be agglutinates from parent 
body regoliths. These objects clearly will receive much more 
attention in the future, although it is unfortunate that they are 
so small, being right at the analytical limit for present instru- 
ments. Bradley also reviewed the evidence for hydration on 
the IDP parent bodies, concluding that the frequent occur- 
rence of hydrated and anhydrous phases within the same 
grain is probably due to the incipient nature of the alteration 
event. Zulensky described work on the compositions of oIiv- 
ines and pyroxenes n chondritic IDPs. The common occur- 
rence of diopside in hydrous IDPs probably indicates parent 
body metamorphism. Considerable attention is also center- 
ing on the noncrystalIine component of IDPs. 

PROCESSING OF IDPs IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
AND TERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE 

Nier has been measuring noble gas contents of individual 
IDPs by step heating. He has realized that examination of the 
temperature-gas release profile for a particle will reveal the 
peak temperature of atmospheric entry heating. This latter 
value can be used to infer cometary vs. asteroidal origin for 
the particle, as the cometq grains enter the atmosphere at 
considerably higher velocities (on the average). This tech- 
nique appears to be the only current course for distinguishing 
cometary from asteroidal particles. 

Flynn reviewed the evidence indicating the degree of 
atmospheric entry heating experienced by IDPs. Despite the 
obfuscatory effect this has on nebular and parent body pro- 
cesses, recognition of the degree of heating can provide 

unique source information (see above). Documented entry- 
heating effects include formation of magnetite rims, deple- 
tionof volatileelementslikeZn, dehydration of phyllosilicates, 
and the changes in the release temperatures of noble gases 
mentioned above. At one time it was hoped that inspectionof 
solar flare track densities and their density variation across a 
grain would provide useful information on space-exposure 
duration and entry heating level; however, track densities 
appear to be too low to permit useful estimates to be made of 
these values. The explanation of these heating effects is still 
somewhat controversial. Some researchers believe that mag- 
netite rims could form by sublimation onto the particles from 
the atmospheric E-layer gases. However, most workshop 
participants felt that this sublimation process would be un- 
likely, due to the low Fe concenmtion of the E layer, and the 
short atmospheric residence time of the particles. Some re- 
searchers are unsure of the proposed nebular origin of the Br 
and Zn enrichments reported for many chondritic IDPs, 
making heating/depIetion estimations potentially uncertain. 
All participants concluded that we need to better understand 
the concentration and sources of Zn, Br, and Fe in the upper 
atmosphere. 

Discussion also centered on the potential for particulate 
conwination during collection in silicone oil on the inertial 
inpaction collectorscurrently used by NASA. Although work- 
ers have not found indications of contamination from this 
material (except for Si, which can apparently be removed), 
lingering uncertainties on this subject indicate that care must 
be taken during the interpretation of compositional analyses. 

COMPARISONS OF IDPs TO METEORITES A M  
MICROMETEORITES 

This topic is well covered by W. Kliick's abstract. Basi- 
cally, most IDPs appear to have significant differences from 
meteorites, although certain IDPs appear to be identical to 
some carbonaceous chondrite matrix materials. These differ- 
ences do not preclude derivation from the same parent bodies 
as meteorites, however, but require that different materials 
from them are being sampled. In general, low-strength, poorly 
consolidated materials like IDPs would not be expected to 
survive as meteorite-sized bodies, only as dust. Kl&k also 
compared IDPs to the larger (1100 mm) micrometeorites 
collected in the oceans (deep sea spheres), and polar ice caps. 
These latter materials are generally highly contaminated and 
severely heated by atmospheric entry, which often precludes 
useful comparison. However, the most pristine of these larger 
materials bear considerable resemblance to CI, CR, and CM 
chondrites. There are sufficient differences between these 
micrometeorites and IDPs to warrant continued study of the 
former, particularly since they are considerably easier to 
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handle and are available in abundance (thanks largely to the 
efforts of M. Maurette). 

COMPOSITION OF IDPs 

S. Sutton's abstract is a good introduction to this subject. 
Numerous complementary techniques are now routinely uti- 
lized for the measurement of the bulk compositions of IDF's. 
Problems linger concerning potential contamination during 
atmospheric residence and collection, but progress is being 
made in understanding the actual dimensions of these haz- 
ards. Keller and K. Thomas'abstracts provide a good guide to 
recent achievements in the measurement of C in IDPs; they 
find that they contain up to approximately 50 wt% C, far 
higher than for bulk chondrites. The highest C concentra- 
tions appear to always come in IDPs containing pyroxenes. 

R. Walker summarized ion probe analyses of chondritic 
IDPs, with a major goal being the location of preserved 
interstellar material. Isotopic measurements have been made 
of H, C ,  Mg, N, and Si on fewer than 100 IDPs. No large 
isotopic anomalies have been found in C, Mg, or Si. Approxi- 
mately half of the analyzed particles exhibited deuterium 
enrichments (up to 2000%0). Some IDPs have shown 
enrichments (up to 41 1%0), usually correlated with a deute- 
rium enrichment. Hydrous and pyroxene-dominated IDPs 
appear to be isotopically similar, however, no anomalies have 
been located in olivine-dominated IDPs. Basically, no DPs 
have yet been located that are entireIy interstellar in origin (as 
we understand them). While this is a disappointing result, the 
fact is that only a very small total mass of IDPs has yet been 
examined; if interstellar materials are present among IDPs in 
the same concentration as in the Murchison CM chondrite, 
then (statistically) we should not expect to have seen even one 
entirely interstellar grain yet. However, isotopic anomalies 
are found in JDPs, and these remain to be explained satisfac- 
torily. 

CLASSIFICATION 

Major problems remain with IDP classification. The most 
widely used scheme discriminates between four types, based 
upon the dominant crystalline silicate phase: olivine, pyrox- 

ene, saponite, and serpentine. Not included in this framework 
are the refractory IDPs. Rietmeijer reviewed these schemes, 
proposing a new classification based on the composition and 
petrography of the micrometer-sized aggregates present in 
most chondritic IDPs (see above). Rietmeijer proposes that 
these objects be called "granular units" and "polyphase units," 
in contrast to Bradley's suggestion. Actually, both classifica- 
tions have common features. No commonclassification scheme 
for IDPs was found acceptable to everyone, although partici- 
pants agreed that a radically new classification scheme along 
the lines of those proposed was desirable. However, lively 
discussion of these classification schemes established that for 
any new one to be accepted it will have to ( I )  be based on 
measurements that can be made by numerous investigators, 
(2) not rely on inferred processes, and (3) not include unsa- 
vory terms (you had to be there). It is clear that further 
development work will be necessary here. 

COLLECTION OF IDPs 

At present. IDPs are actively being collected in the strato- 
sphere, from polar ices, and within impact features on space- 
craft. Abstracts by Maurette, Zolensky, and C. Dardano cover 
basic aspects of these efforts. It is fair to say that all techniques 
being used are complementary, and that no one is clearly 
superior in all aspects. The stratospheric collections provide 
the least contaminated and heated particles, but recovered 
particles are genemlly less than 70 mm in diameter. Particles 
from polar ices can be larger than the stratospheric particles, 
but are more contaminated and heated, and may actually 
represent a different population of objects. Particles collected 
in space can be coIlected with velocity and trajectory informa- 
tion, unlike those collected at Earth, but are generally highly 
shocked andlor melted at best, and at worst are vaporized. All 
these collection techniques are being improved, as resources 
permit, In the stratosphere collection with a medium other 
than silicone oil has being attempted (so far without success). 
Cleaner equipment is now being used in the Antarctic to 
collect particles. Better capture media are being developed for 
less disruptive collections in space. Future flight opportuni- 
ties for these colIectors include LDEF 11, EURECA II, MIR, 
and the U.S. space station. 
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Abstracts 

AND M R  W A ( C T  CUmW. S. L. Berthoud and J. C. 
Mandeville, CERT-ONERAIDERTS, 2 Av. E. Belin, 31400 
Toulouse, France. 

This study is the further investigation of space-exposed samples 
recently recovered from the American satellite LDEF and the Franco- 
Soviet Mir "Aragatz" experiment. Some interesting impact features 
have been selected as examples to demonstrate various findings. 
Part of the objective of the experiments was to determine the nature 
and origin of particles in low Earth orbit (LEO). Observations show 
that the "multiple foil detectors" appear to be an effective way of 
retaining impactor residues of larger particles. They provide a "wit- 
ness" foil that shows the shape and dimensions of the impacting 
particle. Several low-velocity (<4 km s-1) oblique craters containing 
significant quantities of impactor residue have been identified. 
Energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) analyses of the residues 
show evidence of micrometeoroid and debris compositions. Simi- 

larities between the meteoroid signatures and those of BrownIee 
particles have been noted. Evidence of at least two different grain 
compositions in one impacting particle is shown. The discovery of 
debris impacts on the trailing edge of LDEF demonstrates that 
artificial debris may be found, not just in circular orbits, but also in 
elliptical orbits. 

31nWuction: One of the objectives of retrievable experi- 
ments flown in LEO is the identification of the particles responsible 
for the formation of craters on surfaces exposed to the LEO particu- 
late environment. In this work, particle identification was achieved 
by EDS of particle residues in and around the craters. Residues were 
classed as being of natural origin if they had a high Mg, AI, Si, Fe, 
Ca content. They were classed as being of man-made origin if they 
had a high 0 (for A120,), Ti and Si (paint flakes). Fe, Cr, Ni, Cu, Zn 
(stainless steel and alloys) content. Analysis efforts were handi- 
capped by alloy inclusions, organic contamination containing Na, 
C1, K, S (which occurred before, during, and after space exposure), 
and the shadowing effect caused by crater geometry. For a summary 

Fig. 1. LDEF Dl H2 multiple foil detector. (a) Perforation (55x 40 pm) of 
5-pm-thick A1 top foil.@) Star-shaped crater distribution amund crystalline 
Fragment on 125-pm Al bo~omfoil.(c)EDSspec~mofcrystallineFragment 
(20 keV). 
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of the observed meteoroid vs. debris proportions for several experi- 
mental surfaces and a discussion of the importance of particle veloc- 
ity and experiment position (with respect to the leading edge of the 
spacecraft), see Hiin [I ] and Berthoud and Mandeville [Z). 

Impact Features: Multiple foil detectors. Examination of 
the space-exposed detectors (see [3] for a full description) revealed 
several instances of perforation by large particles. The particles leave 
a perforation with barely perceptible lip formation the same shape 
and size as themselves, which avoids the necessity for conversion 
between crater size and particle diameter-a process fraught with 
pitfalls [4]. An example from the LDEF FRECOPA experiment is 
shown in Fig. 1. The particle perforated the top foil and then frag- 
mented, causing a star-shaped distribution of secondary craters on 
the target below. Analysis of the central crystalline fragment and of 
secondary craters revealed the presence of Si, Na, Ca, Fe, and Mg, 
indicating a particle of natural origin. 

LDEF clamps (described in [5]). Figure 2 shows an oblique 
impact average depth-to-diarneter ratio PID = 0.41) on clamp A04 
C05. The characteristic shelf formation has been observed to occur 
at impact angles >60° (to normal) in simulation experiments by the 
authors. The jet of projectile ejecta produced by hypervelocity 
impact frequently leaves projectile fragments on these shelves. EDS 
analysis of the molten fragments revealed the presence of Al, Mg, Si, 

E D  
Cursor: 0.000  keV 0 counts 

Label: NASA CLANP A04 C05 C2 LBA04C05CZ; 
! 

Fig. 2. Meteoroid impact on LDEF clamp A04 C05. (a) Oblique impact 
(1 35 x 125 pm). (b) Detail of molten residues on shelf. (e) EDS spectrum of 
residues (1 5 keV). 

and Fe-a classic signature for a particle of natural origin (see 
W7027F11 in [6]).  Figure 3 shows an impact on clamp A06 C06. 
Unmelted fragments of the impacting particle are clearly visible 
inside the crater. EDS spectra of different areas of the fragments 
showed a wide range of proportions of the elements Al, Mg, Si, Ca, 
Fe, and Cr (Cr probably comes from the chromic acid anodization). 
We deduce that the impactor was a "fluffy" meteoroid consisting of 
an aggregate of at least two different minerals of different compo- 
sitions. 

LDEF FRECOPA (trailing edge). Figure 4 shows a crater (Pi 
D = 0.3) found on the trailing edge of LDEF. EDS analysis of the 
melted residues shows a micrometeoroid signature-Al, Mg, Si, Fe, 
0, S,  Ca, and Cr. Figure 5 shows an impact found on the trailing edge 
of LDEF that demonstrates that debris exists in elliptical orbits 
around the Earth, not just in circular orbits as was previously 
thought. The impactor appears intact although fractured. The image 
strongly resembles that produced by a laboratory simulation experi- 
ment [7]. EDS analysis revealed the presence of Al, Fe, and Va, 
indicating stainless steel, which explained the above similarity. 

Conclusions: Chemical identification of residues is easier for 
low-velocity impacts. This means that oblique impacts and multiple 
foil detectors, which bothslow down the impacting particle, aremore 
likely to retain impactor residues than nonnal impacts onto thick 
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Fig. 3. Luw-velocity impact (33 pm) in LDEF clamp A06036 with spectra from different areas of the residues to show different grain compositions. 
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Livet ime: I00 
Deadtime: 25% 

EDS SPECTRUh'l OF PROJECTILE RESIDUES 

Fig. 5. Debris impact on LDEF FRECOPA. (a) ObIique impact (6.6 x 
Fig. 4. Meteoroid impact on LDEF FRECOPA (03) "Ecran Rigide." 5.4 pm) on 99% pure A1 experiment surface. (b) Simulation experiment 
(a) Oblique impact (235 x 176 pm) on A1 alloy experiment support surface. using Al2O3 particle impacting stainless steel target at 2 km s-1. Crater 
(b) Detail showing molten residues. (c) EDS spectrum of residues (15 keV). measures 9.3 x 8 pm. (c) EDS spectrum of (a) residues (20 keV). 
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targets. Indeed, meteoroids travel at higher velocities than debris 
and are thus more likely to vaporize and leave no residue. These 
methods therefore offer a rare opportunity to observe and analyze 
micrometeoroids that have caused craters in experimental surfaces. 
They provide ideas for the design of future detectors. 

The meteoroid impacts are all relatively shallow (PID varying 
from 0.3 to 0.52), which is commensurate with the high lateral 
velocity component for oblique impacts and with the low density of 
the impactors (assumed to be around 2-3 g cm-3 from the composi- 
tions). The examination of unrnelted meteoroid Fragments reveals 
their agglomerate nature and similarity to certain Brownlee par- 
ticles. 

References: [ 1) HZirz F. and Bernhard R.P. (1992) NASA TM- 
104750. (2) Berthoud L. and Mandeville J. C. (1993) in press. 
[3] Mandeville J. C. (1990) Adv. Space Res., 10, 3397-340 1. 
[4] Berthoud L. and Mandeville J. C. (1993) Proc. Con$ Space 
Debris, Darmstadt, submitted. 151 See T. et al. (1990) MDSIG 
Preliminary Report, 24, NASA Publ. 84, JSC 24608. f6] NASA 
Cosmic Dusr Catalog (1983) Vol. 4, No. 2, NASA Publ. 65, JSC 
18928. [7] McKay D. et al. (1986) LPI Tech. Rpt. 86-05,72-75. 
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SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLE TRAC DENSITIES AS 

\O AN INDICATOR OF THE ORIGIN OF INTERPLANETAFtY 

q$ ' DUST. G. E. Blanford. University of Houston-Clear Lake, Houston 

f i n  TX 77058, USA. 
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Sandford [ I ]  theoretically explored the use of track densities 
from solar energetic particles in interplanetary dust grains (IDPs) to 

4' distinguish whether they were of cometary or asteroidal origin. He 
e' determined that there were differences in the characteristic 

distributions of track densities that would occur from these two 
possible sources. Flynn [2,3] examined the heating of IDPs on 
atmospheric entry and concluded that IDPs must be predominantly 
from asteroidal sources because these asteroidal particles would 
have sufficiently low velocities to survive atmospheric heating with 
little or nomodification whereas cometary particles would ordinarily 
have velocities that are much higher. Blanford [4] combined these 
approaches to show that most low-velocity particles would have 
similar track densities regardless of origin. We have continued to 
examine the relation of track densities to the orbital elements of 
source bodies and we will report on the positive and negative aspects 
of using track densities to determine the origin of IDPs. 

Determining the buildup of tracks in an IDP follows the proce- 
dure of Sandford 111. He used the formulas derived by Wyatt and 
Whipple [5] to follow the change in eccentricity and semimajor axis 
of a particle under the influence of radiation pressure and Poynting- 
Robertson drag. We have modified these formulas to include solar 
wind drag as 30% of Poynting-Robertson drag [6]. The modified 
formula for the time to go from eccentricity ej to eccentricity ei+l 
(ej > ej+ 1) is given by 

where s is the radius, p is the density (p = I g/cm3 was used here), 
and u is the absorption coefficient of the particle in cgs units. Bums 
et al. [7] have shown that a Mie coefficient should be used in general 

u. - - I I 
0 - 
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Semimajor Axis of Source (AU) 

UrcvlarOIMs 

1 .I 1 J 
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2 3 .I 5 8 
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Fig. 1. Normalized theoretical track densities in 5 pm radius interplanetary 
dust panicles (IDPs) graphed vs. the semimajor axis of the source body. The 
blackline represents thelower limit, of the semimajor axisofthe source body for 
a particle of a given mck density. It was found by taking a Ieast squares fit of 
the trackdensity as alogarithmic functionof thesemimajor axis forthosebodies 
that appeared to defme this lower limit curve. The red line is a similar line that 
can bederivedanalytically for particles incircularorbits(see text). Normalized 
track densities result from using a track production rate of 1 tracWcmVyr. 

rather than an absorption coefficient. However, IDPs that are large 
enough to handle and analyze fall in a size range in which 
geometrical optics should apply and an absorption coefficient 
approximates the Mie coefficient. The constant C is given by 

wherea, and e, are the initial semimajor axis and eccentricity of the 
particle. The track density is then given by 

where A is the track production rate at 1 AU, which is assumed to 
follow an inverse square law from the Sun such that I3 = 2. The 
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Fig. 3. The track production rate 1 AU as a function of depth in a I00 pm 
Fig.2. This ~phshowsthecalculatedlower1irnit curve for backdensities radius, spherical IDP derived from the measurements of three different 
in IDPs of different radii. For a particle of a given size and track density the groups of scientists [14.10.11]. These track production rates were made in 
curves can be used to find the lower Iimit of the semimajor axis of the source lunar. rocks that are >2 x I@ years old. These long-ten average mck 
body of the particle. production rates are probably beaer chokes than the measurements made in 

the Surveyor glass [ 15-17]. Nevertheless. they give widely discrepant results. 
fiaction of an orbital period Ap, between ri and r,+l (ri > r,+ 1) is Zimer f 121 concluded that the measurement of Blanford et at. [ I  I] was 
given by probably correct to within 30%. 

These formulas were coded such that Api was calculated in steps 
of ri1100and time intervals were calculated for stepsofa1 f 00 orAe - 
0.0001, whichever was greater. The integration was finished when 
the line of nodes reached values of I .017 AU and 0.983 AU. The 
geocentric velocities of the particle were also calculated at the nodal 
crossings. 

The track production rate at 1 AU, A, must be integratedfrom the 
diffeerential energy spectrum of solar energetic particles and the 
geometry of irradiation according to the formula given by Fleischer 
et al. [8]. Values for the differential energy spectrum of solar ener- 
getic particles have been extrapolated to the appropriate energy from 
measurements made in lunar samples by [9-1 I]. An important pa- 
rameter in the integration is the observable track length AR. We 
have attempted to measure AR and have obtained a preliminary 
value of 0.475 pm. J. P. Bradley (private communication) believes 
the true value may be 1-2 pm. We will report on the correlation of 
predicted track densities derived from reported differential energy 
spectra with measured vaIues [12]. 

We have found that from our calculations that predicted track 
densities for a particle of given size are related logarithmically to the 
minimum semimajor axis of the source body. Zook (private commu- 
nication) has verified that this will be true for a particle in circular 
orbit decaying by Poynting-Robertson drag. Consequently,although 
track densities measurements may not be capable of distinguishing 
cometary from asteroidal sources, they should give us information 
on the minimum semimajor axis of the originating bodies. 

It is known that high-velocity particles will volatilize in the 
atmosphere [e-g., 2.31. For this reason we would not expect IDPs to 
come significantly from Apollo, Aten, from most of the Amor aster- 
oids, andcometsresponsible for meteor showers [ 131. The following 
obstacles will otherwise limit the usefulness of track densities in 
predicting the origin of IDPs. (1) We have very uncertain knowledge 

Fig. 4. The track production rate in spherical particles varies as a function 
of the depth in a particle, the size of the particle, and the orientation of the 
surface observed relative to the nearest surface of the particle. This graph 
gives the track prodnction rate as a function of depth for particles of 6 
dimerent radii. The upper curve in each pair is for a surface oriented d l e l  
to the particle surface and the lower curve for a surface perpendicul& to the 
particle surface. The track production rate of Blanford et al. f 1 I ] was used for 
the graph. 

of the long-term average differential energy spectrum of solar ener- 
getic particles. The measured values [9-1 I]  are all extrapolated to 
ranges appropriate for IDPs and none of the extrapolations agree 
with the others. (2) It is quite important to know the geometrical 
position of a grain with measurable tracks. We will show that track 
densities can easily differ by over an order of magnitude depending 
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on the grain's location in the IDP. (3) Statistical uncertainties 
arising from the relative low count of tracks in individual grains will 
severely limit our ability to determine the origin of an IDP. (4) IDPs 
that are 230 pm in radius will frequently achieve resonant orbits [6]. 
Track densities will indicate that they have been in resonant orbits, 
but otherwise they will be unrelated to the origin of the IDP. 

References: 111 Sandford S. A. (1986) Icarus, 68, 377-394. 
[2] Flym G. J. (1989) Icarus, 77,287-3 10. [3] Flym G. J. (1990) 
Proc. LPSC 20th, 363-37 1. [4] Blanford G. E. (1993) LPS XXIII, 
131-1 32. [5] Wyaa S.P. and Whipp1eF.L. (1950)Astrophys. J., I I l ,  
134- 141. [6] Jackson A. A. and Zook H. A. ( 1992) Icarus. 97,70- 
84. [7] Bums J. A. et al. (1979) Icarus, 4 0 . 1 4 .  [8] Fleischer R. L. 
et al. (1975) NuclearTracks in Solids: Principles and Applications, 
Univ. of California. [9] Walker R. and Yuhas D. (1973) Proc. LSC 
4rh, 2379-2389. [kO] Hutcheon I. D. et at. (1974) Proc. LSC Srh, 
2561-2576. [ 1 1 ] Blanford et al. (1975) Proc. LSC 6th. 3557-3576. 
[12] ThielK. et al. (199l)Nucl. Tracks Radiat. Meas., 19, 109-716. 
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The COMRADE experiment is designed to return minimally 
degraded particles to Earth along with complete in situ information 
concerning mass, velocity, and trajectory of encountered particles. 
The objectives of the program are very diverse. A set of flight-tested 
active detectors will be combined in an array to identify some of the 
physical properties of an incident grain, e.g., velocity vector, mo- 
mentum, and mass. The use of passive detectors gives access to the 
chemical and isotopical properties of the grains in the micrometer 
size range. We are concerned simuItaneously with a destructive 
capture, using metallic collectors, and a nondestructive capture, 
using a new low-density target in which the impacting grains stop, 
practically intact. 

Introduction: The main scientific interest in the analysis of 
extraterrestrial particles, more commonly called interplanetary dust 
particles (IDPs), is due to the fact that some of these particles could 
be of cometary origin and thus contain information on the origin of 
the solar system. A second minor component is also present, origi- 
nating from the asteroid belt. The smaller size fraction (grains less 
than 10 pm in diameter) is supposed to be enriched in grains of 
cometary origin. Also present is orbital debris with velocities of the 
same order and resulting from man-made activities (paint flakes, 
aluminum oxide spheres, etc.). The small-sized grains are the ones 
most frequentIy orbiting the Earth, man-made debris having, for all 
sizes, much larger fluences than extraterrestrial grains. 

The Collection of Micrometeorites, Residue, and Debris Ejecta 
(COMRADE) experiment has been selected as a proposal for the 
EURECA pre-Columbus flight in order to gain information on all 
sizes of particles present in low Earth orbits, including submicrometer 
grains. We are concerned, simultaneously, with adestructive capture 
of orbiting grains using metallic collectors, improved since the 
C o r n - 1  experiment, and a nondestructive capture, using new 
low-density targets in which the impacting grains stop, practically 

intact. The advantage of the first type of capture is twofold: it allows 
us to gain information on the smallest size fraction and to detect the 
presence of light elements such as C. The interest in the second type 
of capture is to albw the extensive study of intact IDPs. Grains a few 
micrometers in size can be stopped in those low-density materials 
and recovered for further studies. Our COMRADE experiment will 
be the f i t  one purposely coupling the two techniques. The proposed 
investigation, which will collect micrometer/submicrometer par- 
ticles with a minimum of particle degradation, will at the same &ne 
measure the dynamic particle parameters (determination of its mass, 
veIocity, trajectory, and, for some, charge) with a high degree of 
confidence. 

Scientific O b j d v e s :  The primary objectives for this mission 
are (1) to identify the particle remnants of the micrometer-sized 
grains having impacted on purposely designed metallic coIlectors. 
for complete and detailed chemical, isotopic, and organic analysis, 
thereby determining grain composition as well as the existence of 
organic and inorganic molecules, to be related with the possible 
cometary origin of the grains showing an extraterrestrial signature; 
(2) to return captured intact particles to Earth for complete and 
detailed chemical, isotopic, spectral, mineralogical, and organic 
analysis, thereby determining graincomposition as well as the exist- 
ence of organicand inorganicmolecules; and (3) tocapturemicrome- 
ter/submicromter dust grains in a manner that ensures minimal par- 
ticle degradation and guarantees state-of-the-art confidence in mea- 
surement of the in situ particle parameters including trajectory, 
velocity vector, mass, and flux distributions. 

CaptureofRemnant Particles for Chemical Analysis: High- 
purity metallic surfaces are used for the collection of all grains down 
to submicrometer sizes. During the impact of a high-density impac- 
tor, a characteristic crater is formed, with rounded features and a 
depth-to-diameter ratio characteristic of the encountered metal, the 
velocity and size of the impacting particles. The particle is destroyed 
and the remnants are mixed with the target material, concentrating in 
the bottom of the crater or on the surrounding rims. Its chemical and 
isotopic properties can be identified by analyzing the rim material. In 
the case of impacting aggregates of very low density, it seems that the 
particle sticks to the collector, much less melted. 

The major strength of the metallic coilectors lies in the fact that 
these analytical techniques can be applied without modification to 
craters ranging from tens of nanometers up to millimeters in size, 
limited only by the thickness of the plate. Also, identification of C 
and organic material is made possible, which isessential forthe study 
of extraterrestrial material in search of particles of cometary origin. 
Gold and Ni are metals suitable for such colIectors; the evaporation 
of 50 nm of Au on the exposed surface noticeably increases the 
identification of the impacting position, as the tear of the film creates 
a decoration of the impact position, allowing it to be found more 
easily. 

The collectors, after their exposure in space, are brought back in 
clean, sealed boxes to the clean rooms of the lab. There, the impact 
positions of the grains are identified directly on the surface of the 
collectors, either by optical microscopy for the larger ones or by 
using a scanning electron microscope for the micrometer-sized im- 
pacts, at a magnification that allows the identification of crater 
features down to diameters of 1 p. We can thus analyze the size 
distribution of the impact features down to these sizes, allowing the 
evaluation of the incident microparticle flux in the near-Earth envi- 
ronment. In a second step, it is possible to determine, for each 
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selected crater, the chemical composition down to C of the impact- 
ing particles, generally physically destroyed and mixed with target 
material in the process of crater formation. For grains identified on 
a chemical basis as being of extraterrestrial origin, this analytical 
step is tobe followed by a high-resolution analytical protocol includ- 
ing Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) imag- 
ery, and molecular and isotopic identification. 

Intact Capture of Hypervelocity Impact Particles: The re- 
turn of extraterrestrial material to the laboratory is a primary goal of 
this investigation. The proposed investigation intends to retrieve 
relatively unshocked material by impacting three types of "under- 
dense" capture devices. Shuttle experiments (STS 41-B, 41-D, and 
61-B) have shown that both organic foam and aerogel materials can 
be successfully used to capture intact particles. These underdense 
capture devices will also be complemented by the well-established 
technique of successive foils. A high-density impactor on a low- 
density target will experience the lowest level of damage. 

Polymer foams will be currently employed for capturing particles 
with minimum degradation. The manufacture of extremely low- 
bulk-density (<0. I) materials is usually achieved by the introduction 
of voids into the material base. Polymer foam has been used to collect 
material on various STS flights. Intact particles, mainly of terrestrial 
origin, as small as 0.4pm in size have been recovered. They are often 
recovered by encrusted pyrolized foam easily removed, leaving an 
undegraded specimen. 

Measure of Fundamental Particle Parameters: The reliable 
determination of the trajectory of each individual dust particle is a 
high priority of the proposed investigation. Particle trajectories (as 
well as particle time of flight) can be determined using the thin film/ 
plasma technique, which is based on the fact that a dust particle that 
impactsanexuemely thin film willcreateaminuteplasmacloud. The 
collection of this plasma cloud then allows for the analytic detenni- 
nation of dynamic particle parameters. The use of multiple thin films 
thereby yields a method whereby particle trajectories and time of 
flight can be determined. 

In addition to the particle trajectory, it is vital that dynamic 
particle parameters also be measured with a high degree of reliabil- 
ity. The basic parameters that the proposed experiment will mea- 
sure andlor determine are the particles' velocity and mass. The 
particle charge and time of flight can be measured by examining the 
thin filmlplasma technique discussed previously. Also, by examin- 
ing the amplitude of the plasma pulse produced, the kinetic energy 
of the particle can be obtained, which in turn enables a determina- 
tion of the particles' mass. Since one of the major goals of the 
proposed instrument is to capture the particle while causing mini- 
mum particle degradation, it is necessary that extremely thin films 
be used in this sensor. The thinner the foil, the smaller the plasma 
produced and the more difficutt it is to capture the signal produced. 

Conclusion: It is in the context of research of cometary par- 
ticles down to submicrometer sizes that our proposal of exposing 
materials in LEO must be perceived. The detection of these particles 
combines active detectors to determine the physical properties of the 
grains in LEO, with types of passive detectors (metallic collectors 
and low-density material). Any collection facility designed for a 
long-term exposur&should contain some high-purity metallic targets 
for chemical and i opic identification of particles. The coupling of 'it 
metallic collectors and low-density material is a unique opportunity 
to complete information on all sizes of grains from submicrometer 
sizes to a few micrometers. 

All grains down to submicrometer sizes can be collected on our 
metalIic targets. Because of their high relative velocity (25 km s-I), 
the impacting grains are physically destroyed, leaving a melted 
remnant that is mixed with the crater material. This process is more 
favorable for the smaller grains, with sizes in the micrometer range; 
the larger grains can vaporize, leaving no analyzable remnant. Our 
previous results have shown that Au and Ni collectors are favorable 
for the colIection and analysis of the small-sized grains orbiting 
Earth. For the less frequent larger grains, their collection is possible 
on large surfaces of low-density material. 

The analysis of the grains, either remnants or entire, will be 
performed with the high-resolution instruments we have access to 
(optical microscopy, SEM, EDS, FESEM, ion probe). By the time 
the collectors will be back from space, new techniques will have been 
developed and accessible for our analysis, for instance, DR spectros- 
copy of individual grains or double laser probe, promising tech- 
niques for identifying eventual organic molecular species present 
inside the grains. The possibility, offered for the first time with the 
EURECA platform to recover IDPs of cometary origin, in which the 
organic phase can be analyzed, is a very exciting one, as the comet 
grains remain privileged witnesses of the beginning of the solar 
system. 

The COMRADE proposal expands upon a program initiated a 
few years ago with the COMET- I experiment. It provides the collec- 
tions of cometary dust and space debris as well as the characterization 
of their dynamic properties. It will consist of exposing a variety of 
detectors and captors on board spacecraft orbiting Earth. The oppor- 
tunities in the future might include EURECA-2, LDEF-2, and pos- 
sibly the MIR station to which an improved version of the COMET 
experiment could be attached. The latter flight opportunity would 
open the possibility tocollect materialat any given periodand forany / ' 4 
duration chosen. //,y 7 A 
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WHAT DOES THE FINE-SCALE PETROGRAPHY OF 3 
IDPs REVEAL ABOUT GRAIN FORMATION AND EVO- 
LUTION IN THE EARLY SOLAR SYSTEM? J. Bradley, 
MVA, Inc., 55001200 Oakbrook Parkway, Norcross GA 30093, 
USA. 

The most widely studied interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) are 
those with bulk compositions that are approximately chondritic. 
Within the chondritic subset, there are believed to be at least three 
distinct mineralogical classes of IDPs, referred to as "pyroxene," 
"olivine," and "layer sificate" [ I  1. Infrared (IR) and analytical elec- 
tron microscope studies indicate that most IDPs fall within this 
classification scheme [ 1,2], although there are exceptions. Collec- 
tively, chondritic IDPs have yielded information about grain forma- 
tion and evolution, together with evidence of postaccretional pro- 
cesses. Since the three classes of chondritic IDPs yield somewhat 
different types of petrographic information, it is necessary to con- 
sider each class separately. 

"Pyroxene" IDPs exhibit highiy specific evidence of grain-form- 
ing reactions, which may have occurred early in the solar nebularor 
even in presolar interstellar environments. Gas-to-solid condensa- 
tion is the fundamental grain-forming mechanism throughout the 
galaxy, and gas phase reactions have been a recurring theme among 
petrographic studies of pyroxene IDPs. For example, the most 
distinctive and easily recognizedcrystals in pyroxene IDPs, enstatite 
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(MgSiO,) whiskers and platelets, were probably formed by high- Pulse-heated IDPs are clearly unsuitable for petrographic studies 
temperature (>10000C) condensation in a relatively low-pressure aimed at investigation of primordial grain-forming reactions. How- 
nebular gas [3]. Some whiskers contain screw dislocations, result- ever, since tracks have been observed in two olivine-rich WPs [12], 
ing from spiral growth, and they have not been found in any other the olivine class may include IDPs from more than one genetic 
class of meteoritic materials. In a study of FeNi grains and carbon- group. Future noble gas measurements may help clarify the thermal 
aceous material, a low-temperature carbide (E [FeNi],C) was iden- histories of olivine IDPs [13]. 
tified in several IDPs [4]. Epsilon carbide has been synthesized in Summary: The "pyroxene" lDPs may be the best samples for 
the laboratory only by Fischer-Tropsch type (FIT) reactions be- investigation of primordial grain-forming reactions because they 
tween fmely divided meral grains and C-containing gases (e.g., CO appear to have experienced negligible postaccretional alteration. 
and CH.,). The presence of E carbide in IDPs suggests that some of They are likely to continue to yield information about gas-to-solid 
the carbonaceous material was emplaced by low-temperature condensation and other grain-forming reactions that may have oc- - 
(-2000C) catalytic reactions between met& grains and a C-contain- curred either in the solar nebular or presolar interstellar environ- 
ing gas (e.g., CO or CHJ. It has been suggested that FIT catalytic ments. An immediatechalienge lies in understanding thenanometer- 
reactions played a role in the formation of organic compounds in scale petrography of the ultrafine-grained aggregates in "pyroxene" 
chondritic meteorites [5]. A study of the crystal chemistry of Mg- WPs. Whether these aggregates contain components from diverse . 
rich olivines and pyroxenes in IDPs has shown that some of them grain-formingenvironmentsmay ultimately beansweredby system- 
contain unusually high levels of Mn (up to 5 wt%). KIiick et aI. [6] aticpetrographic studies usingelectronmicroscopescapableofhigh- 
have suggested that the Mn abundances can be explained in terms spatial-resolution microanalysis. It may bemoredifficult todecipher 
of condensation of olivines and pyroxenes from a gas of solar evidence of grain formation and evolution in "olivine" and "layer 
composition. siIicate" WPs because they appear to have experienced postaccretional 

Pyroxene IDPs also contain fine-grained aggregates. In some alteration. Most of the studied "olivine" IDPs have been subjected to 
IDPs, aggregates can account for >75% of the paicle volume. At heating and equilibration, perhaps during atmospheric entry, while 
least three mineralogically distinct types of aggregates have been the "layer silicate" IDPs have experienced aqueous alteration. 
identified, whose mineralogy and petrography reflect significantly References: [I] Sandford S. A. and Walker R. M. ( 1985) 
differentformation/itccretionenvironmentsorpostaccretionalhisto- Astrophys. J., 291,838. [2] Bradley J. P. et al. (1989) EPSL, 93, 1. 
ries. They have been referred to as unequilibrated, equilibrated, and [3] Bradley J. P. et al. (1983)Nature, 301,473.[4] Christoffersen R. 
reduced aggregates (UAs, EAs, and RAs) [7]. Some of these (0.1- and Buseck P. R. (1983) Science, 222, 1327. [5] Hayatsu R. and 
0.3-pm-diameter) aggregates exhibit major-element compositions Anders E. (198 1) Top. Cum. Chem., 99, 1. [6] Kl&k W. et al. (1989) 
that are similar to the bulk composition of the IDP in which they Nature, 339, 126. (73 Bradley J. P. (1993) LPS XXN. 171. 
reside. It is possible that they are agglomerates of submicrometer [8] Bradley J. P. and Brownlee D. E. ( 1992) Science, 251, 549. 
meteorites, some with solar compositions, which now form the [9] Reitrneijer F. J. M. (1992) LPS XXIZI. 1153. [lo] Keller L. P. 
matrixes of pyroxene IDPs. (1992) GCA, 56, 1409. [I I] Zolensky M. E. and McSween H. Y. 

"Layer si1icate"IDPs are typicalf y compact (nonporous) particles ( 1988) in Meteorites and the Early Solar System. 1 14-1 43, Univ. of 
that contain (hydrated) phyllosiIicates and sometimes Mg-Fe car- Arizona, Tucson. [I23 Christoffersen R. and Buseck P. R. (1986) 
bonates. Shce it appears that they have undergone varying degrees EPSL, 78,53. [I 31 Nier A. 0. and Schlutter D. J. ( 19931LPS XXN, 
of postaccretional alteration, evidence of earlier accretional mecha- 1075. 
nisms may be have been obscured or even erased completely. It has N95- 10949 
been suggested that layer silicate IDPs are probably derived from ssr- q0 A 1 9 ? ~ l o V ~ 3 d  
parent bodies similar to those of type CI and CM carbonaceous THE ORIGIN AND ROLE OF DUST IN THE EARLY SOLAR 
chondrites. This idea is supported by two tochilinite-containing SYSTEM. D. E. Brownlee, Department of Astronomy, University 
layer silicate IDPs that have been linked directly to type CI petro- of Washington, Seattle WA 98l95, USA. 
genesis [8,91, and one mixed layer silicate has been linked to type 3 0 . 3  ?&A- 
CI meteorites [lo]. However, there are important petrographic dif- Dust was the primary building material of the solar nebula plan- 
ferences between most layer silicate WPs and the fine-grained etesimals that accumulated to form minor planets, solid planets, and 
matrixes of CYCM meteorites [I 11. Irrespective of their origins, the cores of giant planets. The original dust was of interstellar origin 
most layer silicate IDPs exhibit evidence of postaccretional (aque- that initially formed circumstellar environments and was modified 
OUS) alteration, and evidence of primordial grain-forming reactions both in the interstellar medium and the local environments that 
may have been obscured or even erased. Petrographic studies of the preceded the formation of the Sun and planets. In the solar nebula the 
layer silicates and other secondary minerals may provide insight initial grains were modified by a variety of processes including 
into the parent body regolith(s) of layer silicate IDPs. heating, coIlisions, irradiation, accretion, adsorption, condensation, 

"OIivine" DPs are an enigma. Whereas solar flare tracks have and chondrule formation, processes that occurred after accumulation 
now been found in many particles from the pyroxene and layer into larger planetesimals (parent bodies). The effects of these pro- 
silicate classes, tracks are conspicuously absent in many of the cesses had a wide range of severity that presumably varied with both 
olivine IDPs studied to date. Some olivine IDPs exhibit igneous the time and location of exposure of the grains to nebular conditions. 
textures and equilibrated silicate mineralogy and Fe-sulfides are In somecases it is likely thatthe primordialgrains survived with little 
commonly decorated with magnetite rims. These observations sug- modification while in others the grains were totally reworked. 
gest that this class of chondritic IDPs is dominated by strongly Collected IDP samples probably contain preserved samples of 
heated objects. The absence of solar flare tracks leaves open the nebular dust that formed over a wide range of radial distance. There 
possibility that the heating is occumng during atmospheric entry. are two general source regions of IDPs, the asteroid belt and the 
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short-period comets. The collected asteroid particles are likely to be number on which the images can be found. A few images may be 
rather representative samples of material that accreted intoplanetesi- made available for downloading at the user's request. 
mals in the 2.2-3.3-AU region. The comet samples are likely to be Data Tables: The M&D database is broken into five major 
representative samples of grains that accreted in the Kuiper belt data tables in order to facilitate data entry and retrieval, yet infor- 
region between 20 AU and some hundreds of AU. Many of the solar mation can be obtained from more than one data table simulta- 
system effects on grains should have been more pronounced or even neously. These five data tables are the Primary Surfaces. Features, 
restricted to the 4 - A U  region where the asteroids formed. Evidence Cores, Digital Images, and Allocation History Tables. The Primary 
from meteorites indicates that there were highly complex processes Surfaces, Cores, and Allocation History Tables are used for keeping 
and conditions in this region that produced diverse materials repre- track of the samples controlled by JSC, although they do contain 
sented by the different meteorite classes. In the asteroid region there additional information about the nature of the samples. The Fea- 
were transient heating effects that melted grains to form chondrules, tures Table is the heart of the database, on which the other tables are 
there were high-velocity collisions, there was enhancement of nebu- based. 'This table contains one record for every feature that has been 
lar H20/H2 ratio above solar values, there was ice condensation in at identified either at KSC, JSC, or by contributing investigators. The - - 

least the outer parts of the region, and there were "parent-body Digital Images Table serves as an index for retrieving digitized 
effects" that produced heating inside planetesimals that ranged From images of features. 
room temperature to >13W°C. As the Kuiper belt region is roughly SampleNumbering Scheme: Thefeaturenumbersrecordedin 
an order of magnitude further from the Sun than the main-belt the database represent a combination of the surface ID and a unique 
asteroids,it is likely thatmany ofthe previously discussedeffectsdid feature number for that surface. (The surface ID consists of four 
not play significant roles in modifying cometary matter. The radial parts: the LDEF bay and row numbers, and the component type and 
variations of spectral reflectanceclasses among the asteroids support number.) The bay and row numbers are the same as those initially 
the notion that many of the more destructive alteration processes assigned to the satellite grids, while the component type is a one- 
were confined to the inner solar system. letter code that translates to a particular piece of hardware [e.g., "E' 

A major goal of IDPresearch is to try to identify typical asteroidal for experiment trays, "C" for tray clamps, "F' for frame pieces 
and cometary IDPs and to study their properties. If successful this ,(inteicostals and longerons), etc.1. The component number is a se- 
will provide fundamental assigned to differentiate separate pieces of the same 

processes. 
K S C , ~  assigned two-letter subsurface designations for purposesof 
maintaining uniqueness of individual surface pieces.) Specific fea- 

Dardanol, T. H. See', and M. E. Zolensky', lLakheed Engineering remain with the individual feature. even if the initial component is 
and Sciences Co., Houston TX 77058, USAV2NASA Johnson Space subdivided at some later date. 
Center, Houston TX 77058, USA. Cores, which represent features that have been physically re- 

moved from a surface with part of the surrounding substrate, are 
TheLongDurationExposureFacility(LDEF)Meteoroid&Debris numbered sequentially as they are generated. All LDEF cores are 

Special Investigation Group (M&D SIG) database is maintained at prefixed with the characters "LD-" to differentiate LDEFcores from 
the Johnson Space Center (JSC), Houston, Texas, andconsists of five those of other spacecraft hardware. 
data tables containing information about individual features, digi- Primary Surfaces Table: The Primary Surfaces Table con- 
tized images of selected features, and LDEF hardware (i.e., -950 tains one record for each surface (and subsurface) on which features 
samples) archived at JSC. About 4000 penetrations (>3W pm in have been identified. The table contains fields for the origin, shape, 
diameter) and craters (>500 pm in diameter) were identified and orientation, surface area, substrate, location, and comments. These 
photodocumented during the disassembly of LDEF at the Kennedy fields contain the following types of information: 
space Center (KSC) [I], while an additional 4500 or so have Origin: LDEF experiment number, intercostal, longeron, ther- 
subsequently been characterized at JSC. The database also contains mal blanket, etc. 
some data that have been submitted by various PIS, yet the amount Shape: Rectangle, dimensions. 
of such data is extremely limited in its extent, and investigators are Orientation: Left, right, center, or position. 
encouraged to submit any and a11 M&D-type data to JSC for inclu- 
sion within the M&D database. 

Digitized stereo-image pairs are available for -4500 features 
through the database. However, because of the magnitude of image 
data (i.e., -8.8 gigabytes), it cannot be stored online for direct user 
access. Presently these images reside on a set of 12 Maxtor OC-800 
Laser Optical Disks, which can be made available on a loan basis. 
However, the M&D SIG is currently investigating the possibility of 
transfemng these images to standard RCD CD-ROMs. If and when 

Surface Area: Area of the exposed surface in mm2 (excluding 
overlaps and bolt holes). 

Substrate: Material type (e.g., aluminum, Teflon, steel, gold, 
etc.). 

Location: JSC location, PI (locations are recorded only for those 
surfaces controlIed by JSC). 

Features Table: The Features Table contains one record for 
each feature that has been identified, with each record containing 
fields for the site of identification, x and y coordinates, diameters, 

this occurs, a set of CD-ROMs would also be made available for depth, impact type, and the presence of material andlor residues 
temporary loan to interested investigators. Although the images are associated with the feature. 
not stored on line, the database contains the file name and optical disk Site of identification: KSC, JSC, or PI name. 
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x and y Coordinates: Two sets of coordinates are recorded; one 
set represents the coordinates relative to an origin assigned when 
the surface was originally scanned at KSC (see [ I ]  for details on 
these procedures and the location of this origin). The other set 
represents the coordinates as recorded during any subsequent scan- 
ning of the surface at other facilities; offsets are calculated so that 
the data can be converted to the KSC coordinate values. 

Diameters: Diameters for both the major and minor axes are 
recorded for noncircular features. The diameters currently recorded 
in the database represent center-of-lipto-centersf-iip diameters. 
Analysis of the digital images is in progress at JSC and should 
provide diameters of the features as determined at the original target 
surface. 

Depth: Depth information is presently recorded for only a few 
features;this information was provided by D. HumesandD.Brownlee. 
Analysis of thedigital images will also providedepth infomation for 
features as determined from the original target surface. 

Impact Type: Crater, hole or penetration, other (spray pattern, 
etc.). 

Material Presence: Yes, no, and sometimes the quantity of ma- 
terial. 

Cores Table: The Cores Table contains one record for each 
featurekore combination. In some instances, there may be more than 
one feature present on a given core because the close proximity of 
several features made it difficult or impractical to generate separate 
cores. In such cases, there are two (or more) records entered; both 
records have the same core number but different feature numbers. 
Additionally, there may beseveral records fordifferentcore numbers 
with the same feature number. This situation usually arises when the 
surface is made up of more than one layer of material and the feature 
is present on several layers (e.g., multilayer thermal blankets). This 
table contains fields for the core number, feature number, subsurface, 
layer, substrate type, and location. 

Core Numbec Sequentially assigned, unique integer prefixed by 
thecharacters "LD-". Core numbers are assigned in order, regardless 
of the surface on which they were identified. 

Feature Number: Corresponds to the number of the feature (or 
features) physically present on the sample. 

Subsurface: Additional designator for surfaces physically sepa- 
rated from original surfaces. 

Substrate: Material type (e.g,, aluminum, steel, Teflon, gold, 
etc.). 

Location: JSC Lab or PI Name 
Digital fmages Table: The Digital Images Table contains one 

or more records for each image file name. Duplicate records with the 
same file name are ailowed in order to accommodate images recorded 
at KSC and subsequent images recorded at JSC with the same name. 
Fields are included for the left and right image filenames, feature 
number, magnification, station number, disk number, and image 
date. 

Leji Image File or Right Image File: The image file names are 
constructed so that the feature number is contained in the f i e  name. 
and so that these file names conform to the DOS standard of eight 
charactersforthe file name and threecharacters for theextension.For 
the first image pair of each feature the fmt character of the left image 
file is "L", while " R  is the first character for the right image file. 
Subsequent files are identified by consecutive alphabetic characters 
beginning with "A" and "B" for the left and right images, respec- 
tively. A potential third setof images would begin with the1ettersaC" 

and "D" respectively, and so forth. Characters 3-5 of the filename 
indicate the component type and number of the surface ID, while 
characters 6-9 represent the specific feature number (with embed- 
ded zeros for numbers less than 1000). The file extension indicates 
the JDEF bay and row grid location (e-g., A03, F10, etc.). 

Feature Number: The feature number is included for the conve- 
nience of the user. It corresponds to the feature number in the 
Features Table, which may be derived from the image file name, in 
most instances. 

Magnijicarion: Represents the magnification at which the im- 
ages were acquired. 

Station Number There were several scanning and imaging sta- 
tions at KSC, and each one was assigned a separate number. All 
images acquired at JSC use station 7. 

Disk Number: Represents the disk number (i.e., Maxtor Laser 
Optical Disk) on which the image resides. The characters "A"or "B" 
represent the front or back of the disk respectively. 

image Date: Indicates the date on which the images were ac- 
quired. 

Allocation History Table: The Allocation History Table is 
used for recording the history of movement for primary surfaces and 
cores controlled by JSC. Every time a surface or core changes 
custody, an entry is made in this table. It contains fields for surface 
number, core number, investigator or site, and the date allocated. 

Surface Number: Corresponds to the surface ID recorded in the 
primary surfaces table. Data is contained in this fieId only if the 
sample represents a primary surface. 

Core Number: Corresponds to the core number (not the feature 
number) recorded in the cores table. Data is contained in this field 
only if the sample represents a core. 

InvestigatorlSite: Either a NASA site or an investigator's name. 
Date Albcated: Date the sample' was allocated or returned to 

JSC. 
Database Access: The LDEF database may be accessed via 

NSVDECNET. Internet, or a modem. The results of searches can be 
downloaded to the user's local computer via FP, Kermit, or e-mail. 
A smatl number of image files may bedownloaded via Fl"P and, less 
efficiently Kermit. The image files do not stay on line, but a limited 
number may be made accessible upon request. Procedures for access- 
ing the M&D database are: 

Via NSIIDECNET: 
1. Log onto local host computer. 
2. Type set host 9300. 
3. Type pmpublie at the "Usemame:" prompt. 
Via Internet: 
1. Type telnet 146.154.1135 or telnet curate.jsc.nasa.gov. 
2. Type pmpublic at the "Usemame:" prompt. 
Via Modem: 
The modem may be 300, 1200, or 2400 baud; no parity; 8 data 

bits; 1 stop bit. The area code is 713 for long distance calls. 
1. Dial 483-2500. 
2. Type sn-vax in response to the "Enter Number" prompt. 
3. Hit <CR> 2 or 3 times after the CALL COMPLETE message. 
4. Type j31x in response to the "C' prompt. 
5. Type e curate in response to the "Xyplex>" prompt. 
6. Type pmpublic at the "Usemame:" prompt. 
References: [ I ]  See T. H. et al. (1990) Meteoroid ard Debris 

Features Documented on the Long Duration Exposure Facility: A 
Preliminary Report, NASA JSC Publ. No. 24608,586 pp. 



DETECTION OF ASTERO~AL DUST PARTICLES FROM 
KNOWN FAMILIES IN NEAR-EARTH ORBITS. S. F. ' Dermott and J. C. Uou. University of Florida, Gainesville FL 326 1 I, 

1 USA. 

Introtiuction: Eos, Koronis, andThemis are the most prominent 
families in the asteroid belt. They are quite distinguishable in their (e 
cosm, e sin m) and (I cosQ. I sinQ) phase spaces. Naturally the dust 
particlesproducedfrom these families will havequitedistinguishabie 
initial orbital elements. However, when the dust particles spiral in 
toward the Sun due to Poynting-Robertson light drag, planetary 
perturbations and passages through resonances may cause their orbital 
elements to change to such an extent that they are no longer 
distinguishable when they reach the Earth. Secondly, forced 
inclinations and eccentricities are imposed on their orbits with the 
result that the osculating orbits in the vicinity of the Earth are quite 
different from those in the asteroid belt. Thequestions we would like 
to answer in this paper are ( 1) When dust particles arrive at the near- 
Earth orbit, is there still any difference between the orbits of the 
different families and (2) Can we still recognize the different family 
members from their orbits alone? 

Method: Wehavestudied theorbital evolutionofdust particles 
with twodifferent sizes (diameters equal to 4 p  and 9 pm) originating 
from the Eos, Koronis, and Themis asteroidal families. We f m t  wind 
the solar system (without Mercury andP1uto)hack in timenumerically 
so that the dust particles being released from their origin will reach 
the Earth in 1983. We calculate the initial forced elements for each 
family (by using the orbital elements of seven planets at the time of 
release) and combine these with the proper elements to determine the 
starting orbital elements using the "particles in a circle" method [I]. 
We then numerically integrate 249 particles in each family using 
RADAU [2] on an IBM ES/9MX). All the planetary perturbations. 
radiation pressure, Poynting-Robertson light drag, and corpuscular 
solarwindeffectare included in thecalculation. We record the orbital 
elements of each particle while they are moving toward the Sun and 
analyze the data 

Results: 4-pm particles. We analyze the dust particles as they 
approach and pass the Earth. In Fig. 1 we plot the positions of dust 
particles for all three families in the (I cos 0, I sin Q) phase spaces 
every 300 years while they are Earth crossers. It is obvious that the 
Eos particles are quite distinguishable from the Themis and Koronis 
particles in inclination space. The proper inclinations of the dust 
particles are unchanged by orbital evolution [t].  On the other hand, 
all three families are no longer distinguishable in eccentricity space. 
This is primarily due to the fact that the radiation pressure and 
Poynting-Robertson drag change the eccentricities of dust particles, 
both from the very beginning when they were released andthroughout 
their orbital evolution. Passage through mean motion resonances 
with JupiterIEarth and trapping in the near-Earth resonances are not 
significant for particles with this size (the drag rate is too high). 

The off-center distributions of Themis and Koronis particles in 
inclination space leads to another interesting result, the seasonal 
variation of particles being collected by an Earth-orbiting detector. 
In Fig. 2 we show the variation in terms of number of particles that 
intersect the Earth at their ascending nodes during different months 
in 1983 forThemis particles. The difference between the maximaand 
minima is larger than a factor of 3. The seasonal variation for Eos 
particles, which has a larger proper inclination, is not so obvious. 

20 --- -r ---,--r-,---,-T 

Eor Diameter=4 p m  

Fig. 1. The positions in (I cos $2, I sin 51) of 4 pm particles from all three 
families for every three hundred years when they become Earth crossers. 
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Fig. 2. The number of 4-pm Themis particles that intersect the Earth during 
the course of one year. 

9-pm particles. These are the main contributor to the zodiacal 
cloud observed by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite @US) at 
25 pm wavelength [3]. These 9-pm particles move approximately 
twice as slow as 4-pm particles. Thus the number of particles being 
trapped in the near-Earth resonance increases somewhat. However, 
the overall trapping in resonance is still not significant. In the 
eccentricity space, dust particles from all three families mix up in the 
areabetween zeroeccentricity andO.l eccentricity. In the inclination 
space, Eos particles are still quite distinguishable from the Koronis 
andThemis particles(Fig. 3). Theoffcenter distribution for Koronis 
andThemis particles again results in the seasonal variation similar to 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. The positions in (I cos Q. I sin R) of 9 pm particles from all three 
families for every three hundred years when they become Earth ~cossers. 

Discussion: From the distribution of dust particles in the 
inclination space we can clearly see that some families are 
distinguishable from one another. By knowing the position and 
velocity vectors of dust particles being collected at the near-Earth 
orbits, we can place them in the (I cos 8 ,  I sin 8 )  space, and relate 
them to their possible origins. The off-center distribution in the 
inclination space of the dust particles is caused by the gravitational 
perturbationof planets. It produces twoobse~ationalconsequences: 
the first is the seasonal variation of the number of dusts intersecting 
the Earth and the second is the seasonal variation in the osculating 
inclination of particles from the same family. In Fig. 4 we show the 
results for two different size particles. From thediagrams we can see 
that even though the inclinations of particles vary a lot (for Eos 
particles, the inclinations vary from 7' to 12O; for Koronis and 

l 8  1- - Eos 4 and 9 ~ r n  A 

Themis particles they vary from O0 to 6 O ) ,  Eos particles are well 
separated from Koronis and Themis particles. Furthermore, if we 
have an estimate of the size of the particle, then both the proper and 
the forced orbital elements can be calculated and these lead to an 
identification of the family members in near-Earth orbit. 

The differences in orbital elements of dust particles will cause 
different encounter velocities with the Earth, hence the difference in 
peak temperahlre on atmospheric entry. MI these an be calculated 
from our results. Based on our study here, we conclude that for 
particles having diameters mging from 4 pm to 9 pm, Eos particles 
are quite different in orbital elements From Themis and Koronis 
particles. For Koronis and Themis particles, the best times to collect 
them are around April and October. 

References: [ l ]  Dermott S. F. et al. (1992) In Chaos, 
Resonance, andCollective Dym~caiPhemrnena intheSob System 
(S. Fern-Melto, ed.), Wuwer, D o m h t .  [Z] Everhart E. (1985) In 
Dynamics of Comets: Their Origin and Evolution (A. Carusi and 
G. B. Valsecchi, eds.), 185-202, Reidel, Boston. [3 rmott S. F. 
et at. (1993)  roc. ~iovak  cad. ~ c i ,  in press. 1 +yb10y3-3q 
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MODERN SOURCES OF DUST fh THE SOLAR SYSTEM. 
S. F. Dermotf. D. D. Durda, B. A. S.Gustafson. S. Jayaraman. J. C. f . 
Liou, and Y. L. Xu, Department of Astronomy, University of Florida, 
Gainesville FL 326 1 1, USA. 

We have used the observed size-frequency distributions of the 
main-belt and family asteroids and the results of an analysis of the 
IRASdataon the zodiacal background and the solar system dustbands 
to estimate the extent of the contribution of asteroidal dust to the 
zodiacal cloud. In order to estimate the area of dust associated with 
the main-belt asteroids we must use the observed number of small 
asteroids as a basis for extrapolating to dust size particles. Although 
the discovery rate for asteroids has increased in recent years, the 
main-belt population of asteroids is complete with respect to discov- 
ery down to a diameter of only about 30 km, a very large size for our 
purposes. We have therefore used data from the McDonald and 
Palomar-Leiden Surveys (MDS and PLS respectively) [1.2] to ex- 
tend our description of the size-frequency distribution to diameters 
nearly an order of magnitude smaller. We also demonstrate the 
validity of extending the distribution to yet smaller sizes by a power- 
law distribution expected for a collection of particles in colIisiona1 
equilibrium [3]. We note that the observed slope of the asteroidal 
size-frequency distxibutiuon is in good agreement with the results of 
collisional models incorporating a size-dependent impact strength. 
However, we do need to know the strength of asteroidal grains to 
extrapolate the distribution of the sizes that determine the effective 
cross-sectional area of the dust. Without that knowledge, an uncer- 
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Fig. 4. The variation in osculating inclinations for both 4- and 9-pm particles 
with ascending nodes during the course of one year. 

tainty factor as large as 5 or 10 is introduced. Particles are also lost 
from the main belt by Poynting-Robertson (PR) light drag and there 
may be collisional loss due to fast-moving cometary particles. We 
conclude from the data on large asteroids alone that although aster- 
oids could account forthe whole of the zodiacal cloud, there is no way 
of proving it at present. The arguments with respect to a likely 
cometary component are even weaker and we do not attempt to 
discuss that source using similar arguments. 

The IRAS (and COBE) data provide much stronger lines of 
argument-The survey of the sky made by IRAS in 1983 revealed the 
complex structure of the zodiacal cloud. We now know the inclina- 
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tion and nodes of the plane of symmetry of the cloud with respect to 
the ecliptic. Of even more interest is the discovery by IRAS of 
prominent dust bands that circle the Sun in planes near parallel to 
the ecliptic. In 1984 we suggested that the solar system dust bands 
discovered by IRAS are produced by the gradual comminution of the 
asteroidsof the major Hiyama  asteroid families 143. The confma- 
tion of this hypothesis has invoked (1) the development of a new 
secular perturbation theory that includes the effects of PR light drag 
on the evolution of the dust particle orbits; (2) the production of a new 
high-resolution Zodiacal History File by P A C  (the Infrared Process- 
ing and Analysis Center at Caltech); and (3) the development of the 
SIMUL code, a three-dimensional numerical model that allows the 
calculation of the thermal flux produced by any particular distribu- 
tion of dust particle orbits. SIMUL includes the effects of planetary 
perturbations and PR drag on the dust particle orbits and reproduces 
the exact viewing geometry of the IRAS telescope. These tools allow 
us to account in detail for the observed structure of the dust bands and 
to demonstrate that asteroids are indeed a significant source of 
zodiacal dust 151. 

The dust bands evident in the IRAS data have very small ampli- 
tudes---not greater than a few percent of the ecliptic amplitude of the 

+ large-scale background signal. This does not imply that the asteroid 
families responsible for the the bands contribute only a few percent 
of the dust particles in the zodiacal cloud. The bands evident in the 
data areonly the tip of the iceberg and, in fact,most of the flux derived 
from the dust generated by the family asteroids goes into the large- 
scale background. We use the observed dust band profiles and our 
modeling techniques based on SIMUL toestimate the total contribu- 
tion of  flux from the families and conclude that the families alone 
provide about 10% of the observed ecliptic flux. From the observed 
ratio of the number of family to main-beltasteroids, we conclude that 
the total asteroidal contribution to the zodiacal signal is probably 
40% of the total flux. 

Thus,some 60% of the flux probably derives from anonasteroidal 
source, that is, a source other than main-belt asteroids (we have yet 
to investigate near-Earth asteroids). This conclusion is supported by 
a second independent line of argument based on the observed shape 
of the large-scale background cloud. It would appear that an asteroi- 
dal model alone cannot account for the large flux intensities ob- 
served near the ecliptic poles-flux from an asteroidal source is very 
much confined to near-ecliptic latitudes. Again, a cometary source 
could be the answer, but other sources, including interstellar dust, 
need to be investigated. 
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AN ASSESSMENT OFTI& CONTAMINATION AC~UIRED 
BY IDPs DURING ATMOSPHERIC DECELERATION. 
G. J. Flynn, Department of Physics, Stateuniversity of New York- 
Plattsburgh, Plattsburgh NY 12901, USA. 

The E-layer of the terrestrial mesosphere, between 8 0  and 110 
km altitude, is derived from meteoric ablation [I]. Concentrations 
of Na and Fe, contributed by meteoric vapor have been monitored 
in the mesosphere, and both individual meteors and average concen- 
tration profides have been measured 111. 

1ndividualDDPsenteringtheEarWs atmosphere must pass through 
the mesospheric layers rich in meteoric volatile elements. Limits on 
the extent to which individual EDPscan be contaminated by meteoric 
volatile eIements during deceleration in the upper atmosphere can be 
established by considering the extremecases: the & i t  passage of an 
IDP through a meteoric vapor trail or the passage of an IDP through 
the mesospheric layer rich in meteoric volatiles. 

The worst case for contamination wouldoccur if an IDP were to 
pass directly through a meteoric vapor trail. In  this case the local 
concentration of meteoric material is maximized. Peak densities of 
104 atomdcm3 for Na and 1 @ atomslcm3 for Fe have been measured 
in meteor vapor trails [I]. However, these trails are small (-100 m 
wide) and persist for only a short period of time (typically a few 
minutes or less) [ 11. 

During the direct passage of a 10-pm-diameter IDP through a 
100-m-diameter vaportrail having a Na iondensity of 104 atoms/cm3 
and an Fe density of 105 atomsfcm3, the IDP would directly collide 
with only 80 Na ions and only 800 Fe atoms. This level of possible 
contamination is far below the indigenous Na and Fe contents of a 
chondritic IDP. 

Kane and Gardner [I]  have used L i d s  to monitor an area of the 
sky for meteor vapor trails. They detected 89 meteor events in 450 
hours of data aquisition. Assuming an average trail duration of 1 
minute, a meteor trail appeared within the field of view of their 
instrument for about 0.0033 of the observing time. Thus, events in 
which a deceleratingIDPpasses through ameteortrail must be quite 
rare. 

Alternatively, contaminationcouldoccurastheIDPpassed through 
the mesospheric layer of vapor accumulated from many individual 
meteors. The effectiveness of this mechanism to  produce IDP con- 
tamination can be modeled using the tenestrial accretion rate of 
meteors and the mesospheric residence time of their debris. The 
terrestrial accretion rate of meteoritic partides from 10-13 to 106 g in 
mass is estimated to be 16 x 109 glyr [2]. If each particle were to 
initially have a Zn content equal to the CI meteorite content (-300 
ppm), then the terrestrial accretion rate of meteoritic Zn would be 4.8 
x 106 g/yr. Although some particles in this size range are known to 
survive atmospheric entry with their Zn intact, we can obtain an 
upper limit on the addition to this meteoric vapor layer by assuming 
that all 4.8 x 166 g/yr of Zn is deposited intothe upper atmosphere. 
The surface density of Zn in this atmospheric (i.e., the total mass 
density along a Iine from the top of the atmosphere to the surface) can 
then be calculated as the product of the Zn residence time (ta) and 
the Zn accretion rate divided by the surface area of the atmosphere 
[47tR2 = 47t (6.4 x 106 m)= - 5.1 x 1014 m21. Thus, the maximum 
surface density of Zn in this atmospheric layer would be 9 . 4 ~  10-9 
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If we then allow a 10-pm-diameter IDP to pass through this layer 
during atmospheric decelenttion, the particle could accrete all the 
Znencountered by its cross-sectional area (xr2 5 8 x  10-11 m2). Thus, 
the total Zn accretion possible in this model is 8 x 10-19 g/IDPx b. 
To aquire a chondritic Zn content (300 ppm) by this mechanism 
requires the addition of 1.5 x 10-13 g of Zn to a 10-pm-diameter, 
density 1 gicm3, spherical IDP. Thus the value of the Zn residence 
time (t,) would have to be 2 x 105 yr for the meteoric layer to have 
a high enough Zn content for this mechanism to be viable. However, 
Hunten et A. [3] have modeled the deposition of meteoric material 
into the Earth's upper atmosphere. They suggest that meteoric 
vaporization products probably recondense into "smoke" particles 
with a mean size of about 1 nm at an altitude of about 80 km. Even 
employing a viscous settling model, which results in much Ionger 
residence times than for models permitting coagulation and eddy 
diffusion used by Hunten et al. [3], Sutton and Flynn [4] calculate 
the descent of the I-nm meteoric smoke from 80 km to 40 km takes 
no Ionger than 50 yr, far short of the 2 x 105 year Zn residence time 
required for the IDP to encounter a chondritic amount of Zn during 
deceleration in the mesosphere. 

Alternatively, we could allow the IDP to collect Zn over a much 
larger area than its physical cross section. However, even if the 50- 
yr Z n  residence time is assumed, each particle would require a 
effective Zn accretion cross section 4000 times its physical cross 
section. No mechanism by which a hot, high-speed IDP decelerating 
through the upper atmosphere could collect Zn (or other volatiles) 
over a cross section so much larger than the physical cross section of 
the particle has been suggested. 

It appears the interaction of IDPs with meteoric vapor during 
deceleration in the upper atmosphere does not produce significant 
contamination of IDPs as they decelerate in the upper atmosphere. 

References: [I] Kane T. J. and Gardner C. S. (1993) Science. 
259, 1297-1299, Wiley. 221 Hughes D. W. (1978) in Cosmic Dust. 
123-185. [3] Hunten D. M. et al. (1980) J. Afmos. Sci., 37, 1342- 
1357. [4] Sutton S. R. and Flynn G. J. (1990)Proc. LPSC20th, 357- 
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30 BY TERRESTRIAL FACTORS. G. J. Flynn, Department of 
Physics, State University of New York-Plattsburgh, Plattsburgh NY 
12901, USA. 

Major objectives in the study of interplanetary dust particles 
(IDPs) are t o  constrain the physical and chemical conditions in the 
early solar system, to characterize the particles making up the zodia- 
cal cloud, and to infer the physical, chemical, mineralogical, and 
isotopic properties of the IDP parent bodies--the comets and the 
asteroids. However, the effects of terrestrial interactions alter the 
properties of some IDPs from those of the zodiacal cloud particles. 
The interactions can be separated into four distinct phases: near- 
Earth gravitational segregation, atmosphericentry deceIeration, strate 
spheric residence, and the collectionlcuration process. 

Near-Earth Gravitational Segregation: Gravitational focus- 
ing strongly biasesall near-Earth collections in favorof IDPs derived 
from main-belt asteroids over those from comets [l]. Jackson and 
Zook [2] found that some 10-pm-radius IDPs from main-belt aster- 
oids have geocentric velocities as low as  1 km s! (prior to accelera- 
tion by Earth's gravity) at the Earth capture opportunity. For an IDP 

with a 1 km s-1 encounter velocity the effective Earth capture cross 
section is 126x the physical cross section of the Earth [I]. By 
comparison, the Earth capture cross section for a particle derived 
from Comet Encke is only 1 . 1 5 ~  the physical cross section. If IDPs 
of both types were equally prevalent in the zodiacal cloud, the low- 
velocity, asteroidal IDPs would outnumber the IDPs from Encke by 
a factor of 109 in Earth collections. Even if the mean velocity 
(4.79 km s l )  of the main-belt asteroidal IDPs from Jackson and 
Zook [2] is used, the effective Earth capture cross section is 7x the 
physical cross section. 

Atmospheric Deceleration: A 20-pm-diameter IDP experi- 
ences noticeable deceleration at altitudes above 175 km, and a&os- 
pheric deceleration continues until the IDP has slowed to atmos- 
pheric settling speeds (a few meters per second or less) at about 
80 km altitude [3]. The duration of the atmospheric deceleration 
phase is generally less than a minute, though, in A c a s e s ,  IDPs can 
be captured into Earth orbit and experience repeated gentle decelera- 
tions of much Ionger durations [4]. 

Atmospheric Entry Heating: A procedure to model the heat- 
ing pulse experienced by an IDP on atmospheric entry was developed 
by Whipple [5] and extended by Fraundorf [6]. R p n  [7] developed 
a computer simulation of the atmospheric entry heating anddecelera- 
tion process, allowing the actual amospheric density profile to be 
incorporated. This model predicts substantially less heating for small 
particles and for particles encountering the Earth at grazing inci- 
dence. Love and Brownlee [4] have extended these calculations with 
a computer simulation that includes the effects of partial vaporiza- 
tion. 

However, these calculations all rest on assumed values for three 
parameters never measured experimentally: the IDP emissivity at 
temperatures from a few hundred degrees to the silicate melting 
temperature (-1600 K), the IDP drag parameter at gas densities 
appropriate for the upper atmosphere, and the degree of elasticity of 
thecollisions. Following the arguments of Whipple [5], Flynn [3] has 
described the rationale for selecting values for these parameters. 
However, Fraundorf [6] suggested the blackbody emissivity as- 
sumption might break down for small particles, and Rizk et al. [I] 
have repeated the calculations using a theoretical expression for the 
emissivity. For spheres of forsteritic olivine 2 10 pm in diameter they 
found peak temperatures that agreed within 100 K with the predic- 
tions using a blackbody emissivity [7]. However, they predict peak 
temperatures of IDPs e l 0  pm several hundred degrees higher than 
those calculated by the blackbody assumption [I]. 

Mineral Transformations: The most obvious mineralogical 
alteration of IDPs on heating is the production of magnetite or 
maghemite, which has previously been observed in natural and 
artificially produced meteorite fusion crusts [8]. Studies on IDPs 
show the development of a magnetite rim correlates well with other 
indicators of severe atmospheric entry heating [9]. Magnetite rims 
are observed on both anhydrous and hydrated IDPs [lo]. However, 
pulse heating studies have not yet been conducted on lDPs to deter- 
mine the magnetite formation temperature, or the variation of this 
temperature with the initial IDP mineralogy. In studies on analog 
materials, magnetitesfom onlayer siiicates heated to 1 1 OO°C within 
25 s [1 I]. 

Sandford [12] has shown that a layer-silicate IDP, pulse heated 
in steps from 190"-1200°C, showed pronounced changes in the 
depth of the 3.0-pm water band in its infrared absorption spectrum. 
This feature disappeared completely at 560°C. The alteration tem- 
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perature measured by Sandford [12] by infrared absorption cannot 
be correlated directly with changes, such as the alteration of a lattice 
spacing, visible in the TEM. 

Although olivine and pyroxene, the dominant minerals in the 
anhydrous IDPs, are more stable than layer silicates, Keller et al. [9] 
report the alteration of olivine to laihunite in an IDP, and attribute 
this to high-temperature oxidation of the olivine. 

Volatile Element Loss: Fraundorfet al. [l3] showed that S was 
lost from chondritic IDPs heated to simulate the atmospheric entry 
thermal pulse. The S depletion became severe above 800°C, andthey 
suggested a chondritic SISi ratio was probably incompatible with an 
IDP having been heated above 800°C for even a few seconds [I 33. 
However, they suggested some chondritic IDPs might have low 
intrinsic SlSi ratios (i.e., the distribution of S-beruing phases might 
be inhomogeneous in the parent body), thus low SISi should not 
necessarily be interpreted as indicating severe heating [13]. 

Flynn [I41 suggested that Zn, which is generally more volatile 
than S in meteorite heating experiments, could also serve as an 
indicator of IDP heating. Flynn and Sutton [I51 have identified a 
subset of the chondritic IDF's that exhibit Zn depletions to less than 
0.1 x CI. Flynn et ai. [16], Thomas et al. [lo], Kl6ck et al. [17], and 
KeHer et al. [9] have demonstrated that Zn depletions correlate well 
with mineralogical evidence and He inferences of substantial atmos- 
pheric entry heating. However, pulse heating experiments on IDPs 
havenot yetbeenperformed toestablish the Zn mobility temperature. 

Fraundorfet al. [ 131 suggested that C, not measured in the pulse 
heating experiments, might be lost at low temperature. However, 
Thomas et al. [lo] have identified both anhydrous and hydrated IDPs 
that have low Znabundances and well-developed magnetiterims, but 
carbon contents of about 2x the CI abundance. The mobility of C in 
IDPs has yet to be established. 

For the elements from Cr to Br, Flynn et al. [ I  81 suggest that the 
mobility sequence is Zn, followed by Br, followed by Ge. However 
this mobility sequence rests on the assumption that both the severely 
heated and the less-heated IDP groups started out with the same 
average chemical compositions. Since cometary IDPs are expected 
to beheated tosignificantly higher temperatures,on theaverage, than 
main-belt asteroidal IDPs [I 41, compositional differences between 
the severely heated and the less-heatedIDPs might reflect differences 
in the source compositions as well as the effects of element mobili- 
ties. 

Solar Flare Track Annealing: Fraundorf et al. [I91 have 
shown that fresh Fe ion tracks are annealed in olivine by a 25-s 
heating pulse at 572OC. while tracks in enstatite were annealed by 
heating to 70S°C. Track annealing experiments have not been 
performed on actual solar flare tracks in IDP silicates, though these 
tracks are less stable in the TEM than fresh Fe tracks. 
Loss of Solar-implanted Noble Gases: Nier and Schlutter 

[20] have demonstrated that implanted solar He is released From 
lunar grains and IDPs during heating pulses comparable to those 
experienced on atmospheric entry, and they suggest the release 
profile indicates the peak temperature. 

Consistency of Thermal Indicators: Kliick et aI. [17] have 
compared the heating inferences from a chemical indicator (degree 
of Zn depletion), a mineralogical indicator (the formation of a 
magnetite rim), and a noble gas indicator (the abundance and 
minimum release temperature of He) in a set of IDPs each of which 
was examined by three different techniques. Kliick et al. [17] found 
the three indicators provided a consistent picture of the degree of 

heating experienced by individual IDPs. However, Flynn et al. [21] 
found that two chemical indicators, Zn and S, gave contradictory 
indications of the degree of heating in 14 of the 30 IDPs for which 
both elements were measured, and that the Zn content agreed with 
other indicators of heating (magnetite andlor He content) in 6 of the 
7 cases for which independent evidence of heating was available. 

Particle Fragmentation: Particle fragmentation during entry 
could produce more extreme heating than calculated for the resulting 
fragments since a large particle penetrates more deeply into the 
atmosphere prior to deceleration. Fragmentation can also alter the 
distribution of densities, since particles are likely to fragment into 
their strongest subunits. However, Love and Brownlee [4] suggest 
few IDPs experience fragmentation because even fragile cometary 
IDPs melt before the dynamic pressure is sufficient for fragmenta- 
tion. 

Isotopic Fractionation: The Iarge Zndepletions in some IDPs 
(50.01~ CI in one IDP f 101) suggest vaporization of a substantial 
fraction of the startingZn. If so, then large mass fractionations would 
be expected in the residual Zn due to Rayleigh fractionation. 

Significant mass fractionations (up to 32%0.amu) have been 
observed for Ni and Fe in magnetite-wiistite sphemles recovered 
from the sea floor. Davis and Brownlee [22] infer the pre-atmos- 
pheric mass of these sphemles from the fractionation. 

Contamination During Entry: The Na- and Fe-layers of the 
terrestrial mesosphere, between 80 and 1 10 km altitude, arederived 
from meteoric ablation [23]. The passage of IDPs through these 
layers, rich in meteoric volatile elements, during atmospheric decel- 
eration suggests two possibte contamination mechanisms: IDP pas- 
sage through a fresh meteoric vapor trail or IDP passage through the 
layer of meteoric material. FIynn [24] modeled the interaction of 
IDPs with mesospheric meteoric vapor, and concluded the fraction 
of IDPs that experience significant contamination by meteoric vapor 
during the deceleration process is very small. 

Ion Implantation: During the initial stage of the deceleration 
the individual air molecules strike the surface of the IDP with 
energies ranging from about 4 eV amu-I at a 30 krn s-I velocity to 
about 1 eV amu-1 at a 10 km s-1 velocity when viewed in the rest 
frame of the IDP. Thus the air molecules may penetrate several 
atomic layers into the IDP surface before stopping [5]. The low N 
content of IDPs suggests few if any of these air molecules are 
retained. 

Stratospheric Residence: Typical IDPs spend weeks to 
months in the stratosphere, with settling rates of a few centimeters 
per second in the lower stratosphere [I 31. Zolensky and Mackinnon 
[25] calculate the time between collisions for particles >I pm is 5 
x 109 yr, and for particles 9 . 1  pm is I08 yr, suggesting contamina- 
tion by solid particles during stratospheric residence is small. 

Chemical Contamination: Aerosol particles, predominantly 
H2S04 droplets, are abundant in the Earth's stratosphere. Three 
stratospheric particles analyzed f:r surface chemistry by Auger 
spectroscopy showeda thin (-150 A thick) S-rich layer, suggesting 
contamination by stratospheric H,SO, aerosols. Because the con- 
tamination layer is thin, its effects on bulk particle chemistry are 
small, contributing <I wt% S [25J. 

Halogens (particularly Br and C1) are abundant in the strato- 
sphere. Riehneijer [28] has shown a correlation of particle settling 
time with Br abundance, and Flynn et al. [21] have reported enrich- 
ments of Br in IDPs with otherwise CI-like volatile element abun- 
dances, both suggesting the possibility of Br contamination. 
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Mineralogical Contamination: Rietmeijer [29] has detected 
silica-rich glass and trydimite in an IDP. He suggests these frag- 
ments are terrestrial volcanic debris, incorporated into the IDP 
during stratospheric residence. 

Collection and Curation: The IDPs are collected into a layer 
of silicone oil. Despite efforts to remove this oil by cleaning, 
Sandford [30], using infrared absorption, andRietrneijer [31], using 
analytical transmission electron microscopy, have demonstrated that 
silicone oil contamination remains. 

Interactions on the collector surface may also cause contarnina- 
tion. IDPs may impact the collector near or on top of stratospheric 
H2S0,droplets or terrestrial particles. Contamination might explain 
the unusual chemical contents, such as high Cd, measured in rare 
cases in otherwise chondritic IDPs. 

The possibility of alteration induced by terrestrial factors is 
particularly important in cases where the the measured properties of 
the IDPs differ from what might be expected based on their general 
similarity to chondritic metwrites. 
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TIFY COMETARY SAMPLES AMONG THE COLLECTED 

7° INTERPLANETARY DUST. G. I. Flynn, Department of Phys- 
ics, State University of New York-Plattsburgh, Plattsburgh NY 
1290 1, USA. 

The relative proportions of the cometary and the asteroidal 
contributions to the interplanetary dust have not yet been defini- 
tively established. These proportions may vary with time as a result 
of major catastrophic disruptions in the main belt [I] or the appear- 
ance of fresh, active comers [a]. Dermott et al. [3] and Reach [4] 
suggest the debris from catastrophic collisions in the main belt can 

account for most of the zodiacal cloud particles. Earth collection of 
these asteroidal particles is strongly favored by near-Earth gravita- 
tional enhancement [5]. However, comets are observed to produce 
interplanetary dust particles (IDPs), and the identification of co- 
metary IDPs would allow inferences of the compositions, 
mineralogies, and physical properties of the comets. 

Flynn [6] has shown that IDPs derived from main-belt asteroids, 
from comets with perihelia> 1.5 AU, and from comets with perihelia 
51.5 AU separate into three distinct velocity groups, as shown in 
Table 1. These velocities, calculated for nodal crossing at 1 AU in the 
absence of kr th ' s  gravity, can be transformed into atmospheric 
entry velocities using energy conservation 

Main-belt asteroidal particles, which encounter the Earth from 
nearly circular orbits, have entry velocities ranging from Earth's 
escape velocity ( I  1.1 km s-1) up to about 12.4km s-1 (nodal crossing 
velocity - 5.5 km s-1) in the model developed by Flynn [6]. 

Jackson and Zook [7] have modeled the evolution of dust grains 
released from 15 main-belt asteroids, 15 short-period comets with 
perihelia >l  AU, and 5 long-period comets with perihelia <I AU. 
Their results, which include planetary gravitational perturbations, 
have confirmed the existence of the three velocity regimes, though 
there is some overlap, particularly among the two cometary groups 
(seeTable 1). Almost all 10-pm-radiusdust from main-belt asteroids 
had nodal crossing velocities at I AU 17.5 km s-1, corresponding to 
atmospheric entry velocities 113.4 km s-1, only slightly higher than 
the112.4 km s1 atmosphericentry velocity limit fordust from main- 
belt asteroids previously suggested [6]. 

A few main-belt asteroids, such as Hungaria and Phocaea, have 
unusually high orbital inclinations, approximately 23' in each case. 
These two asteroids, and other members of their families, produce 
IDPs indistinguishable from cometary dust based on their entry 
velocities. However, the dust contribution from these two main-belt 
asteroid families is likely to be small. The major dust bands detected 
by the IRAS satellite are associated with the Eos, Themis, and 
Koronis families of asteroids, all of which have much lower orbital 
inclinations and produce IDPs that are easily distinguished from 
cometary IDPs by the entry velocity criterion. 

The peak temperatures reached by IDPs on atmospheric entry 
indicate the distribution of IDP velocities [6]. Each IDP contains 
many internal thermometers: minerals that transform above certain 
temperatures, volatile elements that are lost sequentially with in- 
creasing temperature, solar flare tracks that anneal at different 
temperatures in different minerals, and solar-impIanted noble gases 
that outgas progressively with temperature. Thus limits on the peak 
temperature reached by each IDP on Earth atmospheric entry can be 
set. 

On an individual particle basis, the separation of IDPs into co- 
metary and main-belt asteroidal groups on the basis of heating is 
complicated because the peak temperature reached on entry depends 
on the entry angle [6]. Thus a cometary IDP entering at grazing 
incidence is heated less extremely than a main-belt asteroidal IDP 
with the same physical properties entering at normal incidence [6]. 

However, it is possible to distinguish some cometary IDPs from 
their main-belt asteroidal counterparts since the normal incidence 
case results in the most extreme entry heating. Thus IDPs can be 
separated into two groups: one group containing particles heated 
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TABLE 1. Velocity range at nodal crossing for 10-pm-radius IDPs. smaller than 10 pm are heated to peak temperatures several hundred 
degrees higher than predicted using the blackbody assumption. 

Parent Body Velocity Range at 1 AU Nodal Crossing (km sl) Thus the peak temperatures in Fig. 1 are likely to be valid for 

nynn [6] jackson and zook [7] particles 21 0 pm in diameter, but the validity of these caIculations 
Main-belt Asteroids 0-5.5 1-79 for smaller particles (particularly those 15 pn in diameter) cannot 
Comets be assessed because the actual emissivity of silicate grains in a high 
Perihelia > 1 5  AU (or > 1 AU)+ 5.5-1 1 5.3-17% C matrix has not been determined. 
Perihelia <I .5 AU (or <I AU)+ rl 1 >11.8 The collection of small cometary particles at Earth is hampered 

because solar radiation pressure imposes a lower limit on the size of 
* ~xceptfor~~~sderived fmrnthe HmgariaandPhocaea families-which have come- particles that remain bound by solar gravity [ 1 I). For 

velocities up to 13.5 km s-I at nodal crossing. example, dust 28 pm in diameter emitted by comet Glacobini-Zinner ' Jacksonandmk[71*paratethecometgroUpsata~e1i0n Of near perihelion is expelled From the solar system (see tabulation in Flynn [6] separates them at 15 AU. 
$ Except IDPs fromone comet having 25.3 kmrl at nodal crossing. reference 161). This minimum diameter decreases for particles emit- 

ted at larger distances from the Sun; however, the dust production by 
comets peaks near perihelion. 

Because of the uncertainty in the peak temperature calculations 
above the maximum temperature possible for main-belt asteroidal for particles 210 pm in diameter, and the likelihood that most of the 
particles of that size and density, and a second WuP that is less small particles emitted by the major dust producing comets ate 
heated. The first group contains only CometarY particles (and a ejected from the solar system, cometary IDPs can best be distin- 
minor contribution from asteroids in highly elliptical or highly guished from main-belt asteroidal [DPs near 10 pm in diameter. A 
inclined orbits). The second group includes asteroidal particles and program of study of heat& IDP~, including sequential 

, cometary particles having small incidence angles. ments of major- and trace-element contents, particle densities. 
Using the atmospheric entry interaction tnodel developed by mineralogies, solar flare tracks, and He4 content, has the potential 

Whipple [8] and extended by Fraundorf [g], the peak temperature of identifying a cometary subset of the IDPs. 
reached during atmospheric entry was calculated for normal inti- References: [I] Sykes M. V. and Greenberg R. (1986) Icarus, 
dence at a velocity of 13.4 km S-I for IDPs with diameters ranging 65,549. [2] Whipple F. L. (1967) in The Zodiacal Light and the 
from 1 to 50 pm and densities of 0.6,l.O. 1.9, and 3.0 gm (see Interplanetary Medium, 409-426, NASA sp-150. 131 Dermott S. F. 
Fig. 1). The 1 3.4 km S-I entry velocity (nodal crossing velocity - et al. (1992) in Asteroids, Comets, and Meteors 91, 153- 156, LPl, 
7.5 km TI) is the upper limit for main-beit asteroidal except Houston. [4] Reach W. T. (1991) in Origin and Evolution of Inter- 
rare IDPs from asteroids in high inclination orbits. pianetary Dust, 2 1 1-2 14. [5] Flym G. J. (1990) Proc. LPSC 20th, 

These peak predictions assume emissiv- 363-371. [6] Flynn G. J. (1989) Icatus, 77,287-3 10. [7] Jackson 
ity at temperatures UP to the Peak experienced by each IDP- Rizk et A. A. and Zook H. A. (1 992) Icarus, 97,70-84. [8] Whipple F. L. 

1101 performed entry heating calculations using a theoretical (1  950) Proc. Nut. Acad. Sci., 36,687-695.191 Fraundorf P. (1980) 
expression for the emissivity appropriate for spheres of forsteritic GRL, 10, 765-768. [lo] Rizk B. et al. (1991)JGR. 96, 1303-1314. 
olivine. Their peak temperatures agree to within 100 K with Px-  [ I  11 Bums J. A. (1979) )cIcarur. 40, 1-48. 1 995 lo ./sy3 / 
dictions assuming a blackbody emissivity for particles 110 pm in 
diameter [lo]. However, they calculated that particIessignificantIy -377 . 5 !+dd p,/p N95- 10956 9' 

CARBON I P ~  COMET HALLEY DUST PARTICLES. M. 03' 
1600- 9 Fomenkoval and S. Chang2.1 California Space Institute, University 5 

, of California-San Diego, La Jolla CA 92093-0216, USA, 2NASA P Ames Research Center, Moffett Field CA 94035. USA. 
1400- 

E Comets are small bodies of the solar sy stem containing primarily 
0 : 1200- a mixture of frozen gases and carbonaceous and mineral grains.They 
E are likely to preserve volatile material from cold regions of the 
C - - 1 protosolar nebula and remnants of interstellar dust and gas. More 

1000- than 2500 mass spectra of cometary grains with masses in the range 
8 
5 5 x 10-"to 5x  10-12gweremeasuredinsiru by PUMA I andPUMA 
'2 800- 2 mass spectrometers on board the VEGA spacecraft during flyby 

l! missions to Comet Halley [I]. In this paper we discuss different 
I- organic and inorganic C-containing components discovered so far in 

600- 
comet Halley dust particles, the nature and abundance of which 
provide information about possible astrophysical sources of C and 

roc), . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .&. . . . ... a . 
25 j, 

constrain models of intersteIIar grains. 
1 5 10 15 

Partide D i i  [micromMs} [C] Phases: Among the grains analyzed, 97 in PUMA 1 data 
and three in PUMA 2 data contain -99% C [3]. These particles 

a. 1. Peak temperature fl-) reached by asteroidal ~Dps comprise about 6% of the total C abundance in dust grains of comet 
(v,,, - 13.4 M s .  normal incidence,) during atmospheric entry vs. particle ~ a l l e i .  A11 [C] grains contain some minor abundances of rock- 
diameter and particle density (p). forming elements. Specific [C] phases known in meteorites and 
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interplanebuy dust particlesdiarnonds, graphite, or amorphous 
carbon--cannot be identified in cometary particles because mass 
spectra do not provide information about the structure of grains. In 
the Murchison carbonaceous meteorite, however, characterized [C] 
phases represent a small fraction of the total -2% noncarbonate 
carbon: graphite - 10- and diamond -10- 2 [4]. 
[C] Particles: These were most abundant at the outbound 

segment of the VEGA 1 trajectory and uniformly present otherwise 
(Fig. 1). Comparison of the distribution of intervals between occur- 
rences of the [C] grains with a Poisson law (Fig. 2) shows that the 
[C] grains were encountered as clusters along the trajectory and 
suggests there was a mechanism for disaggregating or disintegrating 
clusters of grains or larger grains in the coma. Chemical transforma- 
tions or evaporation seem to be less probable than physical destruc- 
tion (e.g., electrostatic disruption 161) because known [C] phases are 
chemically stable and involatile. 

The [C] particles prevail among small grains (Table 1 ; [7]). This 
is consistent with estimates of the sizes of circumstellar and inter- 
stellar C particles 181. Mass loss from C stars may have contributed 
up to 50% of all matter injected into interstellar medium. Interstel- 
lar grains are believed to represent a major fraction of cometary dust 
[9]. In terms of their size and spatial distribution the [C] particles 
differ From other classes of comet Halley dust particles, and they 
probably represent a special population of preserved interstellar C 
grains. 

Hydrocarbons: In PUMA I and PUMA 2 data, respectively, 
42 and 6 particles contain primarily C and H, of which only 4 from 
PUMA 1 are "pure" [H,C] particles lacking any other elements. The 
class of [H,C] grains implies the presence of C-H bonds [3]. Such 
bonds exist in hydrogenated amorphous carbons and in polycyclic 
aromatic and highly branched aliphatic hydrocarbons, which are 
thought to occur in comets and interstellar clouds [lo] and have been 
observed in carbonaceous chondrites [I 11. Anomalously high DIH 
ratios in meteoritic hydrocarbons signify their interstellar origin. 
Based on W C  ratio, subgroups of the [H,C] class of comet Halley, 
dust particles were identified as mixtures of C phases and hydrocar- 
bons in various proportions. About 10% of total C is contained in 
these grains, which are uniformly distributed in all mass ranges. 

Spatial distribution of [C]-particles 

Complex Organic Matter: This material occurs in 145 par- 
ticles of PUMA 1 data (of which 25 are "pure" CHON) and 26 
particles of PUMA 2 data Classes of CHON particles such as 
[H,C,Nl, [H,C,O], and [H,C,N,O] were supposed [3] tobe mixtures 
of various carbons and organic components rather than a single 
component species. These particles are more abundant among large 
grains (Table I), which also suggests they may be composed of 
"building blocks" of smaller size observed in other mass groups. 

The bulk composition of these complex organic grains is 
-C,&,,SN90,Sl ( - C t H 8 0 6 S 1  if [C] grains and hydrocar- 
bons were included) and they contain about 25% of the total C 
content. This compares with the 20-30% of meteoritic C extractable 
as relatively involatile organic compound and the 70-80% in the 
form of insoluble kerogen [ I  11. Abundances of H and 0 relative to 
C are higher in these cometary grains than in meteoritic kerogen 
-C,,H7t-aNl-301,S2. Some of the cornetary grains may contain 
water ice mixed with organic matteror, alternatively, Hand 0 could 
have been chemically bonded to C and lost along with water as a 
result of depletion of volatiles from meteorite parent bodies. Bulk 
meteoritic kerogen samples are actually made up primarily of minute 
particles 0.1- 0.01 pm 1121, about the size of comet Halley CHON 
grains. The isotopically anomalous H and N in kerogens signify 
interstellar origins, and meteoritic kerogens can be mixtures of 
cometary CHON grains of interstellar origin, Despite the aqueous 
alteration andmild thermal evolution,relic cometary grainsmay well 
be discernible in kerogens extracted from meteorites. 

There are also 22 grains in PUMA 1 data representing -1% of the 
total C that contain [C,OJ and [C,N] polymers [3]. These may be 
related to compounds identified as cyanopolyynes and multicarbon 
monoxides in the interstellar media. 

Mixed Particles: In PUMA 1 and in PUMA 2 data, respec- 
tively, 897 and 255 particles were classified as mixed. By definition 
[5], in these grains the ratio of C to rock-forming elements is in the 
range 0.1- I0 and they comprise about 40% of the total C abundance. 
The mixed particles were assumed to consist of various M@e 
silicates and organic matter (which is consistent with an increase of 

Distribution of intervals between 
occurences of [Cj-particles 

1 1 
40 -- 

Real distribution 

30 - Poisson distribution 

I n t e r v a l  

Distance to the CI. Approach, th. km 

Fig. 1. PUMA I data. The number of encountered [C] grains was averaged 
with a 60-s moving window. At the closest approach the distance to the 
nucleus was -8900 km. 

fig. 2. IntemaIs between occurrences of the [C] p i n s  in the coma are not 
randomly distributed. A Poisson law approximates random occurrences. A 
high peak at the interval equal to I indicates that Frequently several grains 
followed closely upon each other. The long tail of the distribution indicates 
that such clusters were separated by relatively large distances. 
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their proportion among larger grains; Table I), but we cannot silicate grains embedded in a matrix of carbonaceous material. 
exclude the possibility that a fraction of C can be bonded in minerals ZH] and [0] Grains: These particles (I58 in the PUMA I and 
with rock-forming elements. More detailed analysis andlor classi- 16 in the PUMA 2 data) contain -13% of the total C. The nature of 
fication of the organic part of the mixed particles has not been done these grains remains a mystery because the abundance of H and 0 is 
yet. too high for chemically reasonable interpretation. Excess of H was 

Mg-Carbonates: The presence of Mg-rich grains in Comet explained by release of Hdissolved in the target material [I91 and the 
Halley was previously noted [I 31. Mg-carbonates were tentatively abundance of 0 inspectra may be strongly influenced by hypervelocity 
identified f5] in 77 particles of PUMA 1 data and 33 particles of impact ionization processes [20]. On the other hand, the overabun- 
PUMA 2data. The presence of carbonates was also inferred from the dance of H and 0 in some spectra may indicate the presence of water 
weak 6.8-pm emission feature in the infrared spectrum [14]. The ice in these particles. 
fraction of the total C in carbonates is estimated as 4%. In meteorites References: [I 1 Kissel J. et al. (I986) Narure, 321,280-282. 
-2-10% of (7 is in carbonates that are thought to be products of 336-338. [2] Sagdeev R. Z. et al. (1986) Proc. 20th ESLQB Symp. 
aqueous alteration that occurred in a parent body [IS]. Carbonates on the Exploration of Hailey's Comet, 349-352, ESA SP-250. 
are also minor, but persistent phases in anhydrous chondritic porous [3] Fomenkova M. N. et al. (1993) Science, submitted. [4] Lewis 
IDPs [16], which supposedly originated from short-period comets. R. S. et al. ( 1987) Nature, 326, 160-161; Blake D. F. et al. (1988) 

Carbonates in Comet Halley dust could have formed in situ by Nature, 332, 61 1-613; Zinner E. et al. (1990) LPSC XXI, 1379- 
hydrocryogenic alteration. Such activity in nuclei of active short- 1380. [5] Fomenkova M. N. et al. (1992) Science, 258, 266- 
periodcomets has beenhypothesized [I61 to takeplace in interstitial 269. 161 Mendis D. A. ( 1991 ) Astrophys. a n d  Space Sci. 
water layers at dustlice interfaces below the melting point of water [7] Fomenkova M. N. and Chang S. (1 993) LPSCXXN, 50 1-502. 
ice. On theotherhand, the 6.8-pm feature was observed in protostellar [8] Jura M. (1987) in Carbon in the Gatary,339-4, NASA CP-3061. 
spectra and the interstellar occurrence of carbonates has been sug- [9] Greenburg J. M. and Hage J. I. (1990)Astrophys. J., 361,260- 
gested in [17]. 266. [I 01 Encrenaz T. and Knacke R. ( 1991) in Comets in the Post- 

Carbides: So far, S i c  has not been identified among Comet Halley Era (R. L. Newburn et al., eds.), 107-1 30, Kluwer; Colangeli 
Halley dust particles. Grains containing C, Si, and no Mg were L. et al. (1 990) Astrophys-J., 348,718-726; Allamandola L. J. et al. 
considered as possible candidates, but all of them contain at least H (1989) Astrophys. J. Suppl. Ser., 71, 733-781. [I 11 Cronin J. R. 
and 0 ,  and sometimes also minor quantities of Na, Al, S, CI, Fe, thus (1 988) in Meteorites and the Early Solar System (J. F. Kenidge and 
prohibiting unambiguous identification.The absenceof SiC in comet M. S. Matthews, eds.), 8 19-857, Univ. of Arizona. Tucson. 
Halley data probably can beexplained by a statistical lack of data. In [I21 Reynolds J. H. et al. (1978) GCA. 42, 1775-1789. [13] Clark 
meteorites the proportion of Sic  grains is -6-8 ppm [I8 1. If the B. C. (1 987)Astron. Asrrophys., 187.779-784; Mukhin L. M. et al. 
proportion of Sic  in cometary solids were the same, then we would (1 99 l)Nature, 350,480-481; Halliday I. (1 987)Astron Astrophys., 
expect todiscover one spechum out of 105, while only 2500spectra 187,921-924. f 141 Bregman J. D. et al. (1987) Astron. Astrophys., 
were measured by the PUMA I and PUMA 2 instruments and 3000 187, 617-619. [I51 ZoIensky M. and McSween H. Y. (1988) in 
spectra were measured by thePL4 instrument. The probability of one Meteorites and the Early Solar System (J. F. Kerridge and M. S. 
of them being Sic is -0.05. The presence of FeC, however, can be Matthews, eds.), Univ. of Arizona, I 14-143, Tucson; Bunch T. E. 
suggested in 2-3 spectra. and Chang S. (1980) GCA, 44, 1543-1577. 1161 Rietmeijer F. J. 
Rock Particles: The analysis [5] revealed 430 grains in the (1991) EPSL, 102, 148-159. [I71 Sandford S. A. and Walker R. M. 

PUMA 1 and 161 grains in the PUMA 2data in which the ratioof C (1985) Asrrophys. J. ,  291, 838-844. [I81 Zinner E. et al. (1991) 
to rock-forming elementsis 4. I. They contain i 1 % of the total C, Meteoritics. 26. 1191 Jessberger E K. et al. (1 988) Nature. 132. o3 
which is below the level of measurement uncertainty .The proportion 691- 695. [20] Evlanov E. N. et al. (1 991) in Chemishy in Space ? 
of rock particles decreases with an increase of the particle mass (J. M. Greenberg and V. Pirronello, eds.), 383-397. Kluwer. 
(Table 1). Cometary grains were suggested [3] to be built of small 
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TABLE I .  Massdistribution of C-containing components of \a PARISONS T O  IDPs. M. S. Hanner, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 

Comet Halley dust California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91 109, USA. 

Mass Range < 10-15 10-15-10-13g > I  0-l3g 
N % N %  N % 

[Cl grains 51 9 33 3 16 2 
Hydrocarbons 17 2-3 18 2 13 2-3 
Complex organic 20 3-4 84 7-8 67 1 1  
[C,Nl,[C,Ol polyme~s 8 1 10 1 4 c 1 
Mixed particles 193 33 601 50 358 57 
Mg carbonates 20 3-4 44 4 46 7 
Rock particles 237 40 291 25 63 10 
[Wand[O]grains 44 7-8 71 6 59 9 
AU 590 100 1152 100 626 100 

PUMA 1 and PUMA 2 data are combined together. N -number of spec= 
Percentages are the total number of spectra in each mass range. 

Comets are the best link we have to the composition of the 
primitive solar nebula. They have remainedrelatively unaltered since 
their formation in the outer, colder parts of the solar nebula. 

In Sitzi Sampling: We have in sifu sampling of the dust com- 
position of only onecomet, from the impact ionization time-of-flight 
mass spectrometer on the Halley probes [I]. The composition of the 
major rock-forming elements is chondritic within a factor of 2, but 
the comet dust is enriched in the elements H,C,N,O compared to 
carbonaceous chondrites, implying that the dust is more volatile rich 
and more "primitive" [2]. Within the so-called CHON particles, 
there is a wide spread in the abundance ratios, a result that is not 
consistent with the proposal that there is a refractory organic com- 
ponent consisting mainly of polyoxymethelenes. Among silicate 
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particles, the Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio ranges from 0 to I ,  with Mg-rich 
silicates predominating. The wide distribution of Fe/(Fe + Mg) does 
not agree with the narrow range measured in carbonaceous chon- 
drites, but does resemble anhydrous IDPs [3]. 

Infrared Spectroscopy: Infrared spectroscopy is the best means 
ofremotely studying the composition of cometary solids. The spectra 
can help toestablish links to interstellargrains and to identify classes 
of IDPs likely to originate from comets. Vibrations within various 
organic molecules produce features in the 3-pm region, while the 
10-pm spectral region contains information about the mineral con- 
tent of the grains. 

Spectral features fiom organic molecules. A broad emission 
feature at 3.36 pm was discovered in Comet Halley (Fig. 1) [4-8]. It 
has subsequently been detected in every bright comet observed in the 
3-pm region [9-141. The feature is generally assigned to a C-H 
stretch vibration, but it is not obvious from the shape of the feature 
whether it originates in the gas or in small grains. The detailed 
structure varies among comets, with secondary peaks at 3.28 pm, 
3.41 pm, and 3.52 pm having differing strengths relative to the main 
3.36-prn peak, the 3.28-pm peak is particularly visible in the long- 
period comet Levy 1990 XX [13]. The 3.28-pm peak resembles one 
of the set of unidentified infrared bands seen in H I1 regions, plan- 
etary nebulae, and a few young stellar objects, but there is no analo- 
gous 3.36-pm emission feature in any astronomical source [ I  41. 

Because the feature is seen in both new and evolved comets, it 
cannot be the result of cosmic ray irradiation of ices in the outer few 
meters of Oort Cloud comets. Brooke et al. 1121 demonstrated that 
the strength of the 3.36-pm band emission correlates better with the 
gas production rate than with the dust continuum, implying a gas 
phase carrier. The 3.52-pm feature is consistent with thev3 band of 
methanol (CH,OH) [l5]. But CH30H also has bands at 3.3-3.4 pm. 

Reuter [16) has computed the contribution of methanol to the 
main 3.36-pm feature. Depending on how one normalizes the 3.52- 
pm feature, the accompanying contribution to the 3.36-pm feature 
ranges from 10% to 50%. Thus, the spectral shape and the heliocen- 
tric distance dependence of the residual "unidentified" 3.36-pm 
feature may be somewhat different from the total observed flux and 
we are back to the question whether the carrier is in the gas or solid 
phase. 

Silicafes. A broad emission feature near 10 pm is observed in 
intermediate bandpass filter photometry of most dynamically new 
and long-period comets [17,18]. The strength of the feature is quite 
variable, being strongest in "dust-rich" comets with a strong scatare 
reasonable. 

Spectra at 8-13 pm with high signaVnoise now exist for eight 
comets. Four are dynamically new comets (that is, thought to-be 
coming in from the Oort cloud for the fmt time), two are long-period 
comets, and two (Halley and Brorsen-Metcalf) have periods -70 yr. 
(These eight spectra will be analyzed in more detail in [I  91). 

The spectrum of Comet Halley is shown in Fig. 2, from [20]. 
There is a broad maximum at 9.8 pm and a narrower peak at 
1 1.25 pm. A Halley spectrum from the Kuiper Airborne Observatory 
[21] shows similar peaks. The 1 1.25-pm peak agrees with that seen 
in olivine D P s  [22]. (1985). as illustrated in Fig. 2, and crystalline 
olivine is the probable s o m e  of the cometary peak. Other possible 
explanations for the peak at 11.25 pm, such as S i c  or an organic 
component, can be ruled out from the width of the peak, abundance 
argumenis, or for lack of any corresponding features, such as the 7.7- 
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Fig. I. 3-pm spectrum of Comet PiHalley on 25 April 1986 at r - 1.54 AU 
171. 

Fig. 2. 8-1 3-pm spectrum of Comet Halley at r - 0.79 AU [20] compared 
with olivine IDP [22]. 

t Comet L e y  1990 XX Aug 12. 1990 
g l . I I I t , l j l  i A 

8 9 to  1 ! 12 13 
h b m )  

Fig. 3. 8-1 3-pm spectrum of Comet Levy 1990 XX at r - 1.56 AU 
perihelion [25].?he total flux has been dividedby 270K bIackbody continuum. 8.6-pm features present when an I1 -3-pm feature is associated with 
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t Comet Austin / 300 i( continuum 

Fig. 4. 8-1 3-pin spectnun of Comet Austin t 990 V at 4 - 0.78 AU [19]. 
The observed flux has been divided by 300 K blackbody continuum. 

the set of unidentified interstellar emission bands. Two long- perid 
comets. Bradfield 1987 XXIX [23,24] and Levy 1990 XX [25] have 
similar double-peaked spectra. Levy's spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. 

Koike et al. 1261 have obtained infrared transmission spectra of 
olivine samples with differing MglFe abundance. They find that the 
peak lies at 11.3 pm for Mg/(Mg + Fe) = 0.9 and shifts toward 
11.5 pm as the Mg abundance decreases. The 1 1.25-pm position in 
the comets implies a high Mg/Fe abundance, a conclusion consistent 
with the dust analyses from the Halley probes [2.3]. 

However, another component must give rise to the broad maxi- 
mum near 9.8 p. There are three main possibilities [24]: 

1. Mix of crystalline minerals. The IDPs examined in [22] can 
be classified by their 10-pm transmission spectra as olivines, py- 
roxenes, or hydrated silicates. A mix of these three grain types can 
approximately fit the Halley spectrum [21]. This approach has the 
advantage of relating the comet dust directly to IDPs. However, not 
all of these grain types necessarily originate from comets. 

2. Glassy silicates. Interstellar silicate grains are thought to be 
amorphous because of their broad, structureless 10-pm feature. 
From the emission spectra measured in [27], amorphous olivine can 
explain the 9.8-pm cometary peak, while a mixture of amorphous 
olivine and amorphous enstatite can account for the rise between 8 
and 9 pm. This explanation is attractive because it requires the least 
alteration of interstellar silicates before their incorporation into com- 
ets. A component of glassy silicate particles has recently been iden- 
tified among the chondritic IDPs [28]. The spectrum of a thin section 
of a glass-rich IDP I281 resembles the comet spectra. 

3. Hydrated silicates. Type II carbonaceous chondrites have 
about equal proportions of hydrated silicates and olivine. Their 
spectra actually look rather similar to the comet spectra [29]. Nelson 
et al. 1301 suggested that amorphous silicate grains on the surface of 
a comet nucleus could absorb one or more monolayers of water 
molecules From the outflowing gas and could be converted to hy- 
drated silicates if exposed to temperatures of 300 K or above fora few 
weeks. Yet, the silicate feature was strongest in Halley at times of 
strong jet activity when the silicate dust appeared to be emanating 
from deep vents in the nucleus rather than the surface. Moreover, the 
MglFe/Si distribution in carbonaceous chondrites does not resemble 
the Halley dust [3]. 

Of the four new comets for which good quality spectra are 
available, each has a unique spechum that differs from that seen in 
Comets Halley, Bradfield, and Levy. Kohoutek [31] has a strong 
emission feature similar to that in HalIey, except that the 11.3-pm 
peak is lacking. Wilson 1987 Vn [23] showed a broader emission 
feature with an unidentified peak at 12.2pm. Okazaki-Levy-Rudenko 
1989 

XIX [32] had a weak feature with a maximum between 10.5 and 
1 15 pm, while Austin 1990 V [33] showed a weak feature with a 
possible small peak at 1 1.1 pm (Fig. 4). Comets OLR and Austin 
were both dust-poor comets, based on the strength of their scattered 
and thermal continuum radiation; that is, the total dust cross section 
was low, but not necessarily the total dust mass, if the dust is 
concentrated in larger particles. 

PBrorsen-Metcalf showed the danger of generalizing. With a 
70.6-yr period and perihelion at 0.48 AU, PIBrorsen-Metcalf has an 
orbit similar to that of PIHaIley and one might have expected their 
spectra to be similar. Yet, Brorsen-Metcalf showed no emission 
feature at all in six days of observing [34]. 

Clearly, then, there is not asingle kind of "cometary" silicate dust. 
Our sample of comets is too small to generdize about the character- 
istics of new vs. evolved comets. Spectra of one or more "dusty" new 
comets will be needed before we can conclude whether smaH crys- 
talline olivine grains are ever present in new comets. 
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON VELOCITY VECTOR dust padcles after they left their parent bodies. The motion is 
ACCURACY JN DUST TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS. A. A determined numerically with the implicit Runge-Kutta integrator 
Jackson' and H. A. Zook2. 'Lockheed Enginemkg and Sciences using Gauss-Radau spacings. 
Company, Houston TX 77058, USA, 2Solar System Exploration Particles areejected f h m  comets or asteroids at perihelia This 
Division, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston TX 77058, USA. will happen dwto someoutgarsing processon thecomet ormeteoric 

impact on an asteroid. Particles feel the immediate effect of radia- 
Introduction: The relative contributions of cornets and aster- tion pressure and move on radiation-modifkd orbits that have new 

oids to the reservoir of dust in the interplanetary medium is not semimajor axis and eccentricity. Then the particle orbit was fol- 
known. There are direct observations of dust released From comets lowed until it was well inside Me~ury's orbit. 
and there is evidence to associate the IRAS dust bands with possible When the ascending or descending node of a test panicle fell 
collisions of asteroids in the main belt [I]. A means to sorting out within the range of 0.983-1.017 AU from the Sun, a collision with 
the parent sources has been proposed in the establishment of a dust a spacerraft in the same orbit as the Earth's becomes possible. The 
coUector in orbit about the Earth 123. Ihe purpose of such a facility Earth is not a target forright now since wedid not include theeffects 
would be to collect wt only cosmic dust particles intact but also the 
state vectors [3] as they arrive at the detector, the idea beimg that one 
may combine analytical laboratory analysis of the physics and 140 
chemistry of the captured particles with orbital data in order to help UO 
distinguish between bodies and identify parent bodies. The theoreti- 120 
cal study of dust particle orbits in the solar system takes on greatly 110 
more importance if we use collected trajectory data. The orbital 100 
motion if dust when radiation and forces alone are acting is well 90 
understood [4]. When gravitational forces due to the planets are J 80 
included, the motion can become quite complex [5- 71. !3 70 

In order to characterize the orbits of particles as  they crossed the Z 60 
Earth's orbits, a study of the long-time dust orbital evolution was 50 
undertaken. We have considered various parameters associated with 40 
these dust orbits to see if one may in a general way discriminate 30 
between panicles evolved from comets and asteroids. 

Preliminary Accuracy Considerations: We proceed in this 
study as we have done previously [7], that is, we consider the dust 
particles as ideal black bodies, with a density of 1 grn cc-1, and 
spherical with radii between I0 and I00 p i .  Particles of this size are 
effectedby radiation forces, photon pressure, andpoynting-Robatson 
drag. Account was also taken of solar wind drag, which amounts to 
about 30% of the Poynting-Robertson drag negligible. The gravita- 
tional forces due to the planets are included, unlike in our previous 
study, and the planetary orbits are those of true n-body interaction 
so that the possibility of secular resonance is included. Our method 
was to calculate explicitly by a numerical procedure the orbits of 

30 Microns 
I I, 

Fii. L Magnitudeof relative velocity at ascending node (kmls) 
30 pm. 

mlge 0.1 1 fig. 3. Eccentricity st ascending node Npm. 
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of its gravitational acceleration. Two orbital parameters proved 
useful for the characterization of parent body origin, o&ital eccen- 

Fig. 1. Magnitude velocity at ascendiignode Oan/s). tricity e, and magnitude of relative velocity u, of intersection at the 
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30 Micron partides, Comets and Asteroids At asc. node. 
110 1 1  

Fig. 4. Accuracy in magnitude of difference of velocities. Fig. 6. Errors for asteroidal particles at ascending node 10 pm. 

node. 
For illustration we plot u vs. e in Fig. I for 30-pm particles. The 

circles are particles from asteroids and the squares are partictes 
from comets. As might be expected, dust particles from the comets 
retain their high eccentricities, while asteroidal grains are of low 
eccentricity. 

However, there is some overlap in eccentricity and velocity. 
Figures 2 and 3 show histograms of the magnitude of the velocity and 
eccentricity of the particle orbits from comets and asteroids at nodal 
crossing. 

We considered as a measure of accuracy the following quantity 

Acc = (Ejy? + 6v;L + bvn2)fnIvl 

where 6v, is the magnitude of the difference between the relative 
radial velocities of the asteroid and comet,&, is the magnitude of the 
difference between velocities tangential to the Earth's orbit, and sv, 
is the magnitude of the difference between the velocities normal to 
the Earth's orbit. "Relative" here means the relative velocity be- 

tween the dust particle and a hypothetical spacecraft in a circular 
orbit at the Earth's orbit. 

Figure 4shows theresuits of taking pair-wise foreach 30-pm dust 
asteroid particle with each comet particle and keeping only the 
minimum value of the accuracy that results. 

E m r  Analysis: W e  take the following as a simple model of 
the effect of measurement error on the determination of dust orbits 
by a detector. In order t o  make the problem tractable, take the dust 
detector to be in a circular heliocentric,orbit with dust particles 
striking it. Such acceleration processes as the gravitational field of 
the Earth (important for a spacecraft orbiting the Earth) are not 
considered here. 

We also take the collision to occur with the detector spacec& 
at the dust particle orbit ascending node. Let there be a coordinate 
system x, y, z erected at the instantaneous position of the spacecraft 
and the intersection point of the dust particle. Where x is in the radial 
direction away from the Sun, y points tangent to the velocity vector 
of the circular spacecraft orbit, and z is along the angular momentum 
of the spacecraft orbit. 6 p i k  (1963) then gives the components of 

Fig. 5. Fig. 7. Errors for asteroidal particles at ascending node 30pm. 
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Fig. 8. Errors for asteroial particles at ascending node 100 pm. Fig. 10. Errors for cometary particles at ascending node 30 pm. 

particles velocity vector u by the following 

In the above, orbital elements are computed relative to a "radia- 
tion"-modified gravitational potential. That is, if $ -. force of radia- 
tiodforce of gravity then the potential is of the form (I-$)pfr, if p 
and r are usual gravitational parameter distance from the Sun. 

Where a (in units of the spacecraft orbit semimajor axis) is the 
semimajor axis of the particle orbit, e is its orbital eccentricity, and 
i is its inclination to plane of the spacecraft's orbit. 

Conversely one may write 

a = (I - u2- 2u)-I 
1 - e2 - (2 - a+' - ux2)a-I 

tan i - uJ(1 + u,) 

which give orbital elements as a function of the velocity compo- 
nents. 

Let the detector measure the magnitude of the particle velocity 
and two angles Bthe angular distance from the positive y axis and 
$ the azimuth angle (see Fig. 5). Then the velocity components can 
be expressed as 

q = u s i n 8 s i n $  
y. = u cos e 

y = u sin 8 cos $ 

so that 

cos 8 - u p  
tan $ = uJuz, 

Now consider another simplification. Take the angular measure- 
ments 8 and $ to be perfect. Let an error occur in the measurement 
of magnitude of the relative velocity, u. Holding0 and$ constant we 
have 

Taking the data given at the ascending node from the computed 
orbital evolution of dust particles the dependence of da, de, and di 
on du are given in Figs. 6-8 for the asteroidal particles and Figs. 9- 
1 I for the cometary particles. 

Conclusions: The largest error incurred in semimajor axis 
determination arises in the case of 10-pm particles from comets, da. 
du - 6 (see Fig. 9). This was a particle from comet Honda-Mrkos- 

I I O u w ~ m ~ ~  Pajduskova, which had at the time of intercept a semimajur axis of 
~ d ~ g . l ~ ~ b n ~ Y e  approximately 8 AU and an eccentricity of about 0.87. One sees 

from equation ( I ) ,  and noting that the magnitude of u is 3-2[a(I - 
Fig. 9. Errors for cometary particles at ascending node 10 pm. e2)]1'2 - lla, that for large a and e -1 that da/du - a; thus for particles 
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Fig. 11. Errors for cometary particles at ascending node 100 pm. 

captured from large a and high eccentricity orbits the error in u can 
be substantial. 

A value of deldu of nearly 1.5 occurs in a 30-pm asteroidal 
particle from asteroid Flora (Fig. 7). In this there is nothing unusual 
about the orbital elements at arrival, however, the particle has a low 
azimuth angle and high elevation of nearly 90° in this case del 
du -u2. 

The errors incurred in measured orbital inclination were always 
smaller than those for the other orbital elements. The current error 
budget for CDCF has a candidate value of 1 % [3]. In the worst case 
above this would result in an error of 0.07 AU in semimajor axis 
determination (can be higher for bigger cometary orbits) and 0.015 
in eccentricity. 

We will continue study of this problem, including efffects of the 
Earth's gravitation and errors in the measurement angles. We will 
present further results in a later report. 
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p CARBON IN PRIMITIVE~NTERPLANETARY DUST 
PARTICLES. L. P. KeIIer', K. L. Thomas', and D. S. McKay2, 
'Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Company, 2400 NASA Road 
1, Houston 'IX 77058, USA, ZCode SN, NASA Johnson Space 
Center, Houston TX 77058, USA. 

Currently, one of the best sources of information regarding the 
nature and formation of carbonaceous materials in the early solar 
system comes from studies of primitive interplanetary dust par- 
ticles. Carbon is a significant component of most IDPs, and the 
nature of the C-rich phases bears on the chemical and physical 
processes that have affected C from its nucleosynthesis to its incor- 
poration into primitive solar system bodies. In this abstract we 

review the data regarding C in IDPs since -1987. Brownlee [I] 
summarized the state of C in IDPs in a workshop held at Ames in 
1987; other recent reviews have summarized the formation mecha- 
nisms that have been proposed for carbonaceous materials in primi- 
tive solar system materiaIs [2,3]. We discuss here the abundance of 
C in IDPs, the nature and distribution of C, and topics and strategies 
for future work. 

Abundance of C in IDPs: Blanford et al. 141 published the 
f i t  quantitative bulk C analyses of lDPs and subsequent work has 
greatly expanded the initial observations to include analyses of -20 
anhydrous particles along with their detailed mineralogy [5]. Analy- 
ses of anhydrous IDPs show a range of C abundance from -4 to 45 
wt% with an average of -1 3 wt%. Carbon abundancecomlates with 
mineralogy such that pyroxene-rich IDPs tend to have the highest C 
contents, whereas olivine-rich particles have chondritic levels of C 
( e x  CI) [S]. The correlation of C abundance with the mineralogy 
of anhydrous IDPs is not an expected result, and the reasons for it 
are unclear, but may provide evidence for potential sources. Pymx- 
ene-rich IDPs have been proposed as strong candidates for cometary 
particles based on their unusual mineralogy and high C contents 151. 
The major-element compositions of anhydrous IDPs as a group are 
more primitive than the CI chondrites; anhydrous IDPs are also 
physi~ally more primitive than CI chondrites. 

Hydrated IDPs onaverage are also strongly enriched in C relative 
to CI chondrites. Carbon abundances in hydrated lDPs range from 
5 to over 20 wt% with an average of 13 wt%, although nearly one- 
half of the hydrated IDPs analyzed have chondritic (<3x CI) C 
abundances [6]. The strong enrichment in C in hydrated IDPs as a 
group relative to the carbonaceous chondrites was not predicted, and 
suggests that most hydrated IDPs are derived from parent bodies 
that are more C-rich than the known carbonaceous chondrites, 
although the extent of aqueous alteration effects in hydrated ILPs is 
comparable to that in the CI chondrites. 

Nature of the C-bearing Phases: A host of C-bearing mate- 
rials are known from WPs. The most abundant C-rich material is 
poorly graphitized or amorphous C that occurs as grain coatings, as 
a matrix in certain fine-grained aggregates (in anhydrous IDPs) [3f, 
and as distinct "clumps" in anhydrous IDPs [5]. In high-C anhydrous 
IDPs, the amorphous carbon can be readily recognized by TEM 
examination of microtome thin sections, and the distribution of 
carbonaceous material can be documented 151. Amorphous C is 
distributed throughout anhydrous IDPs and is not concentrated on 
the surfaces of the particles (51. 

From the analyses of hydrated IDPs, it is now known that carbon- 
ates are only a minor component of most hydrated IDPs, and that the 
high C abundances in hydrated WPs indicates that additional C- 
bearing phases are present in significant concentrations, probably in 
the form of amorphous or poorly graphitized C [63. The distribution 
of these C phases in hydrated IDPs is not known because it is 
difficult to differentiate poorly ordered carbonaceous materials 
from fine-grained phyllosilicates, but is assumed to be homoge- 
neously distributed. 

From meteorite studies it is known that a large number of other 
organic compounds are present at individual concentrations fypi- 
cally c 100 ppm. One might expect IDPs to contain a suite of organic 
compounds similar to those in carbonaceous chondrites, although 
the proportions may be dramatically different. Thomas et al. [7] note 
that in some anhydrous particles, the carbonaceous material is 
vesicular, a texture that is interpreted as a toss of hydrocarbons 
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during heating. In other IDPs, the carbonaceous material is feature- 
less. Although is has been long been suspected that IDPs contain 
indigenous polyammatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), the direct analysis 
of PAHs in IDPs has only recently been performed [8]. A variety of 
PAHs were observed in two IDPs, but apparently the mass distribu- 
tion patterns are different from other analyzed extraterrestrial ma- 
terials 181. A careful evaluation of heating during atmospheric entry 
needs to be considered in these studies (see below). 

The occurrence and concentration of refractory carbons such as 
silicon carbides and diamonds in IDPs have not been demonstrated. 
FeNi-carbides are a minor constituent of anhydrous IDPs, and are 
believed to have formed by catalytic reactions between metal grains 
and C O  gas [3]. 

There is intriguing evidence that the carbonaceous material in 
IDPs is not aH the same. Wopenka [93, using Raman spectroscopy, 
noted distinct differences in the degree of order exhibited by carbon- 
aceous material in a group of 20 IDPs. She recognized that the 
interpretation of the degree of order is a complex function of the 
types of precursor organics and the metamorphic history of the 
particle, including atmospheric entry heating. However, solar flare 
tracks were observed in two of the IDPs that showed different 
degrees of order, indicating that they were not strongly heated 
during atmospheric entry. Wopenka speculated that the differences 
in these two particles reflected different organic precursor material. 
These differences could also indicate different levels of parent body 
thermal metamorphism. More measurements of this type in con- 
junction with detailed mineralogical studies to determine the atmos- 
pheric entry heating effects in a suite of well-characterized IDPs 
would be desirable. Major differences may indicate multiple sources 
and provide new information about the formation processes. The 
carbonaceous material in IDPs probably contains the main carrier 
phase for the large D enrichments, but the identity of the specific 
carrier phase(s) is not known. 

Secondary processes such as aqueous alteration and atmospheric 
entry heating have modified the mineralogy and chemistry of many 
IDPs, and these processes may have modified the C phases in IDPs 
as well. Although the range of C abundances is similar in the 
anhydrous and hydrated IDPs, the aqueous alteration process has 
probably changed the C phases in hydrated IDPs (are there primary 
and secondary organics just like there are primary and secondary 
minerals?). There are basic differences in the amount and variety of 
organic compounds in anhydrous carbonaceous chondrites (e.g., 
Allende) and altered chondrites (e-g., Murchison) [2], and thermo- 
dynamic modeling suggests that reactions converting certain PAHs 
to amino and carboxylic acids are energetically favorable at the the 
conditions inferred from the mineral assemblages [lo]. Thus, we 
would expect to see similar effects in cosmic dust particles. 

Strategies for Future Work: Studies involving the structure 
of the carbonaceous component of IDPs or the molecular compounds 
in IDPs must select particles that are pristine and that have not been 
strongly heated during atmospheric entry (although this may induce 
a bias toward asteroid-derived particles). A major consideration in 
IDP studies is understanding how atmospheric entry heating has 
modified the C chemistry of IDPs. Analyses of C in hydrated IDPs 
shows that C abundance does not correlate with the degree of atmos- 
pheric entry heating estimated from mineralogica1 changes, even 
though -75% of hydrated IDPs analyzed show evidence for entry 
heating [6]. There are indications that the form of C may change with 
entry heating, including the loss of low-mass PAHs [7] and increas- 

ing order in poorly graphitized C [9,11]. We need to be able to 
interpret results from heated particles, so laboratory pulse-heating 
experiments should be performed to understand mineralogical 
changes and changes in the C chemistry of IDPs as a function of 
heating. 

One of the approaches to the unanswered questions regarding C 
in IDPs is to organize consortium studies on cluster particles. 
Cluster particles were originally 30- to 50-p-sized pafticles that 
broke into several fragments on the collection surfaces. Cluster 
particles will be extremely valuable for multidisciplinary study 
because there are usually 3- 6-10-pm-sized fragments available for 
a wide variety of investigations including mineralogical, chemical, 
isotopic, and spectroscopic measurements. Only with substantial 
cooperation among research groups will major advances be made in 
understanding the role of C in the early solar system. 
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MINERALOGICAL AND C ~ M I C A L  RELATION- 
SHIPS OF INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES, 
MICROMETEORITES, AND METEORITES. W. KlBck' 
and F. J. Stadermannz, 'Institut fiir Planetologie der Universittit 
Miinster, Wilhelm-Klemm-Strasse 10, D-4400 Miinster, Germany, 
2Fachbereich Materialwissenschaft, Technische Hochschule 
Darmstadt, Hilpertstrasse 3 1, D-6100 Dannstadt, Germany. 

Introduction: Cosmic dust particles are, in addition to 
meteorites and lunar rocks, a third class of extraterrestrial matter 
available for laboratory studies. Traditionally, dust particles less 
than 50 pm in size collected in the stratosphere are called inter- 
planetary dust particles (IDPs) or Brownlee particles [I]. Larger 
dust particles, which settIe too fast to be effectively collected in the 
stratosphere, are called micrometeorites. Recently, micro-meteorites 
were recovered in large numbers from polar regions on Earth [2,3], 
whereas in the past they have been extracted from deep sea sediments 
[4,5]. One important aspect in understanding the flux of cosmic dust 
onto the Earth, is the relationship of stratospheric dust to 
micrometeorites and meteorites. Therefore, we will outline some 
general properties of stratospheric dust particles and unmelted 
Antarctic micrometeorites including a few examples of mineralogical 
and chemical similarities or differences of IDPs to micrometeorites 
and to known meteorites. 

General Mineralogical Properties of IDPs: Interplanetary 
dust particles were classified according to their IR spectral signatures 
into olivine-, pyroxene-, and layer-lattice-silicate classes [63. In 
general, this division was confirmed by analyticalelectronmi~~~scopy 
of IDP thin sections [7,8]. In detail, it appears that particles of the 
olivine IR class still contain pyroxenes, and olivines are present in 



Fig. 1. Plot of major and trace elements of interplanetary dust particle 
"Nero*"Thedata are normalized to CI chondrite abundances and silicon. The 
agreement (within a factor of 2) with average CI chondrite trace-element 
abundances for refractory, siderophile, and volatib elements is remarkable. 
The unfractionated-element pattem clearly supports an extraterrestrial origin 
of this stratospheric dust particle. 

Fig. 2. Comparison of Fe and Mn contents of submicrometer olivines in 
hydrated lDPs and in the EET 83226 (CM2) meteorite. Forsterites in two 
hydrated IDPs have FdMn ratios of about I and show no evidence of Fe 
enrichment from core to rim. High-Mn forsterites in accretionary dust mantles 
of EET 83226 show a prominent zoning in Fe contents. Core compositions 
of forsterites are comparable to IDP forsterites, but rims of forsterites are 
strongly enriched in Fe. This Fe enrichment is characteristic of CM2 
submicrometer olivines and is absent in CI. CR, and Semarkona forsterites. 

particles of the pyroxene TR class. The composition of these mafic 
minerals in anhydrous IDPs is a potential mineralogical indicator to 
distinguish primitive and processed dust particles [9,10]. 

A subset of the anhydrous class of  IDPs consists of particles 
dominated by very-fine-grainedmaterial, so-ca1Ied"microcrystaIline 
aggregates" [ l  k] or "granular units" 1121. These aggregates, having 
approximately chondritic major- and minor-element abundances, 
consist of 5-50-nm-sized grains of Mg-Fe silicates, Fe-Ni sulfides, 
and Fe-Ni metal embedded in a glassy matrix. Anhydrous IDPs of 
that subclass are strongly enriched in bulk C contents relative to CI- 
meteorite abundances 1131. High C abundances and additionaI 
mineralogical properties suggest that particles of this subclass are 
among themost primitive solar system material available fordetaifed 
laboratory studies [8,IO, 131. 

A major portion of particles collected in the stratosphere belong 
to the layer-lattice-silicate class [6]. Among phyllosilicate IDPs, 

Fig. 3. Average MgISi and FeISi ratios of "micrmystalline aggregates" or 
"granu1arunits"ofeightanhydrous interplanetary dust particles are compared 
to elemental ratios of CI chondrites and Halley dust particles. Data are 
normalized to solar abundances. MglSi and FdSi ratios of "granular units" 
show a better match with HaHey dust than to CI-chondrite values. 

saponite particles dominate over serpentine particles [141. Minor 
abundances include anhydrous mineral phases like Fe-Ni sulfides, 
Mg-Fe silicates, Mg-Fe carbonates, chromites, and magnetites. 
Surprisingly, a t  present, only two hydrated interplanetary dust 
particles were found with distinct mineralogical similarities to CI 
and CM meteorites [IS, 161. Again, as is the case with anhydrous 
IDPs, major-element abundances of  hydrated IDPs are also 
approximately chondritic, except for a sizable C enrichment of 
about 4x CI chondrite values [14]. The C overabundance could 
indicate that the supposedly asteroidal parent objects of hydrated 
IDPs arechemically and mineralogicall y unlike the asteroidal sources 
of CI and CM meteorites. Common to anhydrous a s  well as to some 
hydrated particles is the occurrence of olivines having a particular 
composition. They are forsteritic olivines characterized by FelMn 
ratios of about 1. Olivines with an identical chemical signature also 
occur in the matrix of carbonaceous chondrites and in matrix of the 
unequilibrated ordinary chondrite Semarkona. Olivines with that 
unique composition provide a link between primitive meteorites, 
most likely derived from asteroids and cosmic dust and its sources. 

Some Mineralogical Properties of Micrometeorites. Most 
micrometeorites in the 100-1000-pm size range are sphemles, and 
their shapes and compositions indicate that they totally melted 
during atmospheric entry, in accordance with entry heating 
calculations [I 7,181. A minor portion of these spherules contains 
relic refractory mineral phases like forsterites and enstatites, which 
survived melting, and their minor-element signatures suggest a link 
between deep sea spheres, melted polar micrometeorites, and CM 
chondrites [ I  91. Among micrometeorites in the 50-1 W p m  size 
range, recovered by Maurette from Antarctic ice 131, is a population 
of morphologically irregular and therefore probably unmelted 
micrometeorites. Their textures, mineral assemblages, and bulk 
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Fig. 4. Plot of fayaiite (F%SiOJ content of olivine vs. femsilite (FeSiO,) 
content of low-Ca pyroxene in anhydrous IDPs. Type 111 dust particles are 
relatively coarse-grained, compact ob&ts. Iron contents of olivines and 
pyroxenes in these equilibrated particles are comparable to mineral 
compositions in acapulcoites. pallasites, and silicate inclusions in type L4B 
iron meteorites. The figure on the right is taken from Palme et al. (1 98 1 ) GCA 
45.727- 752. 

chemical compositions arebelieved tobe reminiscent of CI- meteorite 
matrix minerab [20]. Transmission electron microscope studies and 
IR spectroscopy of a number of irregular Antarctic and Greenland 
micrometeorites [2 1,221 have so far failed to identify layer-lattice- 
silicates by their characteristic basaI spacings or IR spectral 
signatures. The supposedly unmelted micrometeorites apgear to be 
heated to such an extent that the originally present phyllosilicates 
were transformed into assemblages of fine-grained olivines, 
pyroxenes, and magnetites embedded in a glassy matrix. The 
population of these polar micrometeorites, heated to v*ous degrees. 
should, however, preserve even more relic phases and textures, and 
therefore imponant information about their source material compared 
to the melted micrometeorites. Interpretation of their minor- and 
trace-element patterns with respect to possible reIationships with 
known meteorite classes turned out to be complicated by elemental 
loss and gain during residence in the Antarctic and Greenland ice 
[21,23,24]. A few examples are given below illustrating the possible 
relationships of stratospheric dust particles and largerextratemstrial 
samples. 

Mineralogical and Chemical Aspects of Primitive Anhydrous 
IDPs: Among the class of anhydrous stratospheric dust particles 
is a subset of dust particles having abundant fine-grainedaggregates. 
The unequilibrated nature of these particles is documented by 
variable Fe contents of olivines dispersed throughout the fine- 
grained aggregates. In addition, particIes of this subset are 
characterized by high 4He abundances, relatively low *He release 
temperatures, chondritic levels of Zn, and the presence of solar flare 
tracks in Mg-Fe silicates [25]. These particles also have chondritic 
abundances of other volatile elements like Na, S, K, Mn, Cu, Rb, 
and Cd, as shown by Stadexmann [26]. He reported traceelement 
anakyses of IDP NERO (u44-ml-7), which is a typical example of 
that particle class, and found CI meteorite abundances (within a 
factor of 2) for all major, minor and trace elements analyzed (Fig. 
1). The unfractionated trace element pattern suggests that this 
particle was not heated significantly above 600°C [26) arguing in 
favor of an asteroidal origin of that particle, thoughcometary sources 
with perihelia > 1.5 AU 11 8,271 cannot be excluded. 

Mn-rich Olivinesin IDPs and Meteorites: A further argument 
supporting an asteroidal origin of primitive IDPs is the occurrence 

of Mn-rich forsterites in dust particles of the above-mentioned 
subset of the anhydrous class, as well as in several carbonaceous 
chondrites and in the unequilibrated ordinary chondrite Semarkona 
[28]. These Mn-rich forsterites in unequilibrated anhydrous IDPs 
and in different primitive meteorites show identical chemical 
signatures, suggesting that these Mn-enriched foxsterites were present 
at the formation locations of meteorite parent bodies in the asteroid 
belt. Forsterites with that distinct chemical signature are also a 
minor component in some hydrated interplanetary dust particles 
(Fig. 2). Smtospheric dust particles dominated by phyllosilicates 
are believed to be genetically linked to the hydrous (CI, CM, CR) 
carbonaceous chondrites. Mn-rich forsterites in CM2 chondrites 
display a prominent Fe enrichment from core to rim (Fig. 2). This 
distinct zoning pattern could be used, in addition to the identification 
of the characteristic hydrated phases, to link hydrated IDPs to CM2 
chondrites. Figure2 clearly shows that the few hydrated interplanetary 
dust particles with Mn-rich forsterites studied so far are not 
genetically linked to CM2 meteorites. 

Compositions of MicrocrystaHine Aggregates: The major 
building blocks of unequilibrated anhydrous IDPs are very-fine- 

average Allende group 3 CAI 
0 Antarctic micrometeorite CAI 
A Interplanetary dust particle CAI 

Fig. 5. Comparison of traceelement characteristics of calciurn-aluminum- 
rich inclusions (CAIs) from different groups of extraterrestrial samples. CAI 
Didius is astratosphericdust particle. Its extraterrestrial name wasconfinned 
by 0 isotopic measurements. DidiusisenrichedinlQandplotsontheAtlende 
mixing line in a three-isotopediagram. The refractory traceelemenbare about 
10x enriched and nonrefractory siderophile elements are strongly depleted 
compared to CI chondritemce-elementabundances. The micrometeorite CAI, 
found among Antarctic unmelted particles, is chemically very similar, though 
the enrichment of refractories is somewhat higher. The slight negative Eu 
anomaly supportsarelationship to group3 Allende CAIs, which are shown for 
comparison as solidsymbols. 
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grained components. Bradley [l 11 used the term "microcrystalline 
aggregates" and Rietmeijer [ 121 referred to them as "granular units" 
(Gus). On average, these aggregates are a few hundred nanometers 
in size. Individual crystallites are too small (5-50 nm) to analyze 
individually in TEM thin sections. Average bulk major elemental 
compositionsof GUS of anumber of primitive anhydrous lDPspoint 
to a depletion of Mg and Fe relative to Si normalized to solar 
abundances (Fig. 3). Surprisingly, HaIley dust particlecompositions 
show similar elemental ratios [29,30]. Particles analyzed by Giotto 
and Vega mass spectrometers had masses of about 10-16-10-10 g 
[3 I]. This mass range corresponds to particles in the size range from 
less than 100 nm to a few micrometers, which is compatible with 
sizes of fragments of ''GUS" in unequilibrated IDPs. The wide 
compositional range of Halley dust particles is consistent with each 
dust particle analyzed by the mass spectrometers, being an 
agglomeration of many mineral grains of varying composition and 
size [30]. No single mineral grains (except iron-sulfides) were 
identified in the mass spectra. 10-16-g agglomerates of several 
grains require sizes of individual minerals of less than 50 nrn, which 
is consistent with the sizes of mineral grains in "microcrystalline 
aggregates" in primitive anhydrous IDPs. Compositions of GUS or 
."microcrystalline aggregates," silicate emission features [ l  I] and 
other physical properties seem to suggest a cometaxy relationship of 
primitive unequilibrated IDPs; the presence of Mn-rich forsterites, 
however, indicates an asteroidal origin.Thiscontroversy can presently 
only be resolved if we assume that possible sources of primitive 
IDPs are long-period comets, and that these comets and primitive 
asteroids are compositionally alike. 
IDPs with Links to Primitive Achondrites: In addition to 

porous, fine-grained particles, a number of rather compact and 
coarse-grainedobjects were identified among anhydrous 1DPs.Their 
bulkchemical compositions arechondritic. Individual mineral grains 
of olivines and pyroxenes are micrometer sized and their textures 
suggest that these particles suffered intense thennometamorphism. 
FeIFe + Mg ratios of coexisting olivines and pyroxenes in these 
particles are given in Fig. 4. Olivines and pyroxenes in type III IDPs 
are equilibrated with respect to Fe and Mg. It is unlikely that flash 
heating during atmospheric entry causes complete FelMg 
equilibration of micrometer-sized mineral grains. Therefore, Fe and 
Mg equilibrationof olivines and pyroxenes in these particles requires 
metamorphism or melting on their parent objects. Ranges of Fe 
content in olivines and pyroxenes are comparable to ranges in 
Acapulcoites or silicate inclusions of IAB iron meteorites, which 
experienced intense heating and partial melting causing 
recrystallization of originally chondritic silicates (Fig. 4). 

CAIs Among IDPs and Micrometeorites: Most interplan- 
etary dust studied axe roughly chondritic in composition. 
Zolensky [32] reported the identification of refractory dust particles 
andMcKeegan [33] andstademam [26] characterizednonchondritic 
dust particles by their 0 isotopic composition and by trace-element 
abundances. Figure 5 is a comparison of trace-element contents of 
CAIs from three different sources. Didius (u47-m 1 - 1 a) is a refractory 
particle analyzed by Stadennann; the Antarctic CAI was analyzed by 
Lindstrom [24]. Their refractory and siderophile trace-element levels 
are compared to an average Allende CAI trace element pattern [34]. 
Common to all three objects is theenrichment ofrefractoryelements. 
Didius is enrichedby about afactorof 10, the AntarcticCAI by about 
a factor of 30. Non-refractory siderophile elements are strongly 
depleted in all CAIs compared to CI abundances. The slight negative 

Eu anomaly in Didius and possibly also for the Antarctic CAI 
suggests that these particles are chemically related to group 3 
Allende CAIs [34]. This example illustrates that identical refractory 
components, primarily known from carbonaceous chondrites, are 
also present among micrometeorites and among stratospheric dust 
particles, indicating that at least some IDPs and micrometeorites are 
directly related t o  primitive carbonaceous chondrites and their 
asteroidal parent objects. 
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Introduction: Micrometeroids in the size range 50-500 pm 
dominate the flux onto the Earth [I]. Contrary to theoretical predic- 
tions [2,3] many of  them survive atmospheric entry almost un- 
changed. Such micrometeorites can be collected from the Antarctic 
ice sheet where they account for a surprisingly large proportion of 
thetotal dust content of the ice [4-71. Early studies of this important 
class of extraterrestrial material have revealed that some Antarctic 
micrometeorites are simiIar to CM chondrites in chemical bulk 
composition and mineral composition [e.g., 5,s-141, and a few 
seem to resemble CI chondrites 1151. However, none of the mi- 
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crometeorites investigated so far match CM or CI chondrites ex- 
actly, nor is there a match between average bulk micrometeorite 
composition and that of any other chondrite class. Also, the mi- 
crometeorite mineral chemistry is different from that of carbon- 
aceous chondrites [e.g., 8-15]. Several elements are depleted in 
micrometeorites as compared to carbonaceous chondrites and some 
are enriched. The question arises whether these differences are 
pristine or if some of them are of secondary origin. On the basis of 
our data we will attempt to answer these questions, some of which 
have been adressed by us before [e.g., I, 12.14-1 81. 

Samplesand Methods: Two lines of analytical approach were 
followed: (I)  Polished sections of selected dark micrometeorites 
from the 1987 and 1991 collections were investigated by analytical 
scanning electron microscopy (ASEM) and electron microprobe. 
(2) Individual large micrometeorites were selected from the 1991 
collection and analyzed for traceelement contents by INAA [lo]. 
Subsequently these samples were also studied by ASEM, then 
embedded into epoxy resin, polished, and analyzed by microprobe. 
The particle sizes varied between about 100 and 400 pm (mass 
range 1-49 pg). Analy ses have been published in [5,10,12,14,15,19]. 

Besides nonchondritic paticles (which we preliminary bag as 
"terrestrial") there is a variety of extraterrestrial particles. Unmelted 
micrometeorites (UMMs) (although occasionally thermally meta- 
morphosed) are particles representing the coarse (50-400 pm) 
particle size fraction. They consist of phyllosilicates or coarse- 
grained anhydrous silicates or mixtures thereof. We can distinguish 

phyIlosilicate-dominated UMMs and anhydrous silicate-dominated, 
coarse-grained, crystalline UMMs. Phyyllosilicate UMMs can be 
thermally altered into partly meIted, foamy, scoriaceous MMs that 
in turn grade into cosmic spherules (CSs) with increasing degrees 
of melting and degassing. In accordance with common usage wecall 
stratosphric interplanetary dust particle IDPs, but keeping in mind 
that they represent just a tiny fraction of the interplanetary dust of 
the solar system. 

Results Selected bulk analyses of phyllosilicate UMMs as 
determined by EMP[19] are compared to CI composition (Fig. la). 
Compared to CI chondrites micrometeorites are depleted in Ca, Mg, 
Mn, Na, Ni, and S, and enriched in K. Compared to CI chondrites, 
CSs are depleted in NI (and S, not shown), Na, and K, but only 
occassionaPy depleted in Ca nd not depleted in Mg and Mn (Fig. 
1 b). Occassional enrichments are mainly confined to Ti and Al. 

Refractory lithophile elements and Cr, Na, Zn, and Br in 
phyllosiiicate UMMs [19] closely follow the CM compositionai 
trend, except for K and Br, which can be enriched in MMs (Fig. 2). 
The refractory siderophile elements have, on average, CI-CM abun- 
dances. Nickel and Co are clearfy depleted in UMMs, Au and As 
strongly enriched, and Se is at the CM level. Some occasional 
enrichment of Fe in UMMs is present. 

Lithophile trace-element abundances in scoriaceous MMs are 
very similarto those in UMMs with the exception of Na, Zn, and Br, 

1- ~3 + AM4 AM5 --t CM Chondrite 1 

Fig. 2. Bulk trace-element contents of phylIosi1icate UMMs compared to 
Fig. 1. Bulk major- and minor-element contents as determined by EMPA CM and CI chondrites [ 15,19,20,2 I]. (a) Lithophileelements,(b) siderophile 
of (a) phyllosilicate UMMs and (b) CSs normalized to CI chondrites [20]. elements. 



which are mostly strongly depleted as compared to CM chondrites, 
and also K, which i s - o n  average-nriched over CM levels. Oc- 
casional enrichments of Zn and Br are also present. Siderophile 
elements in scoriaceous MMs are generally unfractionated , but Fe, 
Au, and As tend to be enriched and Se is usually depleted as 
compared to CM abundances [19]. 

Discusion and Conclusion: Micrometeorites in the particle 
size range 50-500 pm probably are representative of almost 99% of 
today's interplanetary dust accreting onto Earth. About 60% are 
phy Ilosilicate-dominated objects, the remainder being coarse-grained 
low-Ca pyroxene and olivine particles. Such a minenlogical com- 
position is comparable to that of CI and CM. However, the match 
between UMMs and CYCM chondrites is not perfect. As compared 
to CM chondrites, UMMs have a very low olivine/pyroxene ratio 
[5,8,9,12,13,I9], are depleted in Ca, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, Co, and S, and 
are enriched in K, As, and Au. 

The differences in mineral chemistry between UMMs (and 
scoriaceous MMs and CSs) and CM chondrites are mainly primary, 
but some differences can be -bed to a secondary origin: UMMs 
lack carbonates and sulfates, which are very common in CM and CI 
chondrites. 

+ However, some elemental depletions and enrichments observed 
in UMMs (and also IDPs [e-g., 22-28]) cannot have extraterrestrial 
causes. The volatile elements Na, K, Zn, Br, and Se are increasingly 
depleted with increasing degree of melting and degassing. This may 
simply reflect the increasing loss of volatiles with increasing tem- 
perature andlor duration of the melting event. The common deple- 
tions in Ca, Mg, and Mn of phyllosilicate-rich UMMs are not found 
in scoriaceous MMs and CSs (with a few expections for Ca among 
the CSs). This clearly demonstrates that the scoriaceous MMs and 
CSs had a parent that was not depleted in these elements. The same 
holds for Ni and Co, which are depleted in UMMs (and CSs), but 
not in scoriaceous MMs. The absence of carbonates and sulfates in 
phyllosilicate UMMs, as well as their depletions in Ca, Mg, Mn, Ni, 
Co, and S, indicates that the depletions were caused by the loss of 
carbonates (calcite, Mn-dolomite, and Mn-magnesite [e.g., 29-3 I]) 
and Ni-, Co-, and Na-bearing sulfates [ 1 1,14,19]. Because some 
lDPs have been reported to contain carbonates [32], the alteration 
of the UMMs probably took place in the Antarctic ice and/or the 
melt-ice water. 

Enrichments in K, As, and Au found in UMMs and IDPs may 
also have terrestrial causes. As has been shown by [26] for Br, some 
of these enrichments could be the result of atmospheric contamina- 
tion. Scoriaceous MMs are enriched in Br and Zn, but highly 
depleted in Na, probably resulting from recondensation of the most 
volatiIe elements from the atmosphere. The phase COPS [I71 and 
the very common magnetite envelope around MMs [I 11 may also 
have resulted from this process. In summary, the whole family of 
dusty extraterrestrial matter ranging from unmelted micrometeor- 
ites to  scoriaceous micrometeorite and cosmic spherules seems to 
have a common parent that is similar to, but not identical with, CM 
chondrites. It is interesting that the most common matter accreting 
onto the Earth today seems related to a rather rare meteorite class 
and probably forms a distinct subclass among them. The fairly 
common fine-grained anhydrous aggregates among the IDPs do not 
have any counterpart among the micrometeorites that are -]Ox 
larger (103~ more massive) than the IDPs. 

Much more data are needed in order to unravel the complex 

relationships between dust particles of different mass and to answer 
the questions on their origin and history during the lifetime of the 
solar system. 
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Introduction: In a companion paper [I 1 Zolensky discusses 
interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) collected in the stratosphere. 
Here we describe the recovery of much larger unmelted to partially 
melted IDPs from the Greenland and Antarctica ice sheet ("potar" 
IDPs), and discuss probIems arising in their collection and curation, 
as well a s  future prospects for tackling these problems. The collec- 
tion of IDPs in other terrestrial sediments such as deep sea sedi- 
ments has been well covered by Brownlee [2], and will not be 
reviewed here. 

Stratospheric and polar IDPs are altered by space weathering in 
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the interplanetary medium, frictional heating upon atmospheric 
entry, atmospheric weathering during settling in the atmosphere, 
terrestrial weathering in their host sediments, and man-made col- 
lection procedures. As colIection procedures and weathering pro- 
cesses can bias the type of dust particles recovered [3,4], comparison 
of very different collections of IDPs covering a wide range of particle 
sizes is required to identify characteristics that are independent of 
terrestrial processes. 

Investigation of a few hundred polar IDPs indicate that IDPs up 
to sizes of -100 pm are remarkably we11 transmitted throughout the 
atmosphere [3,5], and that -50-Wpm-sized IDPs are mostly 
related to the rare meteorite class of CM chondrites. However, some 
features of these IDPs set them apart from CM chondrites [ M I .  
First, their mineralogical composition is different in that IDPs have 
a low ofivinelpyroxene ratio and would contain mainly smectite 
rather than serpentine. Second, the chemical composition of the 
nonhydrous phases (olivine and low-Ca pyroxene) is similar to that 
of CM chondrites, but IDPs seem to lack the refractory very-low-Fe 
isolated olivines that are very abundant in CM chondrites. Third, 
IDPs have bulk chemical compositions that differ somewhat from 
that of CM chondrites. These differences include a depletion in Ca, 
Ni, Co, and S, and sometimes also in Mg and Mn [5, 101; a higher 
content of carbonaceous material [l I]; and an enrichment in K, Br, 
Au, As, and Fe [I 0,12,13]. The mineralogical and mineral chemical 
features of polar IDPs most probably are of primary origin, and 
clearly set them apart from the CM chondrites. But some bulk 
chemical features of IDPs appear to be probably of terrestrial origin, 
such as the elemental depletions, which are probably related to the 
dissolution of their constituent carbonates (Ca, Mg, Mn) and sul- 
fates (Mg, S, Ni, Co), and some elemental enrichments, probably 
reflecting some forms of weathering and/or condensation during 
settling in the atmosphere [14]. All these investigations strongly 
suggest that polar-type IDPsof all sizes are the most common matter 
falling on the Earth today, and are not yet represented in meteorite 
collections. 

Polar ices may be the most favorable collectors of large IDPs. 
The ice is ultraclean, and can be easily removed by melting. Further- 
more, IDPs embedded in ice are shielded from both terrestrial 
weathering and other alteration processes operating on the ice 
surface. The major problem with the ice is the low concentration of 
IDPs. This concentration can be computed assuming that the mi- 
crometeorite (i.e., IDPs) flux given at -1  AU in the interplanetary 
medium [15] is the same as that for the Earth's surface (100% 
transmission efficiency), and that ice flow models properly deter- 
mine where the host ice formed, and thus its accumulation rate, 
V(cm yr-1). At the sites of our Greenland and Antarctic expedition 
V - 50 and - 20 cm, and concentrations of 90-pm-sized IDPs 
would be =3 and -I 0 grains per ton of ice respectively. At these low 
concentrations, a huge amount of ice has to be melted to get a 
reasonable number of IDPs. One has thus to find methods to melt 
these amounts of ice in the field, or to discover zones where local 
processes would drastically increase the concentration of IDPs. 
Such "accumulation" processes fortunately operate on both the 
Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets. 

Mining of IDPs on the Melt Zone of the Greenland Ice Sheet: 
In the melt zone of the west Greenland ice cap, small seasonal Iakes 
are formed during the short Arctic summer. They are fed by the 
melting of a-1-m-thick layer of ice, over collection basins that have 

diameters of afew kilometers. The amount of melt-ice water cycled 
each year through such a lake reaches-108 tons. Aerial photographs 
showed that these lakes contained dark patches of sediments (called 
"cryoconite"), and we hoped that IDPs were concentrated in the 
cryoconite of such "placer type" deposits. 

At the siteof our first expedition (Blue Lake I),-20 km from the 
margin of the Sondrestromfjord ice field (latitude 67'08W), ice flow 
models indicated that the ice surface was about -2000 years old. If 
the Iakes form at about the same locations each year, because they 
reflect the much steeper and invariant "hi1Yvalley" morpho1ogy of 
the basement rocks on which the ice flows, this yearly process of 
melting was in fact repeated over -2000 years, providing a gigantic 
amount of melt-ice water in excess of 10" tons! In July 1984, we 
used a -500-g hand water pump to "vacuum-up" cryoconite fmt 
from a lake bottom (=I0 kg), and then -50 kg at other types of sites, 
including the bottom of the ~20-cm-deep "cryoconite" holes that 
constitute most of the ice field surface. 

We returned t o  Greenland in July and August I987 to sample 
cryoconite at 30 different locations between -2 and 50 km from the 
margin of the same ice field, with the view of tracing back the past 
activity of the micrometeorite flux. In August 1984,1985,1987, and 
1988 colleagues collected several - 1 -kg sample of cryoconite at 
higher latitudes including two sites of the Jakobshavn ice field (69' 
20'N;-1 0 and=25 km from margin), and two sites near de Quervains 
Harbour (6g044N; =5 and -9 km from margin). All expeditions 
yielded a total mass of wet cryoconite -200 kg, from about 50 
distinct samples. 

The cryoconite at all locations is essentially made of "cocoons" 
of filamentous siderobacteria [I61 that tightly encapsulate a fine- 
grained mineral sand, predominantly terrestrial but containing a 
minor component of unmelted IDPs and cosmic sphemles. The 
>loo-pm size fraction (and occasionally the 50-100-pm fraction) 
from -100-g aliquots of the different samples was disaggregated 
using a stainless skel sieve and a hard nylon brush. Less than 10 g 
of sand per kilogram of wet cryoconite was recovered. The concen- 
tration of cosmic spherules (i.e., melted IDPs) in both this sand and 
its host cryoconite already leads to the following inferences: 

1. About 800 cosmic spherules (and -200 unmelted IDPs) with 
sizes >100 pm are found per kilogram of (wet) cryoconite. This 
figure is independent of the type of deposit, the latitude of the ice 
field, and its distance to the margin. As argued elsewhere [3], this 
"saturation"concentration corresponds to a model where cryoconite 
holes act as IDPs collectos, while moving on the ice surface (over 
their "lifetime" of  about 250 yr), between their formation near the 
limit of the melt zone (at about 50 km from the margin), until they 
are destroyed by flooding, or the opening of a crevasse. 

2. In sharp contrast, the concentration of- 100-pm-sized cosmic 
spherules. C,,, measured in the residual sand extracted from - l 00 g 
of cryoconite, is dependent on the location of the collecting site. 
Indeed, C,, scales the "purity" of the extraterrestrial materials, 
which depends upon the abundance of the terrestrial component 
(mostly wind-borne dust). On a given ice field, "purity" worsens 
toward the margin; on the other hand, it also drastically improves 
with decreasing distance of the margin to the sea shore. Thus, the 
most favorable ice fields terminate on the sea shore (Jakobshavn and 
de Quervain Harbour), and not 30 km inland (Sondrestromfjord). 

3. Although the relative number of large sphemles sharply 
decreases with increasing sizes (as expected from the mass distri- 
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bution of the interplanetary flux of IDPs), their concentration in the 
residual sand markedly increases with increasing size fraction, as a 
result of a much sharper drop in the amount of coarse-grained 
terrestrial material. In all sites investigated, with the exception of 
samples collected on the Port Victort ice field, the <100-p size 
fraction can hardly be used (C,,< 10-3). In contrast, at all sites, the 
values of C, in the >300-pm fraction is much higher (>&I). 

These trends in theUpurity" of thecosmic dust component reflect 
the dominating &ect that wind-borne dust (blown from ice-free 
land) has on the C, value. This "size fraction" trend is just the 
opposite on the Antarctic ice sheet (both near the margin and in blue 
ice fields near Transantarctic mountains). There the major terres- 
trial contaminant originates from coarse morainic debris; thus the 
coarser size fraction is heavily contaminated. The Greenland and 
the Antarctica collections appear remarkably complementary. 

Although it is easy to recover a large number of cosmic spherules 
and IDPs from cryoconite, the two following biases, both related to 
cryoconite, presently limit the representativity and usefulness of the 
Greenland collection for ~300-pm IDPs. 

1. The harsh mechanical cryoconite disaggregation procedure 
does destroy the most friable chondritic grains, which are the most 
"unmelted," and possibly the most interesting IDPs. The present 
collection of Greenland cosmic dust particles is thus biased toward 
hard particles, including cosmic sphemles, scoria-type particles 
(i.e., partially melted IDPs), and crystalline IDPs. 

2. During their metabolism, the cryoconite siderobacteria re- 
lease coIloidal fonns of hydrated iron oxides, filling up the structure 
of porous grains, Such colloids act very efficiently as "ion exchange 
resin" and adsorb trace elements in melt water, and thus contami- 
nate porous grains. Robin 1171 showed that all porous IDPs have a 
terrestrial REE pattern, while the crystalline IDPs exhibit the typi- 
cal chondritic pattern. 

Despite these two problems related to cryoconite, there are still 
bright prospects in using Greenland to collect IDPs. First, if we find 
some cryoconite-free ice fields in north Greenland (see "Curation of 
Polar IDPs for EUROMET' below), then these fields will probably 
be the best coIlector of "giant" IDPs with size >400 pm. The 
cryoconite is not onIy a source of large unweathered crystalline 
IDPs, it can be used to probe the past activity of the IDP flux. Indeed, 
the ice flow model of Neels Reeh shows that the -30 cryoconite 
samples collected between 52 and 50 km from the margin of the 
Sondrestromfjord ice field could be used to detect changes in the 
composition of sphmles, crystalline grains, and scoria-type par- 
ticles trapped in cryoconite over the last =10,000 years. 

Mining of IDPs in Antartica: These biases related to 
cryoconite led Maurette and Pourchet (bboratoire de Glaciologic 
de Grenoble) to sample in the blue ice fields of Cap-Prudhomme 
(December 1987-January 1988), near the French station of Dumont 
d'Urville, Antarctica. With -$10,000 we got two used steam gen- 
erators, two used immersion pumps, one water pump, two used 
electrical generators, the necessary plastic tubing, and the stainless 
steel sieves (with openings of 50, 100, and 400 pm), and we left for 
Antarctica with this primitive ice "melter." Pockets of melt water 
were formed (each with a volume of 2-3 m3) by injecting a jet of hot 
water at 70°C (delivered by a steam generator) into a -2-m-deep 
drill hole. IDPs initially trapped in the ice were collected, just 
pumping the water to the sieves. After one week of unsuccessful 
attempts, we found an area where the ice was not too contaminated 

with morainic debris or full of open microcracks, through which 
water could be lost. In this small 1.2000 m* blue ice area we could 
make two pockets of melt water each day of good weather. We thus 
melted about =lo0 tons of ice (free of cryoconite) over a six-week 
period. 

The observation of cosmic spherules in the glaciaI sand recov- 
ered in the sieves revealed a sharp decrease in terrestrial contami- 
nation with decreasing size fraction, leading to an amazingly high 
"purity" of the 50-100-p size fraction (the opposite trend is 
observed in Greenland). Later laboratory work revealed that the 
ratioof unrnelted to melted DPs was unexpectedly large (>5) in this 
size fraction. This is contrary to that predicted by atmospheric entry 
models, which estimate that 9 9 %  of IDPs with sizes ~ 1 0 0  pm 
should be completely melted 121. In this 50-100-pm size fraction, 
the concentration of IDPs was very high.4.1, and the total number 
of IDPs recovered from 100 tons of ice exceeds 10,000. Al- 
though > W p m  IDPs are still found, they occur in much smaller 
numbers. Their lower concentrations reflect both an increase in 
contamination by morainic debris, a decreasing flux of large IDPs 
in the interplanetary medium, and a stronger frictional heating in the 
atmosphere. 

In December 1990 and January 1991 we returned to the same 
area with Pourchet to collect IDPs for EUROMET: 260 tons of ice 
were melted over 25 days of field operation, and an additional sieve 
size was included to coHect IDPs in the 25-50-pm size fraction. We 
wanted to make a connection between the Antarctic IDPs and the 
smaller stratospheric IDPs. The three years between the two expe- 
ditions allowed the ice sampled in 1987-1988, which has been 
punctured with -40 holes and heavily polluted by our activities, to 
flow toward the sea and be replaced by fresh, ultraclean ice (the ice 
in thisarea movesat about 10 m a year and was formed in preindustrial 
times 40,000 years ago). We improved the EUROMET "melter," 
by using three new steam generators, and new pumps and fittings. 
We also hired an expert cartographer (Christian Vincent) to mea- 
sure the ice flow at and around the collection site. We hope to learn 
how to identify rare and favorable areas such as this one from aerial 
photographs. 

In 1987, Faure and Koerberl examined samples of neogene tills 
from the Walcott Ntv6 area and found that they contained abundant 
cosmic sphemles [18]. During the subsequent ANSMET expedi- 
tion, one of us (R.H.) collected several kilograms of similar samples 
(surficial eolian and moraine debris) from various locations near 
local blue ice meteorite stranding surfaces. High concentrations 
(>20 per g) of large (A50 pm) cosmic spherules were found in all 
samples. These concentrations have probably formed as extratems- 
ma1 material is exposed by the ablation of the blue ice, allowing 
strong katabatic winds to move the debris downwind to local eolian 
traps. Harvey and Maurette I191 searched these sediments for pos- 
sible RIPS, meeting with little success. In one favorable sample, 
more than 1000 >]Wpm-sized sphemles were recovered, while 
onIy half a dozen possible IDPs were located. This very smalI ratio 
of IDPs to cosmic spherules (at least 100 times smaller than at Cap- 
Prudhomme) was quite unexpected, and as a result the recovery of 
IDPs from these sediments becomes very difficult and unlikely. This 
low ratio might be related to the abundance of cod  in the samples, 
which might camouflage any dark irregular IDPs. In addition, suf- 
ficient weathering may have occurred to disaggregate fluffy IDPs, 
moving their fragments to smaller size fractions (<SO pm). This 
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fraction has not been fully investigated yet. The value of these 
sediments lies in their high concentration of >SO0 pm cosmic 
spherules and "minimeteorites" (which can be directly obtained 
from R.H.) and in the relatively unweathered condition of the 
recovered specimens (as compared to those recovered from deep sea 
sediments). Similar sampies are collected annually by ANSMET 
expeditions with the hope of finding more unusual samples and 
perhaps higher concentrations of IDPs. 

To identify blue ice fields having the highest concentration of 
IDPs, and to understand how the concentration of IDPs changes as 
afunction of depth within the ice (being possibly modulated by past 
climatic conditions), we studied -50-kg blocks of blue ice, cut with 
a wire saw at both Cap-Prudhomme (by D. Barnolla in January 
1987) and in the Queen Alexandra range (by the 1990 ANSMET 
field party). In 1987, using the facilities at Labomtoire deGlacio1ogie 
de Grenoble, we just counted the total number [5] of >50-p-sized 
chondritic cosmic sphemles in the Cap-Prudhomme block to make 
sure that our future (December 1987) colIection at this site would 
be Fruitful. In 1992, with J. Cragin from the Cold Regions Research 
and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), we measured the concentra- 
tion of fDPs and cosmic spherules with sizes>35 pm within the 
Queen Alexandra block [20], and we are presently determining the 
depth profiles of the concentration of various trace elements andlor 
micrometer-sized aerosols in the same block. 

So far, the striking result is that the concentration of >SO-pm- 
sized chondritic cosmic spheniles (-100 per ton) is very similar in 
these two very different ice fields, and about 20 times larger than the 
background level(-5 per ton). This background was determined by 
making a -2 m3 pocket of melt water at a depth of 5 m at the same 
location where the ice block was taken at Cap-Prudhomme. Thus an 
efficient concentration mechanism, still to be understood, exists at 
these two very different ice fields. 

Some analyses of polar MMs point out limitations that we hope 
toovercome during our next expedition. These include (I) the lower 
S, Ca, and Ni contents of IDPs recovered from the ice, which are 
probably related to the dissolution of highly soluble carbonates and 
sulfates in melt water, and (2) the corrosion of the steam generator 
pipes (made of ordinary steel, as no stainless steel andlor copper 
pipe was available), which released a large amount of fine-grained 
rust, which heaviIy polluted the 25-50-pm fraction. Contaminant 
trace elements such as Pb and Ur were also detected in some of the 
grains [ I  3,211. 

Curation of "Polar" IDPs for EUROMET: The present 
curatorial facilities at CSNSM have to be improved in order to 
property store the EUROMET coHection of polar IDPs, which 
includes (1) -5Odistinct samples of Greenland wet cryoconite, 
collected from July 1987 to July 1988, stored into polyethylene bags, 
and representing a total mass of -200 kg; (2) >40,000 IDPs from 
Cap-Prudhomme, Antarctica, distributed in four size fractions (25- 
50,50- I00,100-400, and >400 pm), but mostly found in the 50- 
100-pm size fraction. This is by far the purest and the richest sample 
of IDPs ever extracted from terrestrial sediments.The-60 g of Cap- 
hdhomme sand extracted from 360 tons of ice have been encap- 
sulated in about 250 vials (made of either glass andlor plastic). 
There is a very sharp drop of IDPs with increasing size, as we only 
collected 10 partially melted IDPs and 93 cosmic spheniles with size 
of >400 pm from 260 tons of melt-ice water. We alsoclearly showed 
that it is feasible to collect a very pure 25-50-pm IDP size fraction 

[22] at the condition of eliminating the rust grains. 
Currently the EUROh4J3 collection of vials and plastic bags is 

stored in a freezer. We have to get funding (-$20,000) to repair and 
modernize a small dust-free room, which will be used to store, 
handle, and preserve this colIection. We have no SEM equipped 
with a fast EDS system (the basic instrument for curatorial work on 
IDPSI. Fortunately, since 1989 we have a new instrument available 
at the Naturhistorisches Museum in Vienna, which we utilize about 
20 weeks a year. We stiH need to improve the rapidity of the SEM 
analyses, by acquiring a fast system of automated analysis, costing 
$70,000. 

Because of past problems we are reluctant to distribute samples 
of bulk cryoconite, with just a note explaining how to extract TDPs 
from these sediments. Instead, we prefer to distribute 400 mg 
aliquots of the >I 00-p-sized sand material extracted from - I00  g 
of wet cryoconite. These sand aliquots contain about 80 spheres and 
20 IDPs of the scoria and crystalline types. A method, based on  one 
already developed by geochemists to remove iron hydroxydes from 
"rusty"clays, shouId be developed to remove such hydroxides from 
porous IDPs. 

The major characteristic of the 1991 EUROMET collection of 
IDPs are outlined elsewhere [23]. To receive a few milligrams of  the 
50-100-mg sand, containing a few hundred IDPs, or an aliquot of 20 
IDPs from the 100-400-pm size fraction, a researcher has only to 
write an approximately one-page proposal to MicheI Maurette 
(fax: 003- 1-69-41 -52-68).If one hand-picksthedark, irregulargrains, 
showing no bright color, onIy about 10% of mostly crystalline and 
light colored IDPs will be missed. 

Both the 25-50-pm fraction and the few "giant" IDPs from the 
> W p m  size fraction are given only to groups with the best exper- 
tise in either the handling of stratospheric IDPs or in the 
multidisciplinary microanalyses of >400-pm grains. The nine 
"giant" raPs recovered from 260 tons of melt-ice water have not 
been allocated, but  any short proposal will be considered by 
EUROMET. During our forthcoming expedition at Cap-Prudhomme 
we hope to collect a very pure 25-50-pm size fraction. If so, we plan 
to lend about one-third of this material to NASA, which has devel- 
oped better expertise in handling and curating IDPs in this size 
range. 

Future Prospects: From the Hans Tausen Project in Green- 
land to Melt-Ice Water at the South Pole and Dome C: As part 
of the international Hans Tausen project in Greenland, C. Hammer 
is organizing a 1995 glaciological expedition to a high northern ice 
cap, which is considered to be extremely sensitive to climatic 
variations. At this northern latitude the Arctic summer is too short 
for the siderobacteria (that make the bulk of cryoconite) to grow. 
Melt-ice water, however, is still running right at the shallow mar- 
gins of the ice fields. One of our major goals is to filter this water 
and collect a cryoconite-free sand, rich in "minimeteorites," with 
sizes >I mm. In one month of operation with =10 stacks of sieves, 
about 100,000 tons of melt water could be filtered. SimultaneousIy, 
we wiU look for meteorites near the margin of the ice fieid. 

In 1992, Maurettereceived funding from IFRTP(1nstitutFran~ais 
de Recherches et d e  Techniques Polaires) to develop an all-stain- 
less-steel ice melter. Almost all componentsof this melter in contact 
with the ice or melt water (pipes of the steam generators, hot water 
pipes, immersion pumps, ice coring device, etc.) will be made of the 
same stainless steel used in the water pipes of French nuclear 
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reactors. This steel is ranked as one of the best with regard to 
corrosion resistance in water. Thanks to the cooperation of IN2P3, 
one of us (G.I.) was authorized to work full time on this melter, 
which has been built and was transported to the French station of 
Dumont d'Urville in December 1992. It will be used during the next 
Antarctic summer to obtain a new EUROMET collection of IDPs. 
These samples should be free of rust particles and of contaminants 
released d&ng the formation of the rust and the dissolution of the 
plastifiers used in the plastic tubing. They should yield a very pure 
25-50-pm size fraction. We shall also attempt to collect a 10-25- 
prn size fraction. 

Harvey is planning to build a "minimeltef' (a smaller version of 
the EUROMET melter) for the collection of IDPs from remote 
meteorite stranding surfaces during future ANSMET seasons. This 
will allow the investigation of the micrometeorite content of ice that 
is relatively free of terrestrial debris, as welt as the collection of 
IDPs from ice of different ages. In addition, the meteorite and IDP 
content of a parcel of ice can be compafed. 

Yiou et a). have shown that >5O-pm IDPs and cosmic spherules 
(about 1 per = t 0 kg of ice) can be extracted from Antarctic ice cores 
[24]. This difficult work has to be encouraged in the future, as it 
gives the exciting prospect of detecting possible changes in the 
composition of the IDP flux over a timescale of -200,000 years. 
Hammer and Maurette are also considering drilling a = 100-m-deep 
core in Greenland, specifically dedicated to a search for Tugunska 
"ashes." 

Taylor and Harvey are hoping to obtain funding to retrieve IDPs 
from the bottom of the new water well at the U.S. South Pole station. 
Over the lifetime of the well, 5-10 years, a cylinder 15 m in diam- 
eter and 100 m deep will be melted in the clean fim and ice and 
thousands of IDPs, released from the ice, should be on the bottom. 
As the age of the melted ice is well known, by sampling yearly it 
might be possible to detect changes in the type and flux of IDPs as 
afunction of time. Harvey andTayloralso hope to exploit the surface 
snow melter built by Westinghouse to provide water (==10,000 tons 
a year) at the South Pole station. A miniaturized version of this 
system will also be used at the future Italian-French station 
"Concordia," to be constructed at Dome C. 
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SOLA; SYSTEM EXPOSURE FIISTORIES OF I N T E R - 7  
PLANETARY DUST PARTICLES. A. 0. Nier, School of 
Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis MN 
55455, USA. 

For many years it has been recognized that the existence of 
zodiacal light was strong evidence that dust existed in interplan- 
etary space. It was realized that some of this dust should settle on the 
Earth, so many attempts were made to collect and classify the 
particles [I]. Collections were made in the low and in the high 
atmosphere, on polar ice, in the deep oceans, as weH as in less 
remote places. The results of analyses were not decisive due to the 
presence of very much larger amounts of dust of terrestrial origin. 
Small iron spherules have been found, which from isotopic analyses 
appeared to be of extraterrestrial origin. However, it was never 
demonstrated that they were not merely ablation products of mete- 
orites. 

Stratospheric Collection of Interplanetary Dust Particles 
(IDPs): An important breakthrough came when Brownlee et al. 
[2] showed that some of the particles collected on adhesive surfaces 
placed on the leading edges of wings of planes flying in the strato- 
sphere had unique characteristics that precluded their being of 
terrestrial origin. Extensive studies of their nature [3-5] showed 
that, in many respects, their composition was similar to that of C1 
chondritic meteorites. They are irregular in shape and range from 
fluffy to solid. In falling through the atmosphere they are heated as 
they are decelerated, the extent of heating depending upon their size 
and density. As a result, ones larger than 50-100 pm in "diameter" 
are generally melted, or may be altered in other ways. Most of the 
interest has been in small particles, ranging in size from a few to 
some tens of micrometers and having masses measured in nano- 
grams, since they are less likely to have been altered as a result of 
atmospheric heating. 

Because of the scarcity of particles, research has been devoted 
almost entirely to the investigation of individual IDPs. The small 
size of the particles has required the use of highly sophisticated 
instrumentation and considerable ingenuity by the investigators. 

In the case of meteorites, the extraction and isotopic analysis of 
the noble gases has been a fruitful experience. In the general case, 
the gases are made up of several components having different 
origins-a primordial component, one due to spallation reactions 
caused by cosmic ray bombardment over long periods of time, and 
in some cases gas resulting from radioactive decay. For IDPs the 
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situation is somewhat different. If the particles have their origin in 
comets or asteroids, as is generally believed, they exist as indepen- 
dent particles in interplanetary space for only a relatively short 
time-of the order of 10,000 years-before they senle to the strato- 
sphere, where they are concentrated. This is not sufficient time to 
accumulate measurable amounts of cosmic-ray-produced spallation 
products. Moreover, the spallation products are created with kinetic 
energy, and have ranges longer than particle diameters, and hence 
wouId not be retained. On the other hand, like lunar soil grains, the 
IDPs are subject to bombardment by the solar wind and solar flares, 
including the so-called solar energetic particles (SEPs). Noble gas 
analyses hence are valuable, but in a different way from the corre- 
sponding analyses of meteorities. 

The fust noble gas analyses on IDPs were made by Rajan et al. 
161. In a study of 10 individual particles, having masses in the range 
of 0.2-24 ng, 4He concentrations comparable to those observed in 
lunar grains were found. These were attributed to solar wind accu- 
mulation. Calculations have shown [7] that in the 10,000-year time 
span when the particles may have been free in interplanetary space, 
solar wind bombardment could readily account for all the He ob- 
served. In an investigation by Hudson et al. [8], 13 particks were 
combined and an attempt made to measure the mNeluNe ratio. The 
investigators concluded that the ratio fell in the range expected for 
solar wind Ne, and this provided further evidence that the particles 
were of extratemstrial origin. 

Additional evidence for an extratemstrial origin was obtained 
by Bradley et al. [9] who, in a study of several IDPs collected in the 
stratosphere, observed solar flare tracks. The densities of the tracks 
were consistent with the particles being exposed to solar cosmic rays 
in the interplanetary medium for a period of roughly 104 yr. More- 
over, the fact that the tracks existed and had not been erased by 
temperature annealing indicated that the particles had not been 
heated above 500"-600°C in their deceleration in the atmosphere. 
More recently, Sandford [lo] has considered the general problem of 
interpreting solar flare track densities in IDPs. 
Sources of Interplanetary Dust ParticIes: The likely source 

of interplanetary dust has been a subject of interest for many years. 
Until recently it was generally believed that most of the dust came 
from comets as they were heated in their approach to the Sun. 
Several lines of evidence [I 1,121 now point to asteroids as the likely 
source fm a large proportion of the particles. One of these consid- 
erations is based on the release pattem of the He as the particles are 
heated in laboratory experiments, and the relation of this pattem to 
the thermal history of the particles [I 31. 

Whipple [I41 considered the general problem of deceleration 
heating of particles that entered the Earth's atmosphere. His com- 
putations were extended by a number of investigators [IS-1 71. The 
net resuit of the calculations may be summarized in an approximate 
form as follows: a particle outside the Earth's atmosphere picks up 
speed toward the Earth's center as it experiences the Earth's gravi- 
tationaI pull. When it reaches a sufficiently dense part of the atmo- 
sphere, below 100 km but above the stratosphere, it is decelerated 
by the drag force of the atmosphere. The kinetic energy of the 
particle is converted to heat, warming the particle. The extent of the 
heating depends primarily on the speed of the particle and its 
diameter and mass density. 

IDFsbaving their origin in asteroids have little velocity relative 
to the Earth when they begin to feel the Earth's gravitational pull 
and hence, in their fall, reach speeds of only approximately 12 kmsl, 

the same as the escape velocity of objects leaving the Earth's 
gravitational attraction. On the other hand, IDPs having their origin 
in comets carry with them the velocity of the comet and hence have 
a total velocity higher than that of typical asteroids when they begin 
their deceleration. Consequently they will be heated to higher 
temperatures during deceteration. In the case of low-periapsis com- 
ets, the total velocity may reach 15-20 km s-1 and the heating several 
hundred degrees C above that of the 12 km s-I particles. The actual 
situation is more complex since particles reach the Earth coming 
from various directions, so there is actually a distribution of veloci- 
ties and heating. The orbital dynamics problem has been discussed 
in some detail by Jackson and Zook 1181. In any event, the decelera- 
tion in the atmosphere takes place very rapidly, so the heat pulse 
experienced by the particles lasts only a few seconds 1171, a fact that 
can be utilized in laboratory simulation experiments [13], which 
will be discussed later. 

Solar Wind and Noble Gas Isotopic Ratios in IDPs: Gas 
extraction experiments. The noble gas studies mentioned earlier 
have been extended to include measurements on individual par- 
ticles for3Hel4He,20NePNe, and, in a few cases,2lNe/22Ne isotopic 
ratio measurements on individuai particles. Summary results are 
given in Table I. In an initial study [19], summarized in line A, 16 
individual IDPs having diameters of approximately 15 pm were 
heated sufficiently to extract all the gas. As noted, the average 4He 
content measured in crn3STP g-1 was approximately one-sixth that 
found for typical lunar fines having the same size. The isotopic ratios 
3He/4He, mNe/*ZNe, and 4HelMNe were all lower, but comparable 
to those of the lunar fines. This would suggest a similar source for 
the gas, namely, the solar wind. While no attempt was made to study 
the extraction of the gas as a function of the temperature by step- 
heating, there is littlequestion but that the IDPs were heated in their 
deceleration in the atmosphere, and hence aImost certainly lost 
some gas. The loss would tend to be greater for the lighter species. 
This would explain, at least qualitatively, the lower ratios than the 
corresponding lunarones. It should also be pointed out that the3Hel 
4He and2ONePNe ratios fall in the general range attributed to solar 
energetic particles (SEPs) by Wieler et at. [21] in their lunar grain 
etching experiments. Moreover, they are not far different from the 
primordial constituents found in carbonaceous chondrites [22] and 
gas-rich meteorites (231. While some, or most, of the He and Ne 
found in IDPs is due to solar wind and SEP entrapment, one cannot 
rule out completely the possibility that at least a small fraction may 
be of primordial origin. 

Step-hearing gas extraction experiments. The success of the 
fmt investigation led to a second one in which the gas in individual 
IDPs was extracted by step heating 1201. The results are summarized 
in line B of Table 1. This study was motivated by the possibility of 
using the results to distinguish between particles of asteroidal and 
cometary origin. Asdiscussed earlier, many IDPs having a cometary 
origin would be heated more than average asteroidal particIes dur- 
ing their deceleration in the atmosphere. For these one might expect 
less gas, and this would not be released until higher temperatures 
are reached in the extraction process. 

In an investigation of 20 IDPs it was found that 12 held a 
reasonable amount of4He--on the average (38k 10) x 10-3 cm3 STP 
g-'-with the greatest release rate occurring at a temperature of 
582" f 22OC, at which point approximately 30% of the He has been 
extracted. Four of the 20  IDPs held substantially less He, and this 
was clearly released at a higher temperature. The four remaining 
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TABLE 1. Results of noble gas extractions from IDPs. 

4He 4He 
No.of Avg. cm3 STPx dSTP/g 3 H H e  Avg. 

Investigation Heating Particles Dia. pm 10" x 10' x1W 4HdWe "NelPNe temp.OC 

A Ref [IS] total 16 -15 16f6 27k2 2.4-10.3 33f7 12.OM.5 

B Ref [20f step 20 -15 4.6f1.3 38f10 2.839.2 582;t22% 

CRef[l3] pulse 24 -20 4.7e.O 5.6G.4 5.339.9t 3539 798f 241 
D Ref [I 21 pulse 22 5-10 10.4f20 17W50 5.31t0.7 58f 10 629-128" 
Solar wind* 4.339.2 -600 13.7iO.3 
Lunar finest ISM20 3.739. 1 62&5 12.639. I 

* Geiss J. et at. (1972) NASA SF-315, 14.1-14.10. 
+ Average of Eberhardt P. et al. (1970) Proc. Apoilo I 1  D m r  Sci. Con& 1037- 1070; Eberhardt P. et al. (1972) PLSC 3rd. 1821-1 856; Hintenberger H. 

et al. (1971) PLSC 2nd. 160-1625, Pepin R.O. et al. (1974) PLSCSrh, 2149-2184; Pepin R.O. et al. (1975) PLSC 6th. 2027-2055. 
t Average for 8 IDPs that appeared "normal", average for 14 others was (6M13) x 1W. 
s For 30% of helium extraction. 
1 For 50% of heliumextraction. 
" For 50% of helium extraction. 

particles contained essentially no He. 
The analysis in this case is complicated by the fact that the 

particles used in this study were actually fragments approximately 
15 pm in diameter of parent IDPs approximately 50 pm in diameter. 
Consequently, they were heated more than if they had been 15-pm 
particles during atmospheric deceleration. The greater generai heat- 
ing, due to size alone, would tend to blur the distinction between 
asteroidal and cometary particles, so the experiment is not as deci- 
sive as it might have been. On the basis of the laboratory results 
alone one might tentatively conclude that at least half the particles 
were of asteroidal origin. Final judgment should be deferred until 
results are obtained from the elemental and mineralogical investi- 
gations being conducted on fragments, companion to those em- 
ployed in the present study. 

Pulse-heating extraction experiments. The theoretical analy- 
ses of Love and Brownlee [I 71, as well as earlier calculations, show 
that the heat pulse felt by IDPs during their deceleration in the 
atmosphere lasts only about 2 s. This suggests that if a comparison 
is to be made between this heating and subsequent laboratory step 
heating it would be more realistic to employ a succession of heat 
pulses with increasing temperature and of the approximate shape of 
the deceleration heating pulses. This was done for the data pre- 
sented in lines C and D of Table 1. 

In the line C investigation, 24 particles were employed that had 
diameters of approximately 20 pm, but were fragments of IDPs that 
had diameters around 40 pm [13]. As in the step-heating experi- 
ments, other fragments of these IDPs are undergoing elemental and 
mineralogical study in various laboratories. 

In the line D investigation 1121, 22 IDPs were employed that 
were relatively small-5-10 pm in diameter-but were not frag- 
ments of larger particles as in the line B and C investigations. It was 
expected that the use of the smaller particles would reduce the 
deceleration heating inherent in the line B and C studies, and thus 
provide a sharper distinction between asteroidal and cometary par- 
ticles, associated with differences in their velocities. The results 

[I 21 appear to have justified the choice. Not only did the particles 
contain more He than the much larger fragments used in the line B 
and C experiments, but results showed that a large majority of the 
particles suffered only a modest amount of heating prior to being 
collected, suggesting that they were very likely of asteroidal origin. 
In the case of the fragments of line C, which were derived from large 
IDPs, the greater deceleration heating associated with the size 
largely masked any heating difference that would be associated with 
a difference in the incoming veIocity. 

While the average isotopic ratios given in Table 1 are more or 
less consistent, the averages hide variations that may be significant 
and worthy of note. For example, among the particles summarized 
in line A was one (L2015A5) for which the amount of 4He was near 
average, as was the Z0Ne/UNe ratio, yet the 3He/4He was six times 
the average and the 3Hd20Ne only about one-tenth the average for 
the 16 particles. Why? 

As noted in the third footnote c of Table 1, the 3Hd4He ratios 
include some peculiarities. Among the 24 particles studied, the 
average ratio for eight of the particles was (5.3 f 0.7) x 10-4, a value 
about double that found in the earlier investigations, but signifi- 
cantly different. On the other hand, for 14of the particles the average 
ratio was (60 + 13) x a value 11 times higher! For these same 
particles the average concentration of 4He was (1.2 f 0.2) x 10-3 

cm3STP g1 compared with 14.5 x cm3STP g-I for the more 
"normal" particles. Likewise, the average 4HePQNe ratio for the 
abnormal particles was 13.6 f 3.3, whereas it was 79 f 15 for the 
more normal particles. In spite of these large differences, the aver- 
age temperature for50% extraction of the4He was almost the same, 
800°C, for the two groups. 

Summary and Conclusions: For all but a few of the 82 
individual particles analyzed, 3Hd4He ratios could be determined. 
They generally fell in the range 2-6 x lo4, a value in the general 
range found for lunar soil grains and the solar wind. However, there 
are particles for which the ratio is considerably higher-enough so 
as to raise the possibility of other sources of He. In the case of the 
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smallest particles, which are not heated extensively in passing 
through the atmosphere, the He concentrations are comparable to 
those found for lunar surface grains. 

The pulse-heating procedure appears to have the power to pro- 
vide evidence on the thermal history of IDPs. In the case of small 
particles it should help distinguish between particles of asteroidal 
and those of cometary origin. 
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Introduction: The Small Particles Intact Capture Experiment 
(SPICE) will develop technologies and engineering techniques nec- 
essary to capture nearly intact, uncontaminated cosmic and inter- 
planetary dust particles (IDPs). Successful capture of such particles 
will benefit the Exobiology and Planetary Science communities by 
providing particulate samples that may have survived unaltered 
since the formation of the solar system. Characterization of these 
particles may contribute fundamental data to our knowledge of how 
these particles could have formed into our planet Earth and, per- 
haps, contributed to the beginnings of life. The term "uncon- 
taminated" means that captured cosmic and IDP particles are free 
of organic contamination from the capture process and the term 
"nearly intact capture" means that their chemical and elemental 
components are not materially altered during capture. 

The key to capturing cosmic and IDP particles that are organic- 
contamination free and nearly intact is the capture medium. Initial 
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Fig. 1. Cumulative micrometeroid flux model [I]. 

' screening of capture media included organic foams, multiple thin 
foil layers, and aerogel (a silica gel), but, with the exception of 
aerogel, the requirements of no contamination or nearly intact 
capture were not met. To ensure no contamination of particles in the 
capture process, high-purity aerogel was chosen. High-purity aerogel 
results in high clarity (visual clearness), a useful quality in detection 
and recovery of embedded captured particles from the aerogel. P. 
Tsou at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) originally described the 
use of aerogel for this purpose and reported laboratory test results 

He has flown aerogel as a,"GAS-can Lid" payload on STS-47 
and is evaluating the resultsM.The Timeband Capture Cell Experi- 
ment (TICCE), a Eureca 1 experiment, is also flying aerogel and is 
scheduled for recovery in late April, The issue of residual organics 
in the aerogel as a contamination source during the capture process 
was not addressed in these experiments. 

SPICE Project Instrument Description: SPICE is a passive 
instrument; the only moving part is the protective cover shielding " 

the aerogel surface during integration onto the spacecraft, launch, 
on-orbit episodes, and recovery of the instrument. Primary instru- 
ment subsystems are structures, electronics, simple diagnostic sen- 
sors, and aerogel. No structural issues are foreseen, with the pos- 
sible exception of mass and shapelsize constraints imposed by the 
flight platform. The required diagnostics are time-tagging and locat- 
ing of impacts on the aerogel surface. Microphonics is one method 
for time-tagging impacts while coordinates for each impact could be 
obtained by embedding layers of wire grids in the aerogel to sense 
electric or magnetic field changes caused by the impacts. 

SPICE Development Phases: SPICE experiment deveIop- 
ment folIows a standard three-phase approach starting with techni- 
caI feasibility validation (completed), conceptual design, and final 
design and fabrication. As stated earlier, aerogel is the key to 
SPICE'S performance, so clear systematic understanding is re- 
quired of the interactions between chemical components, densities, 
purity, clarity, and residual organics in the manufacture of aerogel 
for consistent batch-to-batch performance qualities. 

P h e  I. Phase 1 has resolved the critical issues of orbital flight 
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Fig. 2. Simulant penetration for Allende, V - 6.0 kmls [4]. 

platforms availability, abundance of cosmic and IDP particles in 
low-Earth orbit, and the feasibility of manufacturing high-purity 
aerogel. Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) [3] 
addressed the fmt two issues and identified WESTAR and Eureca 
as desirable flight platforms and found that a six-month mission 
using a half square meter of capture area results in encountering 
about a hundred 10-pm or larger and several 100-pm or larger 
particles. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation's (LMSC) study 
[4] addressed the third issue, the manufacturing feasibility of high- 
purity aerogel with necessary capture performance. Results from 
their previous study [5] for the Johnson Space Center surveying the 
technology status for aerogel were useful to the task of manufactur- 
ing high-purity aerogel. Purity of the manufactured aerogel was 
evaluated at the LMSC, Palo Alto Materials Laboratory, and capture 
performance tested at Ames Research Center's Hypervetocity Gun 
Range (HVGR). Both results were encouraging, showing that for 
the levels of aerogel densities (50-1 20 mg c c l )  and attainable test 
velocities (4-6 km s-1). the aerogel's capture performance was 
satisfactory and the clarity of the aerogel aided in recovering cap- 
tured particles. Simulant particles included Allende, Murchison, 
and diamonds in these tests. Figure 2 shows a typical performance 
summary chart for Allende particles for four parameters (velocity 
6 km s-1 vs. size range approximately 70-1 10 pm vs. aerogel den- 
sities 50-120 mg c c l  vs. aerogel penetration depths 1-8 mm). 
Similar performance charts for velocities at 4 and 5 km s-1 were 
obtained. The aerogel organics purity issue and the survivability of 
organics in the test particles could not be determined conclusively 
because of funding limitations, but appeared adequate. These issues 
will be resolved in Phase 2. 

Phase 2. This phase started in September 1992, and is sched- 
uled for completion in November 1993. LMSC is conducting a 
rigorously controlled manufacturing processdevelopment for aerogel 
to validate high-purity aerogel production using a specially de- 
signed and instrumented autoclave, and verified purity base chemi- 
cals. This is to identify and understand critical parameters such as 

purity of base chemicals and environmental parameters that affect 
chemical processes and reaction times and their effect on the manu- 
factured aerogel's quality. Documentation of these parametric val- 
ues, including detailed characterization of the manufactured aerogel, 
will become the basis for future aerogel manufacturing specifica- 
tions. 

The cosmic particle simulants for HVGR testing will be delib- 
erately contaminated with known concentrations of organics CpAHs 
and amino acids) into the aerogel before launch. Analyses of both 
pristine and deliberately contaminated particles before and after 
testing will verify organics survival rates to the capture process. 

Handling procedures for aerogel prior to and after HVGR testing 
will be developed and documented. Similarly, analytical procedures 
and processes for finding particle entry points, entry tracks, analysis 
of aerogel material surrounding entry tracks, and impact particle 
recovery and characterization analysis will be developed and docu- 
mented for HVGR tests. These procedures and processes, with 
appropriate modifications following these tests, will be used in 
Phase 3. Also, the brassboard aerogel containment cell developed 
during this phase for use in HVGR tests provides a strawman design 
for Phase 3 flight instrument aerogel containment cells. 

P h e  3. This phase is expected to take 24-30 months and the 
detailed tasks will be developed during FY'93 as part of Phase 2. 
The primary tasks will be the design and fabrication of an integrated 
flight instrument based on Phase 1 and 2 results that fulfill the 
science and technical requirements for SPICE. 

Flight testing is necessary because ground test facilities have two 
major shortcomings: their inability to impart velocities greater than 
around6-7 km s t  to particles in the micrometer to tens of microme- 
ter sizes, and the tendency of the hypervelocity gun's shock wave to 
disintegrate aerogels of densities less than about 50 mg c c l  . 
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A PROPOSITION FOR' THE CLASSIFICATION OF 
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRlTIC MICROMETEORITES. 
F. J. M. Rietmeijer, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque NM 87 131, USA. 

Classification of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) should be 
unambiguous and, if possible, provide an opportunity to interrelate 
these ultrafine IDPs with the matrices of undifferentiated meteor- 
ites. I prefer a scheme of chemical groupings and petrologic classes 
that is based on primary IDP properties that can be determined 
without prejudice by individual investigators. For IDPs of 2-50 pm 
these properties are bulk elemental chemistry, morphology, shape, 
and optical properties 11241. The two major chemical groups are 
readily determined by energy dispersive spectroscopic analysis 
using the scanning or analytical electron microscope [1,3,5,6]. Re- 
finement of chondritic IDP classification is possibleusing the domi- 
nant mineral species, e.g. oUvine, pyroxene, and layer silicates, and 
is readily inferred from IWR &XI, and automated chemical analysis 
[g]. Petrographic analyses of phyllosilicate-rich IDPs will identify 
smectite-rich and serpentine-rich particles (Table I). Chondritic 
IDPs are also classified according to morphology, viz., CP and CF 
IDPs are aggregate particles that differ significantly in porosity, 
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while the dense CS IDPs have a smooth surface (Table 2). The CP TABLE I. Chernicalgroupings of interplanetary dust. 
IDPs are characterized by an anhydrous silicate mineralogy, but 
small amounts of layer silicates may be present. Distinction be- Pa*c1es a Chondriric 

tween the CP and CF IDPs is somewhat ambiguous, but the unique Particlesdominated by amorphousinaierialsplusc~ 
CP IDPs are fluffy, or porous, ultrafie-grained aggregates. The CP ~1esdominatedbyneso- andim- (anhydrous)siiicatesplus carbons 
IDPs, which may contain silicate whiskers [9,IO], are the most Olivine-rich&cles 
carbon-rich extraterrestrial material presently known. The CF IDPs mxene-rich@cla 
are much less posous than ~p mps. using parfcle type definitions Particlesdominatedby phyllosilicates(i.e., hydroussi1icates)plus 

carbons from Table 2, CP IDPs in the NASA JSC Cosmic Dust Catalogs are 
SMte-ri chmCles 

-15% of all ID& that include nonchondritic spheres. Most aggre- Serpentine-rich panicles 
gate particles are of the CF type. Particlacontaining silicates ody 

The common occurrence of amorphous materials in chondritic 
D P s  has only recently been appreciated These materials have Particles with a &nchondritic ~ " l k  Composition 
variable compositions within, and among, individual IDPs [12,13f Single mineral grains, such as iron-sulfides, 
(Table 3). The presence of amorphous materials interferes with Aggtegatesoffine-~edhibnite,melilite,andperovskite 
chondritic IDP classification using the automated, point-count, 
(chemical) analysis technique since the typical distribution pattern 
of particles dominated by layer silicates [8] will be indistinguish- 
able from that exmted for amorphous materials r 141. 

TABLE 2. Morphological typesof chondritic IDPs. 

Some CS I D P ~  have an affinity to matrixes of && CI [IS] and 
CM [ 16,171 carbonaceous ,-hondriteS. me importance of these Chondritic porous [CP] IDPs; CP IDP W701 O*A 191 and Figs 1 1.1.2.a and .. ... . ..-. 

I 1.1.j.am LIUJ observations to the study of IDPs is the fact that the mineralogy and 
Chondriticfilld~cF]IDPs, 

textures of these meteorite-like particles stand out among all other Chondritic smooth [CSl IDPs; W7017B12 and Figs 1.2.b and 
chondritic IDPs. These observations confvm the conclusion by [I  1 ] I .3.b in 
that CP, CF, and most CS IDPs form a unique group of ultrafine- 
grained materials that differ significantly in fonn and texture from 
components of carbonaceous chondrites and contain mineral assem- 
blages that do not occur in any meteorite class. The chondritic IDPs 
have high bulk C contents, viz., CJSi in CP IDPs is 2.39 prn CI and 
it is 1.32 pm Cl in CS IDPs [18,19]. I designate these C-rich 
chondritic IDPs as a group of CC (i.e., carbonaceous chondritic) 
particles. Hence, the existing chondritic IDP types (Table 2) are 
reclassifred as CCP, CCF, and CCS IDP subgroups. Also, from a 
petrological viewpoint, CC rlDPs consist of four major components, 
viz., granular units (GUS) [9], polyphase units (PUS), single-crystal 
platelets (-0.5-2.0 pm in size), and single-crystal whiskers and 
euhedral silicates. The majority of CC IDPs are mostly variable 
mixtures of GUS and PUS [13], which I designate as principal 
components (Table 4). 

Most GUS are of the GU, type. They are conspicuous in the CCP 
IDPs where they form the loosely packed matrix. They consist of 
ultrafine platey grains (-1.5 nm thick) and 2-1000 nm in diameter 
that are embedded in the carbonaceous materials. These grains are 
mostly Mg,Fe-olivines and Ca-poor pyroxenes, Fe,Ni-sulfides, and 
oxides [9,10]. The size distributions of ultrafine grains, and their 
morphology, support continuous thermal annealing (crystallization) 
of amorphous precursor material [2 11. 

I propose that the interrelationships among the CC IDPs can be 
described as variations in the GU/PU ratio, viz., CCP IDPs : GU 
PU, CCF IDPs: G r PU, and CCS TCIPs: GU E( PU [13]. The ratio 
of ultrafine minerals to carbonaceous material, or GU,/GU2 ratio, 
varies among and within individual GUS [8,13]. These principal 
components provide an opportunity to study dust accretion and 
protoplanet alteration using silicate and C petrology. The mineral- 
ogical evidence supports CC IDP alteration under hydrocryogenic 
(T c 0°C) [22] and low-temperature aqueousCf N 300°C) [5,10-141 
conditions, as well as thermal annealing (dry crystallization) [21]. 
These phases of CC IDP evolution delineate petrologic classes that 
are defined by the GU and PU mineralogies in the CCP, CCF, and 

TABLE3. Amorphous materials in chondritic IDPs. 

Magnesiosilica 
Femrmagnesiosilica, Mg/(Mg+Fe) (wt%) - 0.23 and 0.73-0.95 
(Na-rich), femmsgnesio-aluminosilica (both high and low A1,0$ 
Silica-rich 
Chondritic (approximately) (rare) 

TABLE 4. Principal components of CC IDPs. 

GU,: carbonaceous GUS (-0.2-2.0 pm in diameter) of (refractory) hydro- 
carbons and amorphous carbon~ carbons >> ultraf111e minerals, or min- 
&-free 
GU; carbon-rich. chondritic GUS (-0.3-2.0 pm in diameter) of (refrac- 
tory) hydrocarbons. amorphous carbons and ultrafine minerals Figs. 2b and 
3inref.91 
PU: amorphous and holocrystaltine, both coarse and fine-grained [20], 
with compositions listed in Table3; PUS are about 1 .O pm in diameter 

Sources: [ lo] and 11 31. 

CCS IDPs: class 0: unaltered solar nebula dust; class 1: hydro- 
cryogenic alteration (diagenesis); class 2: aqueous alteration (di- 
agenesis) (cf. Table 3); class 3: thermal annealing (dry crystalliza- 
tion and fractionation); and class 4: dynamic pyrometamorphism 
[23,24]. 

Thecharacteristicmineralogy of eachclassispresented inTab1e 5. 
i emphasize the role of amorphous materials and the ultrafiie grain 
size to ma te  high free energy regimes that are conducive to miner- 
alogical activity at (very) low temperatures. Thus, IDP W7029C1 
[l I] becomes a CCP,,, IDP, that is, a C-rich CP IDP with evidence 
for petrologic classes 1,2, and 3. Particle L2005L2, which contains 
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amorphous material, saponite, forsterite, and pyroxene [14], is a 
CCF,,,, IDP. At first glance the subscripts seem chaotic and cum- 
bersome, but I claim they provide information on CC IDPevolution. 

Class 0. This classification predicts the existence of fully 
amorphous CCP, CCF, or CCS IDPs, depending on the GUPU ratio. 

Classes I and 2. The CC IDPs contain evidence for the onset of 
mineralogic activity in the solar system that was probably chaotic 
and nonequilibrium in nature. The mineral reactions were sensitive 
to reaction kinetics, to the surface free energy of nanocrystals, to 
catalytic support by carbonaceous materials, metals or metal oxides, 
and to subtle (spatial and tempad) variations in the presence of 
heat sources, the waterlrock ratio, fluid transport efficiency, fluid 
pH, and salinity [12]. When GUPU ratios determine the particle 
type it is important to realize that CCS IDPs are only produced via 
hydration o f  C-rich CCP and CCF IDPs in the presence of an 
efficient process to remove solid C, e.g., cataIyticaIly supported 
solid C gasification [25]. The effects of diagenesis and thermal 
annealing are not necessarily uniform throughout an individual 
particle. 

Layer Silicates: The transition of petrologic classes 1-2 is 
symbolized by a reaction of poorly ordered (possibIy nonstoi- 
chiometric) serpentine to well-ordered talc [I 11 

3 Mg,A12Si@20(OH),.Xi.n.H# + 5 Si(OH), (aq.) + 512 O2 - 
(1) 

5 Mg3Si,O,,(OH), + 3 A12Si205(OH),+ {3Xi.(OH),,+ 3n.H20) 

(Xi denotes monovdent interlayer cations in smectite; the braces 
symbolize the composition of the coexisting aqueous phase. Partici- 
pation of carbons or sulfides in the reaction conceivably prduces 
sulfate and cabonate minerals.) 

Phase relations in class 2 occur in an aqueous fluid that is 

buffered in the C-H-0-S system [26]. Individual CC DPs show a 
variety of product phases depending on the timing of aqueous 
alteration relative to dry crystallization and fractionation (class 3). 
The mineralogy of CCFw3 IDP L2005L2 1141, assuming co-pre- 
cfpitation of magnesite, supports the C-producing reaction occur- 
ring at 140°-30O0C [26] 

wherein Xi denotes monovalent interlayer cations in smectite. This 
temperature is similar t o  those calculated for the formation of iayer 
silicate from feldspars in CCP IDPs at 175°-1950C [12]. These 
calculations assumed phase equilibrium, but it remains to be shown 
that the assumption is conect. 

Carbons: The various forms of carbonaceous materials and 
other C species in CC IDPs, which also express the complex petro- 
logic history of these particles, are shown in Table 6. 

Sulfides: Sulfur i s  not locked up in the interstelIar dust. Yet 
sulfides are common in most undifferentiated solar system materi- 
als [10,13,28]. Two types of sulfide-producing reactions include 

MgFeSiO,+ H2S - MgSiO, + FeS + H20 (3a) 

and 

MgFeSiO, + H2S + 1.5 C - 
MgSi03 + FeS + 0.5 CH, + CO 

with loss of solid C. 
Reactions (3a,b) yield enstatite while reactions (4a.b) produce 

femsilite and Mg-enriched olivine 

TABLE 5. Pebologic classesof CC IDPs basedon GU and PUmineralogy. 
- - -  

GU, GU2 PU 

CLASS0 hydmarbons;~m~rphous amorphouscarbon-rich amorphous 
&IIS chondritic material chondriticmaterial 

CLASS 1 hydromhn~; ? poorly ordered layer 
amorphous carbons; silicates 

lossof volatiles 

CLASS 2 lonsdaleite; ? well-ordered layer 
pregraphiticcatkns, incl. silicates; salts 
mixed-layered turbostratic 

c z b n s  

CLASS 3 amorphouscarbons; ultrafine silicates. Fe,Mg-silicates, alkali- 
poorly pphitimlcarbons; sulfides, oxides.etc.; and plagioclase 

gmphitenanocrystals graphitenanocrystals feldspars; variable 
ratios amorphous - 
crystallime'silimtes' 

CLASS 4 poorly graphitimlcarbon poorly graphititedcarbon magnetite- maghemite 
domains domains nanocrystals; Mg,Fe- 

silicate reeauitibration 

NOTES: question marks, see text; platey single-crystals, or fragments thereof, are not a major component of chondritic IDPs and they could be fragments of 
type 2 or 3 PUS [13]. 
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TABLE 6. Pemlogy of CC IDP a%ons. 

amorphous carbon + suIfur [ol4+ydrocarbons 101 

[epsilon Fe.Ni carbide] [carbonfilaments] /. 
[whenitel [amorphouscarbon rims] 
[cementite] 

lonsdaleite 112.3) 
mixed layered 

carbon t13.31 
Magnesite [I ,2,3] 

rpoorly graphitizedcarbonsl [I 221 

Numbers in brackets denote the &bIe petrologic classes. Possible class 4 
carbons are shown in brackets i d  braces. ~odified after [Dl; a review of 
carbons in CC micrometeorites. 

1.5 MgFeSiO, + 0.5 H2S = 

Mg,5Fe,,5Si0, + 0.5 FeSiO, + 0.5 FeS + 0.5 H20 (43) 

and 

1.5 MgFeSi04+ 0.5 H2S + 0.75 C - 
Mg,,Fe&iO,+ 0.5 FeSiO, + 0.5 FeS + 0.5 CO + 0.25 CH4 (4) 

again solid C loss from the particle. Reactions (3) and (4) predict a 
negative correlation between the olivinelpyroxene ratio and in- 
creased amounts of FeS. Nonequilibriurn orthofemsilite plus Mg- 
rich olivine is probably related to the ultrafine grain size of CC IDPs. 
Whether this type of reaction is limited to class 2 or also defines 
class 3 is not known. Sulfides in GUS could indicate parent body 
alteration (class 3) or solid-gas reactions in the nebula but not 
invotving metallic iron. The petrographic textures support in situ 
formation [9]. I note that there is evidence for ferrosilite that might 
support reaction (4) in olivine-rich GUS [9]. 

Cluss 3. The timing of crystallization of GU, minerals is uncer- 
tain; hence the question marks in Table 5. Studies of layer silicates 
in CCP and CCF IDPs show that ultrafine-grained GUS co-occur 
with well-orderedphyllosilicates formed by feldspar alteration [13]. 
The relative timing of processes of the petrologic classes 2 and 3 is 
unknown, but it is probably random in both time and space. It is 
possible that GU, crystallization was simultaneous with formation 
of well-ordered phyllosilicates and salts, viz., CCP IDP W7029C 1 
with both class 1 and 2 layer silicates is characterized by GU, units 
of class 2 [I I]. The data are inconclusive to constrain formation of 
GU, units of class 1, although the hydrocryogenic regime does not 
appear to be conducive to GU, crystallization. 

ConcIusion: The IDP classification based on chemical group 
and morphology is an excellent scheme that incorporates the major 
IDP types. It is readily determined at the bulk level of an individual 
particle. I submit that particle classification using petrologic class, 
which is readily determined by TEM and AEM analyses, in combi- 
nation with chemical subgroupings is a meaningful approach to 
study the onset of mineralogical activity in the solar system. 
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS OF PRIMITIVE SOLAR 
SYSTEM PARTICLES. S. R. Sutton and S. Bajt, Department of 
the Geophysical Sciences and Consortium for Advanced Radiation 
Sources, The University of Chicago, Chicago IL 60637, USA. 

Introduction: Chemical studies of micrometeorites are of 
fundamental importance primarily because atmospheric entry 
selection effects (such as  destruction of friable objects) are less 
significant than those for conventional meteorites .[a. As a result, 
particles that have experienced very little postaccretional processing 
have a significant chance of surviving the Earth encounter and 
subsequent collection. Thus, chemical analyses of these relatively 
unaltered micrometeorites may lead to a better understanding of the 
compositions of the most primitive materials in the solar system and 
thereby constrain theconditions (physical and chemical) that existed 
in the early solar nebula. 

Micrometeorites have been collected from the stratosphere, polar 
ices, and ocean sediments, but the stratospheric collection is the best 
source for the most unaltered material because they are small and 
are not heated to their melting points. Despite the fact that the 
stratospheric micrometeorites have masses in the nanogram range, 
a variety of microanalytical techniques have been applied to bulk 
chemical analyses with part-per-milIion sensitivity. In some cases, 
multi-disciplinary studies (e.g., chemistry and mineralogy) have 
been performed on individual particles. The firsborder concIusion 
is that the chondrite-like particles are chemically similar to 
carbonaceous chondrites but in detail are distinct from members of 
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the conventional meteorite collection. The of this paper is 
to provide an overview of the results to date and identify important 
areas for further study. 

Analytical Techniques: Chemical analytical techniques with 
high sensitivity are required for analysis of IDPs because of their 
small size (typically in the nanogram range). As a first step in the 
chemical characterization process, quaIitative electron microprobe 
analysis (EMF'A) is obtained on each particle as part of the curatorial 
process at NASA JSC (see any of the Cosmic Dust CataIogs produced 
by the Curatorial Facility). These results fmgerprint the relative 
abundances of elements with atomic number typically between Na 
and Ni. EMPA has also been used to obtain quantitative concen- 
trations of Mg, Al, S, Ca, Cr, Fe, and Ni [2]. Light elements (C and 
0) have also been analyzed with the electron microprobe [3]. More 
sensitive techniques have made it possible to obtain trace- element 
analyses. These methods include synchrotron X-ray fluorescence 
(SXRF) [4], proton-induced X-ray emission (PIXE)[S], instrumentd 
nuclear activation analysis (INAA)[6], and secondary ion mass 
spectrometry (SIMS)[7]. The scanning auger microprobe (SAM) 
has been used for analyses of particle surfaces [8]. The laser 
microprobe/mass spectrometer (LM/MS) has provided analyses of 
volatilehydrocarbon species in stratospheric particles[9]. 

Results and Discussion: Major elements (>05%). In the 
most extensive study ofmajor elements in micrometeorites, Schramm 
et al. [2) analyzed 200 stratospheric micrometeorites by EMPA for 
Mg, Al, Si, S, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni. The particles were grouped 
morphologically into porous and smooth types. The porous particles 
were found to have compositions close to that of CI meteorites, but 
the smooth ones were depleted in Ca and Mg analogous to depletions 
in CI and CM matrix attributed to parent body leaching (most !ikely 
on an asteroidal parent body). Schramm et al. concluded that the 
porous, most chemically primitive particIes should be considered a 
new types of carbonaceous chondrite unrepresented in the meteorite 
collection. Thomas et al. [10] showed that IDPs tend to be enriched 
in C relative to C-rich meteorites. INAA results [I I] led to the 
conclusion that Na and K contents are within a factor of 2 of CI 
abundance. 

Trace eIements (<05%). The value of trace elements in IDPs 
was first demonstrated by Ganapathy and Brownlee using INAA 
[12]. Trace elements for which there are quantitative data on IDPs 
comprise a surprisingly long list, a directresult of thecomplementary 
nature of the various analytical techniques. Unfortunately, there are 
few cases where these trace-element techniques have been applied 
to the same particle. The multitude of data on elements of different 
cosmochemical character coupled with the scarcity of analytical 
intercomparisons on individual particles makes the task of 
summarizing the state of the art extremely complex. In general, the 
trace-eiement results on chondritelike particles agree with those of 
the major element analyses, i.e., partides that have "chondritic" 
major-element compositions also have "chondritic" trace-element 
compositions. The most intriguing deviations from this conclusion 
concern the volatile elements. 

Volatile-element enrichments. Undoubtedly, the deviations from 
the nominal chondritic abundance pattern that have received the 
greatest attention are the general enrichments in volatile elements 
first documented withPIXEby Vander Stapet al. [I 31. Subsequently, 
similar enrichments in many particles have been observed [14 and 
references therein]. The average compositions of 5 1 chondritic IDPs 
determined by SXRF show an abundance pattem enriched from CI 

in volatiles and complementary to the depletions in the non-CI 
carbonaceous meteorites [15]. Considerable debate continues about 
whether these volatile enrichments are indigenous or atmospheric 
contamination [e.g., 141. However, if proven to be the former, the 
implication is that the primitive IDPs are perhaps the most primitive 
solar system material available for study. 

Volatile-element deplefions. Trace-element abundance patterns 
for some lDPs are very similar to the unaltered chondritic particies 
but have varying degrees of Zn depletion [16,17]. The magnitude of 
the Zn depiction is well correlated with the thickness of the magnetite 
rim suggesting an atmospheric heating mechanism. Determination 
of volatile depletions may prove to be a powerful, nondestructive 
indicator of atmospheric heating of IDPs. A quantitative method to 
determine thermal history of the particles would be useful in inferring 
the proportions of cometary and asteroidal dust based on ohital 
differences between these two populations [la]. 

Volatilelhydrocarbon molecules. Individual IDPs show a wide 
diversity of volatile molecularspecies including hydrocarbons, sulfur- 
bearing species, carbonates, and hydroxyl. Bustin et al. [I91 found 
that the composite volatile spectrum of 14 IDPs was similar to that 
of Murchison, suggesting an association with CM meteorites. An 
interesting observation was that the hydrated IDPs (those yielding 
OH) tend to have lower volatile yields than the anhydrous ones. The 
first definitive observations of complex organic molecules (PAHs) 
in IDPs have also been made [20]. 

Conclusions and Future Studies: Primitive stratospheric 
IDPs have chemical compositions similar to CI carbonaceous 
meteorites but clearly most of them arenot fragmentsof CI meteorites. 
Volatile elements in IDPs are generally enriched relative to CI 
meteorites suggesting that they represent a new (and perhaps more 
primitive) class of carbonaceous meteorites. Future studies need to 
be done in the following areas: (1) Consortia studies: Consortia 
studies are needed to providecornpIetecharacterizationof individual 
particles analogous to the consortia currently being organized for 
interesting meteorites such as SNCs. This research will be 
particularly fruitful in understanding abundance anomalies and 
atmospheric heating effects by comparing composition with 
mineralogy. Desperately needed are trace-element microanalyses 
with spatiak resolutions (submicrometer) comparable to those of the 
TEM mineralogical studies. (2) Meteorite associations: The use of 
elemental ratios for determining associations with meteorites appears 
promising. Lindstrom [6] showed the potential value of ScFe and 
CoPFe ratios and additional work is needed to explore the suitability 
of other elemental ratios. (3) Contamination: Contamination is a 
major concern in samples of this size. Potential sources include the 
atmosphere, collection apparatus, and all processing subsequent to 
analysis. In addition, the analytical techniques themselves may alter 
compositions by heating, for example. Additional systematic studies 
need to be done to quantify these effects. (4) Orbital collections: 
Orbital collections are desperately needed to allow the chemical 
analyses described here to be performed on particles of known 
orbital parameters. 
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PQ UANTITATIVE ANALYSES OF CARBON IN ANHY- 

$ DROUS AND HYDRATED INTERPLANETARY DUST 
PARTICLES. K. L. Thomast,L. P. KeIierl, G. E. Blanfordz, and 
D. S. McKay3, 'Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Company, 
NASA Road 1, Houston TX 77058, USA, 'University of Houston- 
Clear Lake, Houston TX 77058, USA, 3Code SN, NASA Johnson 
Space Center, Houston TX 77058, USA. 

Introduction: Carbon is an important and significant compo- 
nent of most anhydrous and hydrated IDPs. We have analyzed -40 
anhydrous and hydrated chondritic IDPs for major and minor ele- 
ments, including C and 0 [-1-51. Quantitative analyses of light 
elements in small particles are difficult and require careful proce- 
dures in order to obtain reliable results. In our work, we have 
completed extensive analytical checks to verify the accuracy and 
precision of C abundances in IDPs (described. in detail id Ill). In our 
present work, additional methods are used to verify C abundances 
in IDPs including analysis of IDP thin sections embedded in S, and 
direct observation of carbonaceous material in thin sections. Our 
work shows conclusively that C is strongly enriched in IDPs relative 
to CI abundances. 

Carbon Analysis Procedures: Uncoated IDPs supported on 
Be substrates were analyzed using a thin window energy-dispersive 
X-ray detector on a scanning electron microscope equipped with a 
turbomolecular pump. This procedure eliminates C contamination 
and contributions from C-bearing substrates. Spectra were pro- 
cessed through the PGT bulk particle data reduction (BSAM) pro- 
gram, which performs peak overlap corrections, background sub- 
tractions for elements Z > 6, and calculates the ratios of X-ray counts 
from the unknown to counts from a pure, flat element standard (k- 
ratio). Carbon k-ratios were determined manually for each spec- 
trum. After manual background subtraction for C, we recorded 
counts in a window between 170 and 340 eV. These counts were 
divided by the average of measurements of a cleaved diamond 
standard to obtain carbon k-ratios. All k-ratios were used as input to 
the ClTPIC (Ver. 2.03) matrix and (p(pcp) correction procedure 
developed by [6]. 

The CITPIC program was designed for analyzing small, irregu- 
larly shaped particles. We evaluated our analytical procedure by 
analyzing particle standards from three sources under the same 
conditions as those for ILlPs: small particles with homogeneousiy 
distributed C (calcite), and IDP analog materials including small 
particles of the Orgueil CI chondrite and the Allende CV3 chondrite. 
The detailed resuIts of these studies are given in f I], and in general, 
show that our C abundances are accurate and have relative errors of 

-10%. Carbon abundances in 29 Orgueil particles ranged from 0 to 
7.4 wt% with a mean value of 3.4 wt%, in excellent agreement with 
literature values [7]. 

Since rrlPs are contaminated with silicone oil, which contains 
-3096 C by weight, Orgueil and Allende particles were saturated 
with silicone oil, washed in hexane, and analyzed for major ele- 
ments, C, and 0 (results for AlIende are given in [I]). Results from 
these particles show that there is a real contamination problem from 
the silicone oil, which causes an - 10% enhancement in Si abun- 
dances. Although silicone oil contains C and 0, we are not detecting 
excesses of these elements. The hexane rinse may be effective in 
removing silicone oil from the particle surfaces, beyond the depth 
of detection for C and 0. The actual contamination of IDPs from 
silicone oil is based on particIe parameters such as porosity and the 
extent to which the particle was rinsed. We believe IDP C abun- 
dances are not significantly affected even though the Si abundances 
are overestimated. 

A frequent criticism of  our techniques is that they are essentially 
a surface analysis and they also assume a homogeneous distribution 
within the sample volume. To address this criticism, we are now 
quantitatively analyzing thin sections of IDPs embedded in S for C 
and are directly observing C distribution in the TEM. IDPs are 
initially embedded in glassy S, thin sectioned, and placed on Be 
support films [8]. Analysis of C in S-embedded thin sections of one 
IDP shows excellent agreement with that determined by our bulk 
particle method (results given in [R]). 

Carbon can also be directly observed in anhydrous IDPs by point 
counting of individual particle thin sections in the TEM [I]. Our 
results indicate that the distribution of C in anhydrous IDPs appears 
to be rather homogeneous; C surrounds the internal grains and is 
distributed unevenly on the particle surface. The C seems to act as 
a matrix holding the individual grains together. 

Anhydrous IDPs: Our results show that anhydrous IDPs have 
a chondritic composition within a factor of 2 of CI chondrites for 
most major and minor elements with the exception of C, which 
ranges up to -13x CI. W e  have identified a relationship between C 
abundance and silicate mineralogy that, in general, shows that 
particles dominated by pyroxenes have higher C abundances than 
those dominated by olivines. Pyroxene-dominated IDPs have C > 3x 
CI and olivine-dominated IDPs have C < 3x CI. Particles containing 
equal amounts of pyroxene and olivine can be grouped with either 
the pyroxene or olivine-dominated IDPs based on C abundances. 

Carbon can be directly observed in all our pyroxene-dominated 
IDPs because of their high C abundances, but it is more difficult to 
observe C in thin sections when C < 3x CI (e-g., olivine-dominated 
IDPs). We performed point-count analyses of thin sections of two 
pyroxene-dominatedIDPs: W7027H 14andL2006B23.Results show 
that W7027H14contains 40-50~01% carbonaceousmaterial, which 
is in good agreement with an estimate of -40 ~01%. assuming a 
particle diameter of 10 pm, a particb density of  f g cm-3 [9], and 
-23 wt% C (bulk). L2006B23 has -45 wt% C, the highest reported 
bulk C of any IDP. The volume percent of C is -90, determined by 
point counting, and agrees with the theoretical estimate of 90 vol% 
based on a particle diameter of 15 pm, density of 1 g ~ m - ~  [9], 45 wt% 
C (bulk), and -50% porosity. 

The nature of the carbonaceous material in anhydrous IDPs is 
poorly known. We have not observed graphitized C (i.e., 0.34 nm 
spacings) in any particles, nor have we observed C in the form of 
carbonates. Rather, thecarbonaceous material couldbe poorly gaphi- 
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tized or amorphous. The C-rich phases in L2006B23 have a vesicu- 
lar texture, indicating the loss of volatiles, probably hydrocarbons. 
It seems plausible that several C phases could co-exist in anhydrous 
IDPS. 

Hydrated IDPs: Our results show that 12 hydrated IDPs have 
a chondritic composition within a factor of 2 of CI for analyzed 
elements, with the exception of C, which ranges from -2 to 6x CI 
[3,4,10]. Carbon abundances are <3x CI in six of the hydrated IDPs. 
The range of C abundances in hydrated IDPs overlaps that of 
anhydrous IDPs. No relationship has been observed between C 
abundance and the presence of any particular silicate phase. Car- 
bonaceous material may be distributed in hydrated IDPs in a similar 
manner to that in anhydrous EDPs, but it is difficult to differentiate 
carbonaceous material from fine-grained, poorly crystalline 
phyllosilicate matrix, which dominates hydrated IDPs. Therefore, it 
has been impossible to directly observe amorphous or poorly graphi- 
tized C in IDP thin sections. Wne-grained carbonates have been 
found in three IDPs with 8, 15, and 20 wt% C. Carbonates can 
account for some, but not all, of the high C in these IDPs. Two IDPs, 
L2005P9 and L2006J14 have 20 and 22 wt% C respectively, and 
lack carbonates. Therefore, poorly graphitized C, amorphous C, or 
hydrocarbons must be present in these C-rich IDPs. 

Most hydrated IDPs show evidence of being heated during 
atmos-pheric entry [3,10]. It is uncertain if C abundances could be 
higher in these heated particles. If some C was present as a volatile 
species (e.g., hydrocarbons), then the actual C abundances of heated 
IDPs may be higher than we report. 

Condusions: ( I )  We are able to accurately quantify C abun- 
dances in small particles. (2) Point counting and analysis of IDP thin 
sections embedded in S are two additional techniques used to vati- 
date C abundances in IDPs. (3) Most anhydrous and hydrated IDPs 
have C abundances much higher than those of any known meteorite. 
Anhydrous IDPs have C abundances up to 13x CI. They can be 
classified into three groups based on C abundance and mineralogy: 
pyroxene-rich IDP with C > 30x CI, olivine-rich with C c 3x CI, and 
mixed mineralogy with C abundances ranging between olivine- and 
pyroxene-rich IDPs. One anhydrous IDP has the highest reported 
bulk C (45 wt%) of any IDP. Carbonaceous material acts as a matrix 
holding individual mineral grains together. (4) Hydrated IDPs have 
C abundances ranging from 2 to 6x CI. Carbon abundance is not 
correlated with any silicate phase. Although some IDPs have abun- 
dant carbonates, other forms of carbonaceous material must be 
present to account for high C abundances. The distribution of C in 
hydrated IDPs is poorly known. 
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ORIGIN OF THE HYDROCARBON COMPONENT OF 
INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES. T. 3. Wdowiak and 
W. Lee, Department of Physics, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Birmingham AL 35294- 1 170, USA. 

Using experiments as a basis, we have developed a scenario for 
the origin of the hydrocarbon material of carbonaceous chondrites. 
This scenario can also serve as an explanation for the origin of the 
hydrocarbon component of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs). The 
formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules in 
the atmospheres of C stars undergoing a late stage of stellar evolu- 
tion is indicated by the observed unidentified infrared (UIR) emis- 
sion bands. Those molecules are then transported through interstel- 
lar space where they become enriched with D through ion molecule 
reactions when passing through cold, dark clouds. Many of those 
PAH molecules are subsequently hydrogenated and cracked in a H- 
dominated plasma such as would have occurred in the solar nebula. 
The resulting mixture of aIkanes and residual D-rich PAH mol- 
ecules was then incorporated into the mineral fraction of the parent 
bodies of carbonaceous chondrites and IDPs. 

Introduction: It is highly likely there exists a relationship 
between the hydrocarbon material of chondritic IDPs and that found 
as a component of carbonaceous chondrites. Earlier research on the 
origin of such hydrocarbons focused largely on the Fischer-Tropsch 
process where CO and HZ were converted at high temperatures with 
the aid of a catalyst to meteoritic hydrocarbons [I ,2]. Some very 
recent laboratory experiments have suggested a pathway that is 
different from those previously considered. In this new model poiy- 
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, first formed in the atmospheres of C 
stars, are transported through the interstellar medium. Such mol- 
ecules are capable of surviving the harsh interstellar environment 
where they are subjected to ultraviolet radiation and shocks. While 
in cold, dark clouds they become enriched in Dthrough ion molecule 
reactions. Finally, much of the aromatic material is converted to the 
alkane form found to be the principle hydrocarbon component of 
carbonaceous chondrites [31. The last process appears to have prob- 
ably taken place in the plasma environment of the solar nebula prior 
to incorporation of the hydrocarbon material into the parent bodies 
of carbonaceous chondrites and IDPs. The T Tauri stage of the Sun 
was probably an important factor in the production of the necessary 
plasma conditions. The hydrogenation will yield an alkane product 
having a lower D content than the aromatic precursor by virtue of 
simple dilution. This is consistent with what is observed for mete- 
oritic hydrocarbons. 

The presence of a hydrocarbon component in IDPs has been 
demonstrated by Wopenka [4] where a laser-induced luminescence 
was observed when 5 14-nm light was directed on an IDP sample. 
She found the emission spectrum peaked at about 600 nm for what 
she called a type3 particle. Another IDP, known as Viburnum, 
exhibited a more extreme emission, peaking at about 720 nm. This 
emission was interpretedas being due toa mixture of large polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons in the microcrystalline form as had been 
proposed earlier by Wdowiak 151. Following that initial report, a 
more comprehensive paper argued on the basis of Raman and laser- 
induced luminescence for a connection between interstellar PAII 
mokcules and the carbonaceous component of W s  [6]. Recently 
mass spectroscopy of the IDPs Aurelian and Rorianus has shown the 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the spectrum of a portion of the laboratory analog 
(A) and the specuum obtained by Cronin and Piuarello [ 1 I I of the benzene- 
methanol (9: 1) extract of the Murchison meteorite (B). Spectrum A also 
shows artifacts due to H,O (around 3450 cml) and incomplete cancellation 
of atmospheric COl (around 2350 cm-1). 

presence of PAH molecules, with those having a mass around 
250 amu being the most abundant. A second group around 370 amu 
was also found to be fairly abundant. The very low abundance of 
PAHs in the 78-192-mu range was attributed to their being heated 
during entry of the IDPs into the terrestrial atmosphere [7].Calculation 
of the peak atmospheric entry temperatures of micrometeorites 
indicates that it is highly probable that many lDPs will be flash- 
heated to temperatures in excess of 600°C [8,9]. Experiments 
involving heating milligram amounts of the acid-insoluble residue 
of the Orgeuil (CI) carbonaceous chondrite to specific temperatures 
in a vacuum suggest that thermal alteration of the hydrocarbon 
component will take place during atmosphere entry [9,10]. While 
not an attempt to simulate IDP entry, these experiments are a good 
indicator of the chemical change that occurs when chondritic 
hydrocarbons are heated. 

Experimental Techniques: We have carried out experiments 
[3] with the simple PAH naphthalene (C,,H,), which was chosen for 
the ease with which it can be placed into the gas phase. The C,,HU 
was converted through hydrogenation in a plasma to a material 
having a mid-infrared (4000-400cm-t) spectrum that is remarkably 
similar to that obtained by Cronin and Pizzarello of the hydrocarbon 
substance extracted with a benzene-methano1 mixture (9: 1) from 
theMurchison CM2 carbonaceous chondrite [I l l .  A high-molecular- 
weight residue was formed when the gaseous C,&, and H mixture 
was subjected to a 9400-VAC electrical discharge in a specially 
constructed tube. It was deposited at two places on the water-jacket- 
cooled internal glass surface of the discharge tube that have direct 
exposure to the electrodes placed in side arms. Approximately 
300 mg of C , a ,  was placed inside the sapphire tube, which was 
then inserted into the discharge tube to a position halfway between 
the two electrodes. Additional deposits were formed on the internal 
walls of the side arms in close vicinity to the electrodes and on the 
inner walI of a sapphire tube through which the discharge passed. 
The H gas was introduced through a small side inlet. A mechanical 
pump held the pressure at 0.5 tom as measured with a McLeod 

F i i  2 Laser-induced luminescence spectrum of a piece of film of the 
laboratory analog. The excitation wavelength is 5 14 nm. 

gauge. Based upon the pumpdown pressure of 0.05 tom prior to the 
introduction of the H, the compositionof the gas mixture isestimated 
to be 90% HZ, 8% NZ, and 2% 02. The N and 0 components are due 
to backstreaming of atmospheric gases from the pump. The presence 
of 0 appeared to pIay an important role in the character of the 
deposited material as deduced from its IR spectrum as discussed 
later. The amount of recovered material is approximately 15 mg and 
residues are not present in the absence of C,,H,. A N-cooled trap is 
incorporated in the line between the discharge tube and the vacuum 
pump, and was used in some of the experimental runs. 

The samples were prepared for spectroscopy by removing the 
filmlike material from various positions of the discharge tube, 
washing it in benzene and methanol, drying it under vacuum, and 
then mounting the material on a KBr or NaCl disk for IR measure- 
ments. The IR spectra were obtained with a Mattson Polaris FT-IR 
spectrometer capable of a resolution of 4 cm-I . The laser-induced 
luminscence measurements were performed using amodified EG&G 
Dilor XY Raman system where both Raman and luminescence 
spectra can be recorded from the same micrometer-sized area of the 
sample. The light signal was directed into the entrance slit of the 
spectrometer, which employed a focal plane CCD detector. The 
luminescence spectrum of the deposit sandwiched between a cover 
glass and a glass slide was taken with a 150-grooveslmm grating 
(resolution 17 cm-I) during a data acquisition time of 5 s. The 
exciting Ar+ laser was selected to have an output of 10 mW at the 
excitation wavelength of 5 14.53 nm. 

Results and Discussion: Infraredspectroscopy. Spectrum A 
in Fig. 1 shows the mid-infrared spectrum of the filmlike deposit 
removed from the water-cooled surface facing one of the elecbodes. 
It was mounted on a NaCl disk. The spectrum was measured against 
air. Spectrum B, reported by Cronin and Pizzuello [I  I], is of  the 
hydrocarbon component extracted from the Murchison meteorite 
and mounted on a KBr substrate. The similarity between the two 
spectra is remarkable, all the more because the meteorite sample, 
which is the product of a rigorous attempt to obtain an uncontami- 
nated sample, is the major organic constituent of the meteorite. As 
such it may be representative of the complex hydrocarbon material 
present throughout the early solar system. The differences that exist 
betwen the spectra can be accounted for easily. There are features 
in the laboratory analog spectrum that are due to a small amount of 
residual aromatic material that has been minimally altered o r  has 
escaped alterations altogether. Those at the aromatic C-H stretch 
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position of 3000 cm-1 are very weak. There is slightly more absorp- 
tion around 1600 cm-I, which is due to the aromatic C-C deforma- 
tion mode. Finally, there is a definite band at 750-765 cm-1 again 
probably due to an aromatic vibration. This band most likely arises 
from the C-H outsf-plane wag for the situation of three or four H 
atoms attached per external aromatic ring. This last band is nor- 
mally one of the strongest infrared bands of an aromatic molecule. 
None of these bands are as strong as the alkane bands discussed in 
the following paragraph. There is also an artifact due to atmospheric 
CO, at 2350 cm-'due to incomplete cancellation between the sample 
and the reference spectrum. 

Veryrelevant tothequestion of ourdeposit being agoodlaboratory 
analog of the meteoritic hydrocarbon component are the relative 
strengths of the alkane C-H stretching and deformation bands due 
to -CH, and -CH, in the 2900 cm-l and I400 cm-1 regions. Com- 
parison of those bands due to -CH, at 2960 cm-1 and 2870cm-I and 
-CH, group at 2925 cm-1 and 2860 cm-1 in both spectra suggests 
the laboratory deposit has a slightly lower fraction of -CH, than 
exists in the meteorite extract. The -CH,/-CH3 ratio deduced from 
the meteorite material spectrum is about 2, whereas in our residue 
it is 3-4. The observation that the meteorite extract has a greater 
fraction of material with -CH3 terminations suggests it may contain 
a greater fraction of low-molecular-weight material. However, the 
-CH3 content of our sample, indicated by the absorption bands, can 
be considered high. Substituting a PAH molecule with more rings 
than two-ringed Cl$i8, which was chosen for its volatility, would 
probably result in a high proportion of -CH3 terminations when the 
ring system is cracked. Experiments to investigate this are being 
initiated. Hydrogenation without total cracking can result in cyclo- 
alkanes, which have been reported to be present in the Murchison 
CM2 meteorite [l I]. There is also very strong and broad absorption 
in both spectra at around 1700 cm-',which is quite probably due to 
the C==O stretch in the carboxyl group. We consider it likely that this 
functional group in the laboratory material results from the presence 
of atmospheric 0 in the gas mixture as discussed earlier. Apart from 
these strong agreements, the spectral detail exhibited by our laboratory 
analog is also very consistent with that of the meteoritic component. 

Laboratory-induced luminescence spectroscopy. The laser- 
induced luminescence of a piece of film of the laboratory analog is 
displayed in Fig. 2. The 5 14-nm excited luminescence spectrum has 
a similar shape to those exhibited by the IDPs Lea and Calrissan [6]. 
The peak of emission between 3000 and 4000 cm-1 relative to the 
excitation corresponds to 600- 650 nm in wavelength. The match of 
this spectrum of the laboratory analog along its IR spectrum with 
both the luminescence spectra of two IDPs and the IR spectrum of 
the hydrocarbon component of a CM2 carbonaceous chondrite 
indicates it is probably not only an analog for meteoritic material, 
but IDP hydrocarbons as weU. 

Conclusions: Our ability to produce a hydrocarbon material 
exhibiting an IR absorption spectrum matching very closely that of 
the hycrocarbon extract of the Murchison CM2 carbonaceous 
chondrite and having a laser-induced luminescence spectrum similar 
to carbonaceous IDPs strongly suggests that the processes involved 
in the experiment simulate cosmic conditions. From the standpoint 
of astrophysics the utilization of a mixture of H and the PAH C,$, 
in an energetic experimental environment is a valid combination. 
This is because PAH molecules remain the best hypothesized source 
of the cosmic UIR emission bands first observed in 1973 [12], which 

are ubiquitous in the Milky Way and other galaxies. 
In summary, our model is that PAH species are formed in stellar 

atmospheres and then ejected (R CrB, planetary nebulae, etc.) into 
the interstellar medium. These molecules probably become deuter- 
ated in cold, dark clouds through exchange with interstellar D. 
Much of the material is then hydrogenated into alkanes in a plasma 
perhaps at the time of the formation of the Sun prior to incorporation 
into the parent bodies of carbonaceous chondrites and IDPs. Impor- 
tantly, this has the effect of diluting the D content of those molecules 
that have been hydrogenated. Remaining Drich aromatics can be 
considered to be unaltered interstellar molecules. 
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Introduction: At the initial stage of the development of our 
solar system, the solar nebula is presumably composed of IH, *H, 
3He, 4He, and 'Li, which were made during the Big Bang141, and 
C, N, 0, . . ., which are products of nearby supernova explosions. 
6Li nuclei (together with about equal amounts of 7Li), 9Be, 1°B, and 
I1B were produced later by cosmic ray particles bombarding the 
local intersteltar C, N, 0, . . ., nuclei before the nebula condensed " 
to become the Sun and the planets Thus, the ratio 6Li 1% is a 
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measure of the length of the early epoch of the solar system. In this 
paper we shall report the measurement of 7Li6Li, lIB/IOB, and 7Li 
11B/28Si of four IDPs obtained from Johnson Space Center and 
discuss the findings. 

Experimental Method and Result.: The detection of Li, Be, 
and B isdopes in two IDPs was previously reported by us in 199 1 
131. The equipment used for the measurement was a CAMACA 
IMS3F Secondary Ion Microanalyzer at Fudan University. At that 
time, however, we did not have standards for the calibration, and the 
apparatus was not properly tuned for the measurement. Therefore, 
we reported the 7Li6Li andllB/lOB values, but could not make a 
precise estimate of the experimental errors. In 1992, M. Zolensky 
of Johnson Space Center supplied us with seven more IDPs. By 
calling numerous laboratories in the country, we found a standard 
Li isotope source in the form of Li2C0, from G. D. Flesch of Iowa 
State University [4]. With a B isotope standard purchased from the 
National Bureau of Standards in the form of H2B03, a mixture of Li, 
B, and SiOz prepared in our own laboratory, and the microanalyzer 
upgraded for measuring isotopes of small samples, we were ready 
to refine our measurements. 

The microanalyzer was fust set to measure the standards. Taking 
the Li standard as an example, the profile of 6Li and X i  were 
obtained first, as shown in Fig. 1. From the profiles, we decided that 
a resolution of m/Am -1000 was sufficient for the isotopic abun- 
dance measurement. The microanalyzer was then set to scan the6Li 
and x i  intensity alternatively at a rate of about I s per scan. It took 
about 183 s to complete 65 cycles. Experimental errors were calcu- 
lated for every 5 cycles. Finally, the ratioof6Li tox i  wascalculated. 
The difference between the measured and the standard value gives 
us the needed correction factor. A similar procedure was followed 
for [OB and "B and 7LiillB/~*Si, except that, for the latter measute- 
ment, mlAm was set at 2200. 

The standard sources were then replaced by one of the IDPs. The 
intensities of 6Li and were alternatively measured for about 70 
cycles, then 'OB and I'B, and finally 7Lill'B128Si. The experiment 
was finished in one day and we found that the mimanalyzer was 
extremely stable by rechecking it with the standards. The plots of 
these scans for IDP W7074C3 are displayed in Figs. 2a,b,c as an 
illustration. The final results on four IDPs are listed in Table 1. 

Cotlclusion and Discussion: Comparing our 6Li/'Li and 'OBI 
value with that in chondrite meteorites published by Anders and 

Ebihara [S], we found good agreement, although the meteorites 
might have gone through physical or chemical fractionation pro- 
cesses. On the other hand, the variation in the abundances of Li, B, 
and Si in the four IDPs is as large as their differences from the 
published values in meteorites. Before we can make many more 
measurements, it is meaningless to draw any conclusion. 

IH, 2H, 3He, and7Li were made in the first lo3 s of the beginning 
of the universe, according to the hot Big Bang cosmological model. 
Their abundances can be calculated for a given nucleon to photon 
ratio q [l]. For q in the range of 4-8 x 10-10, the calculated 
abundances agree with astronomical observations within observa- 
tional uncertainties. The elements C. N, 0, and heavier were syn- 
thesized in stars or supermassive objects. Since 6Li, QBe, 1°B, and 
"B can easily be destroyed in the hot interior of stars, it was 
suggested that they are the spallation products induced by cosmic 
ray particles bombarding on interstellar gas 121. This idea led 
Meneguui et al. [6] to study in detail the production of Li, Be, and 

B by cosmic ray particles. Within a factor of 2, their results agree 
with experimental abundances. The differences could well be due 
to the uncertainties in spallation cross sections, cosmic ray spectrum 
as well as cosmic intensity variation in the past. On this basis, 6Li/ 
?Li can be regarded as a clock for measuring the length of the epoch 
of the solar nebuIa before the formation of the primitive accretion 
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TABLE 1. 

IDP 'Li6Li "BI1OB 7til"BPSi 

W707418 1 1.72 f 0.60 4.31 f 0.49 47.1 f 1.11831 f 0.831106 
W7074C3 12.24 5 0.5 1 4.12 f 0.26 204.2 f 1.3fl.06 f 0.451 106 
W7074A7 11.78 f 0.65 4.26 f 0.21 57.018.33/106 
W7074C15 I t .SO 5 0.30 3.96 f 0.30 57.018.331106 
Avg. 11.8920.52 4.1650.32 

disk. 
Let (%id% and (XiIH), be the abundance of X i  relative to H 

by Big Bang synthesis and from spallation respectively, and (6Lii 
Hf,, the abundance of6Li relative to H due to cosmic ray production 
(denoted respectively by Ro, &, and rc). R&rc is about 0.9 according 
to the experimental results of Olson et al. [7]. Then the measured 
6Lii%i, taken to be 11.89, is 

The calculated value of r, by Meneguzzi et al. [61 is 2.5 x 10-Z8 s-1 

and the theoretical value of R, is 10-9. These values yield the length 
of the early epoch of our solar system as 10 b.y. 
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whether the anhydrous IDPs are actually from the same parent body, 
being related by aqueous alteration of one to produce the other. We 
report here analyses of olivines and pyroxenes, and petrofabrics of 
27 chondritic IDPs, comparing those from anhydrous and hydrous 
types. Based on mineralogical evidence, we find that hydrous and 
anhydrous IDPs are, in general, not directly related. 

Techniques: All the particles described here were collected in 
the stratosphere by NASA ER-2 and WB-57 aircraft. All samples 
were selected on the basis of "chondritic" bulk composition as 
determined by preliminary energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer 
(EDX) analyses 121; chondritic compositions were verified by 
microparticle instrumentd neutron activation analysis (INAA) [3,4]. 
Following the INAA procedure we embedded all particles in EM- 
BED 812 low-viscosity epoxy, and microtomed them into Wnm- 
thick serial sections. Microtoming was halted approximately haIf 

COMPOS~ONAL VARIATIO~SS OF OLIVMES AND PY- 
ROXENES IN CHONDRITIC INTERPLANETARY DUST 
PARTICLES. M. Zolenskyl and R. Barrett2, 'Code SN2, NASA 
Johnson Space Center, Houston TX 77058, USA, 2Lockheed Engi- 

$teering and Sciences Company, 2400 NASA Road I,  Houston TX 
qh) 77058, USA. 

'-h ' 
Introduction: A principal goal of meteoritics is to character- 

ize the mineralogy, mineral chemistry, and microstructures of primi- 
tive extraterrestrial materials, and to use this information to identify 
source bodies and (more importantIy) characterize origin and evo- 
lution of these bodies [I]. It is a commonly held belief that hydrated 
interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) experienced aqueous alteration 
on hydrous asteroids, while the anhydrous IDPs could be derived 
from the more primitive asteroids and comets. We wish to discover 

Fig. 1. Backscattered electron images of selected chondritic IDPs; scale 
bars measure 5 pm Particles (A) ate anhydrous, while particles (e) and (f) 
are hydrous. The majority ofwhitegrainsareFe-Nisulfides; mostof the black 
regions are epoxy-filled voids, although some must represent low-Z material. 
(a) Particle #L2005 F39: an anhydrous IDP with numerous subhedd olivine 
and orthopyroxene crystass; (b) L2005 E36: an anhydrous IDP with a Iarge 
zoned enstatite crystat, and smaller orthopyroxene and diopside crystals; 
(c) L2005 C37: a u n i f d y  fine-grainedanhydrous IDPcontaining abundant 
olivine and orthopyroxene; (d) L2005 217: a compact anhydrous IDP with 
large anh& orthopyroxene crystals; (e) L2005 Z 14: a compact saponite- 
type IDP containing small orthopyroxene and diopside crystals; (f) L2011 
R3: ahighly porous (-40%). saponite-type IDP, with abundant orthopyroxene. 
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way through each particle, and the remaining potted bun was then 
microprobed for major-element composition using a CAMECA 
CAMEBAX microprobe. These potted butts were also used to make 
backscattered electron (BSE) images of the interiors of the IDPs 
using a JEOL 35C SEM operating at 15 kV, which offered optimum 
values of resolution vs. electron penetration (and excitation) of the 
samples. We observed the mimtomed sections using a JEOL 2000FX 
STEM equipped with a LINK EDX analysis system. We used 
natural mineral standards, and in-house determined k factors for 
reduction of compositional data; a Cliff-Lorimer thin-film correc- 
tion procedure was employed [5]. In general, mineral identifications 
were made on the basis of both composition and electron diffraction 
data. 

Results: Chondritic IDPs have been classed according to 
whether they are anhydrous and dominated by either olivine or 
pyroxene, or contain the hydrous phases saponite or serpentine. We 
have previously noted that IDPs belonging to the olivine and pyrox- 
ene classes have the same basic mineralogy, and are mineralogicaliy 
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Fig. 2. The compositional ranges exhibited by olivines and pyroxenes in 
chondritic IDPs, with data pfotted separately for 9 phyllosilicate-bearing 
(hydrous) and 15 anhydrous IDPs. Pyroxene analyses are shown projected 
onto the enstatite (En) - fmsilite (Fs) - diopside (Di) - hedenbergite (Hd) 
quadrilated. Olivines anaiyses are plotted along theforsterite(F0) - fayalite 
(Fa) binary. Data for three olivine-dominated, anhydrous IDPs are from 
Christoffersen and Buseck [9]. The compositional ranges of olivines and 
pyroxenes forthe hydrous IDPsaremorerestricted than those for the anhydrous 
IDPs, although the former contain practically all of the diopside located. 

separable only by consideration of the relative proportion of olivine 
to pyroxene. In this paper we consider anhydrous IDPs as a single 
group, simply for convenience. We also consider hydrous IDPs to be 
thosethat contain any amount of phyllosilicates. An alternate method 
is to base classification on the dominant crystalline silicate, which 
would have the effect of moving some hydrous IDPs into the anhy- 
drous group. Unfortunately, the classification of IDPs has not yet 
been standardized [4]. Examination of the BSE images of chondritic 
IDPs reveals that some anhydrous lDPs show low porosity, and that 
some hydrous ones show relatively high porosity, as has been noted 
previously (Fig. 1). 

The vast majority of hydrous chondritic IDPs contain saponite as 
the dominant phyHosilicate, and are otherwise very similar to the 
anhydrous ZDW, the only major difference appears to the presence 
of phyllosilicates. For example, the so called "granular units" [6] 
are observed both in saponite class and anhydrous chondritic IDPs 
[4J, These granular units are typically composed of submicrometer- 
sized aggregates of amorphous phases enclosing many diminutive 
crystals of olivines, pyroxenes, metals, and sulfides. 

Serpentine-dominated IDPs are the rarest type, and appear to be 
mineralogically distinct from other chondritic IDPs. We have not 
observed granular units within serpentine-class IDPs, and found 
that they rarely contain anhydrous silicates. Serpentine-class D P s  
have not been found to contain saponite, unlike IDPs ofthe saponite 
ciass, which frequently contain a small amount of serpentine [41. 
Several workers have concluded that specific serpentine-class IDPs 
are derived from the same hydrous asteroids that produced CM2 
carbonaceous chondrite meteorites [?I. Only one of the hydrous 
IDPs that we discuss in this paper is from the serpentine-dominated 
class. 

The compositional ranges of olivines and pyroxenes in IDPs 
should be useful clues to their histories [S]. To this end we have 
located and analyzed pyroxenes and olivines in 24 chondritic IDPs 
(9 hydrous, 15 anhydrous; olivines or pyroxenes werenot located in 
an additional 3 IDPs). Maximum observed grain sizes of olivines 
and pyroxenes vary from a few hundredths of nanometers (for most 
particles) to 16 pm in one exceptional particle. To  these data we 
have added olivine analyses from three olivine-class IDPs, as re- 
ported by Christoffersen and Buseck [9]. The results of theseanaly- 
ses are presented in Fig. 2. 

Augite, pigeonite, and diopside are found in many particles. 
While it is possible that some of the augites described here are 
actually diopside and enstatite in an exsolution relationship, we did 
not observe evidence of this and exsolution laminae would have 
been obvious. We found that there exists no significant difference 
in the compositions of olivines from olivine vs. pyroxene-dominated 
IDPs [lo]. The degree of heterogeneity of these minerals from 
anhydrous IDPs is approximately F o ~ ~ - ~ ~  and Only a 
single grain of diopside was found in the 18 anhydrous IDPs exam- 
ined. 

Olivines in the hydrous IDPs range incomposition f r ~ r n F ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
while enstatites range from En,,,,. These ranges are significantly 
narrower than those from the anhydrous IDPs. Four out of the nine 
hydrous IDPs contain diopsides, in contrast to their obvious rarity in 
anhydrous IDPs. However, both anhydrous and hydrous IDPs show 
a considerable clustering at Mg-rich compositions. 

Discussion: Are anhydrous and hydrous IDPs genetically re- 
lated by simple hydrolysis of the former material? The presence of 
primarily Mg-rich (Fe-poor) olivines and pyroxenes in the hydrous 
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IDPs could be due to the preferential early dissolution of Fe-rich and their greater relative degree of hydration are consistent with 
olivines and pyroxenes during aqueous alteration, meaning that parent-body postaccretion processing [12]. It is noteworthy that the 
chondritic IDPs represent a mineralogical continuum. The experi- most porous particle we have encountered in this study was hydrous 
mentally determined mte of fayalite (Fod dissolution in a reducing (though to a low degree). If we can assume that the sources for 
atmosphell: at a pH of 2-7 at 25OC is six times higher than for hydrous IDPs are hydrous asteroids, this result indicates that aster- 
forsterite (F%,) [I 11. This relationship probably continues to the pH oid regoliths can today contain materials with very low porosities. 
range 7-12 (the range appropriate to asteroid alteration, according We conclude that olivine and pyroxene major-element composi- 
to geochemical modeling) [I 21, although the absolute rate of olivine tions can be used to help discriminate between IDPs that are (I) 
dissoiution should be adversely affected by this change in pH [131. purely nebular condensates, and lately resided in anhydrous or icy 
While pyroxenes weather at a generally slower rate than olivines (no liquids), primitive parent bodies, and (2) more geochemically 
under these conditions [14], it is probable that dissolution of Fe-rich active parent bodies (probably hydrous and anhydrous asteroids). 
pyroxenes is similarly more rapid than Mg-rich varieties. Weather- References: [I] Brownlee D. E. (1985) Amu. Rev. Earth 
ing rates are known to be dependent upon many additional factors, PIarcet. Sci., 13,34-150; Bradley J. P. (1988) GCA, 52,889-900. 
for example, the presence of bidentate organic ligands will increase [2] Zolensky M. E. et al. (1990)Cosmic Dust Caralog I1 ,Planetetary 
the dissolution rate of olivine of all compositions by forming metal Materials Branch Pubf. No. 83, NASA JSC, 170 pp. [3] Lindstrom 
complexes a t  the grain surface [ I I]. Carbon and organic compounds D. J. et al. (l990)LPSXX. 700-701; Lindstrom D. J. (199 1)Nuclear 
are known t o  be present in considerable abundance in chondritic Insts. Methods Phys. Res., A299,84-588. [4] Zolensky M. E. and 
IDPs, although their chemistry remains largely uncharacterized Liidstrom D. J. (1992) Proc. LPS, Vol. 22,161-169. [S] Goldstein 
[I 51. Nevertheless, if these differential weathering-rate relation- J. 1. (1 979) in Introduction to Analytical Electron Microscopy (3. J. 
ships hold for alteration on hydrous asteroids, then they provide a Hren et al., eds.), 813-820, Plenum, New York. [6] Rietmeijer 
mechanism for the relative destruction of Fe-rich anhydrous sili- F. J. M. (1989) Proc. LPSC I9th, 513-521. [7] Bradley J. P. and 

, cates, and therefore permit a genetic relationship between hydrous Brownlee D. E. (1991) Science, 251, 549-552, Keller L. P. et al. 
and anhydrous IDPs. (1992) GCA, 56, 1409-1412. 181 Kliick W. et al. (1989) Nature, 

However, this simple mechanism does not explain why diop 339,126-128. [9] Christoffersen R. and Buseck P. R. (1986) EPSL, 
sides should preferentially be found in hydrous IDPs. Diopside (and 78, 53-66. [lo] Zolensky M. and Barren R. ( 1993) Microbeam 
other clinopyroxenes) weathers at a generally slower rate than Analysis, 2, 191-197. [I 11 Wogelius R. A. and Walther J. V. (1992) 
ortho-pyroxenes, probably due to the development of transport- Chem. Geol.. 97,101-1 12; Casey W. H. andwestrich H. R. (1992) 
limiting surface neoformation products on the former, and rapid Nature, 355,157-159. [I21 Zolensky M. E. et aI. (1989)Icarus, 78, 
development of fractures and alteration embayments on the latter 41 1-425. [I31 Grandstaff D. E. (1977) GCA, 41. 1097- I 104. 
[14,16]. These results suggest that diopside should be a relatively [I41 Eggleton R. A. (1986) in Rates of Chemical Weathering of 
resistant phase during the aqueous alteration of chondritic IDPs, Rocks and Minerals (S. Colman and D. Dethier, eds.), 21-40. 
compared to orthopyroxenes and olivines. Accordingly, diopside Academic, New York. [15] Clemett S. J. et al. (1993) LPS XXN, 
must never have been present in the vast majority of anhydrous 309-3 10; Keller L. P. et al. (1993) LPSXXN, 785-786; Thomas K. 
chondritic IDPs, although it is demonstrably present in approxi- L. et al. (1993) LPS XXN, 1425-1426. [16] Colin F. et al. ( 1985) 
mately half of all hydrous IDPs containing remnant olivines andlor Clay Minerals, 20, 93-1 13. [17] Lindsley D. H. (1983) Am. Min- 
pyroxenes. From this we conclude that at least half of the observed eral, 68, 477-493. 

63b 
hydrous chondritic IDPs have not been derived from bulk of the 
anhydrous IDPs by aqueous alteration. 

N95- 10971 50; 
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Presence or absence of diopside can therefore be used to separate GI I{ /9%i0v.53?? 9. 
the chondritic hydrous IDPs into at least two separate populations. COLLECTION AND CURATION OF INTERPLANETARY 
Population A (22 out of the 27 particles) includes the IDPs without DUST PARTICLES RECOVERED FROM THE STRATO- 
diopside. These materials exhibit a wide range of porosities, from SPHERE. M. E. Zolenskyland J. L. Warren=, 'Solar System 
4U% to nearly 08, and practically the complete range of degree of Exploration Division, NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston TX 
hydration, although anhydrous particles predominate by a ratio of 77058, USA,*Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Company, 2400 
145. Population A should be further divisible into several groups, NASA Road I ,  Houston TX 77058, USA. 
one of which being anhydrous cometary grains. Population B par- 
ticles (5) contain diopside and show the complete range of degree Since May 198 1, the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
of hydration, but have a significantly lower range of porosities (15- tration (NASA) has used aircraft to collect interplanetary dust 
0%). These particles are dominated by hydrous particles, by a ratio particles (IDPs) from Earth's stratosphere. Specially designed dust 
of41.  collectors are prepared for flight and processed after flight in an 

What does the presence of diopside reveal regarding the origin ultraclean (Class- 100) laboratory constructed for this purpose at the 
and history of primitive solar system materials? The presence of Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston, Texas. Particles 
diopside could indicate a more Ca-rich source, although this is are individually retrieved from the collectors, examined, and cata- 
unlikely since all the analyzed particles contain approximately the logued, and then made available to the scientific community for 
same (chondritic) amount of Ca. Rather, presence of diopside prob- research. Interplanetary dust thereby joins lunar samples and Ant- 
ably indicates relatively slow cooling, and equilibration with arctic meteorites as a critical extraterrestrial material being curated 
orthopyroxene at a low temperature [17]. This was probably not a at JSC. 
nebularpmess, and instead required the presence of a parent body. Collection Surfaces: The collection surfaces used are flat 
The lower relative porosities of the diopside-containing particles plates of Lexan (a space-age plastic) and come in two sizes, conven- 
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tional collectors and Large Area Collectors having 30 and 300 cm2 
surface areas respectively. These collector surfaces are coated with 
silicone oil (dimethyl siloxane) and sealed within special airtight 
housings, to be opened only in the stratosphere or back in the clean- 
lab facility. The collecto~ are carried into the stratosphere under the 
wings of NASA ER-2, WB-57, and (at one time) U-2 aircraft. These 
collectors were instaIled in speciaIly constructed wing pylons that 
ensure that the necessary level of cleanliness is maintained between 
periods of active sampling. During successive periods of high alti- 
tude (20 krn) cruise, the collectors are exposed in the stratosphere 
by barometric controls and then retracted into sealed storage con- 
tainers prior to descent. In this manner, a total of 20-80 hr of 
sfratospheric exposure is accumulated for each collector. We note 
that while the collection of IDPs has been the principal goal of this 
program, terrestrial (including volcanic ash) and space debris par- 
ticles are collected in great numbers and are also available for study. 

Processing of Particles: Particle mounts designed for the 
JEOL IOOCX scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) 
a- currently the standard receptacles for dust particles in the JSC 
laboratory. Each mount consists of a graphite frame (size 
-3 x 6 x24 mm) onto which a Nucleopore filter (0.4 pm pore size) 
is attached. A conductive coat of C is vacuum evaporated onto the 
mount and then a microscopic reference pattern is "stenciled" onto 
the C-coated filter by vacuum evaporation of Al through an appro- 
priately sized template. Particles are individuaily removed from 
collectors using glass-needle micromaniputators under a binocular 
stereomicroscope. Each particle is positioned on an Al-free area of 
a Freon-cleaned (Freon i13), C-coated filter and washed in place 
with hexane to remove silicone oil. Each mount is normally limited 
to 16 particles. All processing and storage of each particle is per- 
formed in a Class- 100clean room. Over the coming year we will be 
phasing out the use of Freon in our laboratory. 

Preliminary Examination of Particles: Each rinsed particle 
is examined before leaving the Class-100 clean room processing 
area with a petrographic research microscope equipped with trans- 
mitted, reflected, and oblique light illuminators. At a magnification 
of 500'. size, shape, transparency, color, and luster are determined 
and recorded for each particle. 

After optical description, each mount (with uncoated particles) 
is examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray 
energydispersive spectrometry (EDS). Secondary electron imaging 
of each particle is performed with a JEOL-35CF SEM at an accel- 
erating voltage of 20 kV. Images are therefore of relatively low 
contrast and resolution due to deliberate avoidance of convention- 
ally applied conductive coats (C or Au-Pd) that might interfere with 
later elemental analyses of particles. EDS data are collected with 
the same JEOL-35CF SEM equipped with a Si(Li) detector and 
PGT 4000T analyzer. Using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV, each 
particle is raster scanned and its X-ray spectrum recorded over the 
0-10-keV range by counting for I00 s. No system (artifact) peaks of 
significance appear in the spectra. 

Following SEMEDS examination, each particle mount is stored 
in a dry N gas atmosphere in a sealed cabinet until allocation to 
qualified investigators. 

Cosmic Dust Catalogs: The preliminary information and im- 
ages of each particle are then published by the JSC Office of the 
Curator in the form of the Cosmic Dust Catalogs. Each page in the 
main body of the catalog is devoted to one particle and consists of 
an SEM image, an EDS spectrum, and a brief summary of prelimi- 

nary examination data obtained by optical microscopy. 
Each cataloged particle receives a provisional first order identi- 

fication based on its morphology (from SEM image), elemental 
composition (from EDS spectrum), and optical properties. Particle 
types are detined for their descriptive and curatorial utility, not as 
scientific classifications. These tentative categorizations, which 
reflect judgements based on a decade of collective experience, 
should not be construed to be firm identifications and should not 
dissuade any investigator from requesting any given particle for 
detailed study and more complete identification. The precise iden- 
tification of each particle in our inventory is beyond the scope and 
intent of our collection and curation program. Indeed, the reliable 
identification and scientific classification of cosmic dust is one of 
many important research tasks that we hope to stimulate. 

Sample Requests: Scientists desiring further information con- 
ceming the allocation of interplanetary dust, or  the Cosmic Dust 
Catalogs should contact 

Curator for Cosmic Dust 
Code SN2 
NASA Johnson Space Center N95- I 0972 
Houston TX 77058 USA 
Phone: 713-483-5 128 19 9hA/o./sd-) 

H. A. Zookl, E. Griin2, M. Baguhlz, A. Balogh3, S. J. Bame4, H. 
Fechtigz, R. Forsyth3, M. S. Hanners, M. Horanyi6, J. Kisselz, B.-A. 
LindbIad7, D. Linkert2, G. Liken2, I. Manna, J. A.M. McDonnellg, 
G. E. Morfilllo, J. L. Phillips4, C. Polanskeys, G. Schwehml~, N. 
Siddique2,P.Staubach2, J. SvestkaI2,and A. Taylofi, INASAJohnson 
Space Center, Houston TX 77058, USA, 2Max-Planck-Institut fir 
Kemphysik, Postfach I03980,69 Heidelberg I, Germany ,'Imperial 
College, London, UK,4Los Alamos National Laboratory, University 
of California, Los Alamos NM 87545, USA, 5Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory,Pasadena, CA91109,USA,6LaboratoryforAtmospheric 
and Space Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA, 
?Lurid Observatory, 221 Lund, Sweden, 8Max-Planck- Institut fiir 
Aeronom ie, 341 1 Katlenburg-Lindau, Germany ,gUniversity of Kent, 
Canterbury, CT2 7NR, UK, ~OMax-Planck-Institut fiir Extra- 
terrestrische Physik, 8046 Garching, Germany, IIESA ESTEC, 
2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands,12hague Observatory, 1 1846 
Prague 1 ,  Czech Republic. 

As described by Griin et al.f%?] the dust impact detector on the 
Ulysses spacecraft detected a totally unexpected series of dust 
streams in the outer solar system near the orbit of Jupiter. Five 
considerations lead us to believe that the dust streams emanate from 
the jovian system itself: (1) The dust streams only occur within 
about 1 AU of the jovian system, with the strongest stream being the 
one closest to Jupiter (about 550 R, away). (2) The direction from 
which they anive is never far from the line-of-sight direction to 
Jupiter. (3) The time period between streams is about 28 (f3) days. 
(4) The impact velocities are very high-mostly around 40 km s-I. 
(5) We can think of no cometary, asteroidal, or interstellar source 
that could give rise to the above four phenomena; such streams have 
never before been detected. 

The logarithm of the dust grain impact rate, in events per day vs. 
time in days, for a 400-day period centered on Jupiter closest 
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approach (CA) on Feb. 8, 1992, is plotted in Fig. 1. Depicted is a 
continuous four-impact running average of all impacts with dust 
masses above the detector threshold (4x 10-15 g at 20 km s-1 to 6 x 
10-16 g at 40 km s-1 impact veIocity). Sixteen hours before CA, 
sensitivity was reduced, partly to protect the instrument, so that 
grains smaller than about 10-13 g could not be detected. Full sensi- 
tivity was restored about 16 hr after CA. The UIysses spacecraft 
velocity well away from Jupiter, but with respect to Jupiter, is about 
I 4  km s l .  

The eye is immediately struck by the rough periodicity of the six 
dust streams before and after Jupiter CA (two streams before and 
four after). The average period between streams is 28 to 29 days. A 
second feature is that the streams only occur within about 1 AU 
(-2100R,) distance from Jupiter and average about 505 R, apart; the 
most intense stream is the one closest to Jupiter. A third feature, 
again striking, is observed in Fig. 2, where each dust grain impact 
is represented as a symbol on a plot showing spacecraft rotation 
angle vs. days from CA. The dust detector points nearly perpendicu- 
lar (85') to the spacecraft rotation axis, which, in turn, points 
continuously to m, zero degrees rotation means the dust detector 
then points, during spacecraft rotation, closest to ecliptic north. It is 
seen that each stream is made up of small grains that anive from a 
single d ic t ion  (allowing for the 140' sensor field-of-view). It is 
further seen that the radiant of approach of each stream changes by 
about 150" in rotation angle from before CA to after CA. The 
direction from which the streams appear to anive is, in all cases, 
close to the line of sight direction to Jupiter, interplanetary magnetic 
field bending of particle trajectory is believed to cause the observed 
deviations from the line-of-sight directions. 

The three considerations given above, plus two more, make the 
jovian system the only plausibfe source for these remarkable dust 
streams. There are two additional considerations: (1) The stream 
particle impact velocities-about 40 krn sl as measured by the rise 
time of the impact ion pulse-appear improbably high to have 
derived from sources such as asteroids or comets in closed solar 
system orbits (the escape velocity from the solar system at 5.4 AU is 
18 km sl); it is probable, however, that the rotating jovian magnetic 
field can accelerate charged dust grains to such velocities [3]. (2) 

Fig. 2. Spaaxmft mtation angle vs. time in days since Jupiter CA. Line- 
of-sight direction to Jupiter and the spacecraft diition of motion (SIC apex) 
are also shou7~. 

We can't imagine any source (other than the jovian system), includ- 
ing grains from interstellar space, that would cause the apparent 
radiant of the particles to  change by the 150° shown in Fig. 2. 

Because the measured stream velocities are near the upper 
limits of velocity for the laboratory impact calibrations that have 
been performed, it is possible that ion and electron current rise 
times are no longer very sensitive to further increases in impact 
velocity. This leads to the possibility that particle veiocities are 
much higher, and particle masses much lower, than the values 
derived from the indicated instrument response. This possibility, 
among others, is now being explored to clearly understand the 
rotation angles from which the streams appear to come. 

References: [I] Griin E. et al. (1992) Science, 257. ISSO- 
1552. [Z] Gilin E. et al. (1993) Nafure, submitted. [3] Horanyi M. 
et al. (1993) Nature, submitted. 

Rg. 1. Logarithm of impact rate, in number of events per day, vs. time in 
days since Jupiter closest approach (CA). The impact rate increase seen at CA 
is believed due to particles in jovian orbit andlor to a ,-vitationally con- 
centrated interplanetary meteoroid flux near Jupiter. 
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